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for the doxology,

Norman McLeod was a leading spirit
est honor his church could bestow on

“THE OVERFLOWING OUP.

him. Thomas Guthrie was likewiso a
leading spirit in the Free Church of Scot-

Into the crystal chulice of the soul
1% fulling,drop by drop, Life’s blending raead,

land, having been one

The pleasant waters of our childhood speed
There roll

The drops of swent and:bitter that proceed
From wedded trustfuluess, snd hearts that

i

3

For children that outrun’us to the goal

s

And later come the calmer joys of age—

Around their fading lives, whose hetitage
Is whitened locks and voice serene and Tow,
These added blessings round the vesscl up—
Death is the overflowing of the cup.

—d. B, Saxton in Scribner.
Gre
+

SOME REFLECTIONS ON. CHRISTIAN
UNITY.
BY

A PASTOR,

It can not be doubted that

one element

of power inthe Christian church, at the
beginning, was the manifest unity of spirit amongits membership.
It is only commonplace to assert that there can not be
any lasting coherence among bad men.
Policy, self-interest, or some low motive,

may, for a time, hold them together; but
among bad men the centrifugal will sooner or later overcome

¢s.

the centripetal fore-

It is not strange,

we see men

working

then, that,

when

together

great

in

harmony and love, we should conclude
they are good men.
We have learned
both by observation and experience of
the centripetency of goodness.
This force has always taken a deep
hold upon the human heart. We can not
look upon the spectacle of a united company of people unmoved.
An army,
moving in measured rythm, albeit its
unity is exoteric,nevertheless stirs us profoundly ; but an army, keeping step to an
inward pulse-beal, that marches in obedienceto an inward voice, that moves in
accord with a deep spiritual law, must excite our deepest emotions.
History, indeed, informs us that the world has always been profoundly impressed wherever men have been held together by love.
Our Saviour,

with

a wisdom

that

hast

sent

me.”

swer to that prayer, when
been

poured out

read that they

upon

had

In an-

the Spirit had

the disciples, we

¢ favor

people.”

While it may be true that the different
* Christian sects have, more or less, a natu-

ral basis in the diversities of human nature, is it not also presumable that more
could be effected were they more nearly
analogous to the different divisions of a
grand army, and less to opposing armies ?
It is only with sadness that one contemplates the great waste of power, in the
past, from the unnecessary and foolish
combats fiercely waged between different
sections of what was professedly one
host.
Like power directed against the
bulwarks of a common enemy might have
battered them down.
And although these sectional strifes are
how

often is it true that personal pique is elevated into principle? Alas, what mighty
energies have been expended in the ttempted defense of personal prejudices.

How

often have the Lord’s hosts been

turned aside from their warfare against
the great enemy, that they might ingloriously and wickedly thrust their swords

into ove another.

Is there any possible
whereon all Christians

basis of union
may unitedly

stand, any common platform to which all
may agree,

any

creed

to

which

all can

subscribe? If the church should: adopt
the motto of the lamented martyr President, * With malice toward none, with
charity for all,” could she not gather all
Christians under her wings?
Push this idea ot the neeessity

ot

sects

because of the diversities of human nat_ ureto. an extreme, and there will be as
many sects as there are individuals ; there
are no two who see precisely alike on any

great question. Itis impossible to conceive of utter uniformity.
And there
never could be a

harmonious church, un-

less its membership

ation, they came to love

brothers,

should

dis-,

each other like

as they indeed were.

Who

shall say that the spirit,which made them

tian men, was not better and nobler than
the spirit which rent them asunder in the
division of the Scottish kirk? Who shall
say that one was purer or nobler or more

generous than the other, yet one went
out of the Establishment while the other
remained in? Had a more generous and
charitable spirit prevailed, could not all
have remained in, or all gone out together?

But

practically

agree to disagree ! Why may we not carry the same principle farther, and unite
sects, denominations, all Christians ?

It is comforting to think that the great

the

factstands,

each

of them

grew too large for his own church, and
we all claim them both as brothers and
fathers in Israel.
One day, Guthrie m>t Henry Melville in
London.
Melville laid his hand on
his

shoulder,

saying,

‘¢ Dr. . Guthrie, I

will say to you what one of our clergy
said to Robert Hall, and perhaps you will
make to me his reply.
Said the clergyman to Hall, * Mr. Hall, I love and honor

you notwithstanding you had not Epis.
copal ordination ;’ said Hall to the clergyman, * And I love and honor you notwithstanding you have Episcopal ordination.’ ”

Could we all,

as Christians,

love

and

honor each other, notwithstanding our pe-

culiarities of faith and work, would not
the church be a vastly more immense
power for good ? Could Baptist and Methodist nnd Presbyterian and Episcopalian
sit together at the Lord's table, unite affectionately in works of charity, be at one
in all efforts for the evangelization of the
world,—who then might not look for the
speedy dawning of millennial days?
Though they now stand apart und unwisely oft2n look

at each other askance,

“ Yet I doubt

not thro’ the ages

One increasing purpose runs,
And the thoughts of men are widened
By the process of the suns.”

And, therefoie,because of the unanswerable logic of events which are occurring
inthe
providence of God, the church
shall at length become one’ and invincible.

with all the

carried on avowedly from principle,

in the

of

ruption of "43. Yet, in spite of all the
bitternesses which grew out of that separ-

gather-

ed strength from a deep insight into human nature, prayed that his disciples
might be united, ** that the world may
believe that thon

leaders

forget party,and love each other as Chris-

The restful streams of quietude that flow

Pe

of the

that movement which ended

And enter first; and Love pours in its whole

bleed

the worse

;

in the Established Church of Scotland, attaining unto the moderatorship, the high-

i Sod

Deep flood of tenderness and gall.

deal heckled about his dozology, —heterodoxy! All great, wise, loving leaders of
God’s hosts are likely to be heckled about

their doxology,—and so much
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¢* But,” continued the

gentleman, * Norman'McLeod is a good

Lipid

IN ADVANCE,
this paper.

cars, he fell into con-

McLeod.
He repligd that he did not
know him personally, though his sister attended his church and was much pleased
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Dean Stanley
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while riding on the
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thought
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‘large for a sect; they
t
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—

THE WIOKED POLITICIANS OF MIOHIGAN!
An editorial note in the Siar of Feb.
19, presents a very grave indictment
against the Regents of the University of
Michigan and the Legislature of that
State for reinstating Prof. Rose in that in-

stitution.

The objectionable features of

this transaction, as stated, are
Prof. Rose had been ‘‘adjudged
er by the court” ‘and fined
square up his accounts.” 2.
seem to have done the business,

these: 1.
a default85000 to
¢ Poiitics
a Repub-

lican legistature having asked this consideration.”

3.

Rose had become

‘‘fra-

grant” and gained this consideration by
having ¢¢ lost a leg in the army.” 4. According

to

the

editor's

understanding,

gation by a committee of the Regents followed.

Rose

was

condemned

and dis-

12,

nothing, and may blessings follow you,”
/Thus the

lessons

of truth,

‘honor

and

missed, A suit at law was commenced | self-denial are instilled into the reader by
to recover from him the money. In the the relation of one incident after another
mean time another Committee was ap- in the life of the boy-preacher, who be-

pointed to determine the amount of the
defalcation.

An accomplished decountant

was employed, who,after weeks of careful

investigation, was convinced that Rose
was innocent and that the deficit could be
tracedto the hands of the Director

self—Prof. Douglas.

him-

Another Committee

of ardent friends of Prof. Douglas then

gan his intineracy when but fifteen years
of age and kept it up till the end of life.
Mr. Marks’s first trip to Ohio, over

Lake Erie, treats of traveling in old times,
and

whose

interest increases; as.

those

pioneer days recede in the past. It isalso
in this chapter that, we arg told. about the

organization of the, Huron Q. M.,

and of

examined the matter,and found Rose guilty the rise of a Freewill Baptist Yearly
of having the larger part of the deficit in Meeting on the Ohio river and. the trials
bis hands, and Douglas innocently
holding $1100 or $1200 of it in his
hands.
The majority then dropped

that followed that undertakiog.

the suit at law against Rose and com-

Marks's life. | However, as. a sample of

. =

But we have no space to give
merest

abstract

of

the

1

even the

details of

Mr.

norantly having over $1000 in his hands.
Before this strange suit in chancery came
to trial the Legislature of Michigan ordered an investigition of the whole matter.
A Committee
'of | eight 'members of the
House and Senate gave the subject a very
exhaustive examination and came to the
unanimous conclusion that Prof. Douglas
was guilty of a stupendous fraug, They
made their report, and'a majority of Regents voted to dismiss him. They also
twice amended their suit in
chancery.
They also dismissed their attorneys and
employed two others, one of whom was
Senator Christiancy, for many years Justice of the Supreme Court.
It should be
said another Regent ‘had been appointed,
one of the most influential men in the
State, who used his utmost influence to

bring about these changes.
appointed

counsel,

The newly

believing

that

the

judge of the circuitin which the suit was

Tour to New, York and Upper Canadar—TLe tier
on Slavery—Discussion of Campbellism—Attends N. H. Yearly Meeting—Arrival.of Mr.
Sutton and affecting address—Revival in New
| Durham—=Attends Holland Porchase Y. M.—
(Attends

gavenih

General Conference——Remoyal

othe printing office of the Morning

N. H.—Tour,

Star to Dover,

to Maine and severe ilimess at Wil-

ton—=Sicknegs und death of

Mr.Beede——Locates

in Portsmouth———Rise of thé F. B. Home

Mission

Sociery
Visite fg
ist tomb—Organizution of Rockingham Q. M.——Safferings irom dysRepsiar Anti-Slayery character of the Morning
Star~——Mr. C. G. Finney’s Révival Lectures—
Geo. Shampson; the abolitionitt———Confession of

a Man
of

Pleasure——Attends N. H.- Apti-slavery

Society—N.H. Yearly Wearipe
Shvary discussign—=Ordingtion of Mr. Eli Noyes as;missionary to India—Trials in consequence of temJegance principles—— Meetings and baptism on the
1¢ of Shoals——Mr.Phillips

appointed

missionary

to India—=Attends the Eth: General Conference
——Resigns his agency for the Book Concern—
N.H. Legislature refuses it an act of incorporation
on account of its Anti-Slavery charactej——Vis.
its Upper Canada——Resolutions

for holy living.

It will at once be seen that no Freewill
Baptist, who is loyally interested in his

own people, can afford to be without the
reading of these memoirs,
they deal so largely
of our denomination
territory: The book
mo., containing 516

especially as

pending, had become too much involved
in the case to try it impartially, secured had at this office, postage paid, for $1.10
from him a pledge that he would call an per copy. Address, Rev. 1. D. Stewart,
experienced judge from another circuit to Dover, N. H.
try it. He violated his pledge and tried
it himself.
His rulings were simply as— CONDUCTED BY REVI
G. Ur WATERMAN,
T
tounding. His decision was still more
SOME FIGURES.
so. Senator Christiancy, at the request of
The Financial Secretary of our Benevhalf the Regents, gave it as his opinion
that there was no evidence of. the guilt of olent Societies has given us, in his last
Rose.
In the meantime, the people of Annual Report, a set of tables, showing
the State had read the evidence before bow much was given to each of those
the investigating committee of the Legis- societies last year, by each church in the
lature and also the court, and were nearly denomination that contributed directly to
unanimous in. the belief of the guilt of their treasuries.
The reports are also
Douglas and
innocence of Rose. Two arranged by States so that we can readily
successive Legislatures have almost unan- ‘learn what was done in any given locality
imously petitioned for Rose’s restoration. or in each Yearly Meeting. It is much
The press is as nearly unanimous as the to be regretted that these tables are
people. Atlengthhe is restored.
Poli- not made complete for general purposes
tics bave had nothing to do with it. That by including the amounts collected by
many persons have had a profound sym- State Societies and Associations, and the
| pathy for the brave surgeon who, in defi- Woman's Society, these funds not passing
ance of danger, went into tae hottest of through the treasury of the general Society.
the fight and carried offthe wounded till
We certainly hope some arrangement
he was shot down and maimed for life, is will be made befcre another Report is
true. If bravery, piety and poverty make issued by which the Financial Secretary
*¢ fragrant” such a man, so be it. In the will be enabled tor present ina tabular
excitement some foolish things have been form the results of all our efforts in raissaid and done on both sides,
But the ing funds for the benevolent causes in
which we. are engaged.
The Report
restoration of Rose to a place in the University has been very earnestly advocated shows that only 439 out of 1449 churches
to ‘the Foreign
Mission
by a majority of the papers ot the State, contributed
and desired by an overwhelming majori- Society, and, leaving a wide margin for
ty of two Legislatures,and also of the peo- the work of other agencies, it is probable
ple.
The Republicans, as such, and the that not more than one half of all our
politicians have had very little to do with churches gave anything to that cause
it,
?
C. B. MiLLs.
during the last year. Pastor, was your
SEEERRORG
i Gh G6 J gaa
the number that did
‘church among
WHAT TO READ.
nothing ? If so, can you not persuade
Among the most entertaining and profi- them to make a better record
this year?
table of Freewill Baptist biographies is One dollar apiece from the churches that
that of Rev. David Marks. The vividness gave nothing last year would support a
_of his early religious impressions, his con- dozen native preachers
and teachers.
version and call to the gospel ministry, Shall. not the Society have that much?
his attempts to get an education, and
‘Probably not more than one-sixth of our
many circumstances connected therewith, churches contributed to all the Societies
are told by flimself in a touching manner.
for which we ask contributions. Truly,
For instance, imagine a boy of thirteen,
these things ought not so to be, and again
fully decided in his own mind, and at last
we are compelled to ask pastors if it shall
gaining the sanction of his parents, that
continue to be so ?
the ministry should be his life-work, startFIRST IMPRESSIONS.
ing off from home alone to foot if 368
Ina letter just received from Rev. T.
miles to Providence where his parents

MISSION WORK.

had the opinion he could

be educated

W. Burkholder, the

‘new man” in

our

last re-enforcement to the Mission in
India, he speaks of his first experiences in
missionary life aud work as much more
agreeable, or perhaps we ought to say
much less disagreeable, than he had expected. The climate, weather, mode of
life, and other things entirely new and
strange have occasioned little or no discomfort. He has been out with Dr. J. L.
Phillips and several of the ladies of the
Mission on a tour through a portion of
the country needing much missionary

planation

promises to, give our readers some account
of his ‘first impressions,” and such
mattbrsas may seem to a stranger worthy
of note.

recent proceedings

deemed so objectionable :
In 1876 it was determined by a part of

the Board of Regents that the receipts and
disbursements in the Chemical Laboratory
of the University of Michigan should be
rigidly scrutinized and should be made
to conform to the provisions of law. This
A rigid ex‘had never been done before.
amination was impending and inevitable.
In two days the Director of the Laboratory professed to have discovered that his
clerk and book-keeper, assistant Prof.

Rose, was a defaulter.

He called in his

personal friends who from examination of
a part of the books and papers reached
the same conclusions. A partial investi-

re
i

1879.

now let me tell you what I have to relate. We
began: work bere one week ago yesterday.
My first visit was made
to a village one and
a half miles north of here, to see some people

THE PRESIDENT’S VETO.
On Saturday the long expected veto
Anti-Chinese bill was received in the
where the bill originated, and upon a vote
should pass, ““ the President's objections

was most heartily welcomed, and we left an
appointment to call again on the following
Thursday. Our second duy was spent in visit
mg a large market,sevefi miles away to the

the

.

, Wednesday we. visited a market five miles

northwest of this place, but met with no
incident of special importance.
Thursday
morning, we went firstto the village north of
us, aecording ‘to. previous ‘appointment. I
resolved to bring matters to » clear understanding; 80, as soon as the preaching was over, I

Brown University, but to his great disappointment

was

would be given

informed
him,

but

that
there

tuition
was

no

provision for ‘board and clothing. One
evening on his journey home, coming to &

toll bridge, all being silent, and without
hdving money enough to pay his expenses
home, he said to himself, *“ You can elimb

thig gate, pass

over

the bridge

without

work, of which

we

hope

to hear

thing more definite in the future.

FROM MR.

some-

Bro. B.

MARSHALL.

. We call especial attention to the letter
below from Rev. A. J. Marshall, and the

very gratifying

‘Let

intelligence it

contains,

it stimulate ‘us to a larger faith, a

harming it, and thus save a little that will .greater activity, more fervent prayer and

do you godd without injury to any one.”
He did so. But he had not gone far when
conscience was too much for him. He
returned, and trembling told his story to
the gate keeper, who opened the gate,
and laughing heartily replied, ** Ah, dear
child, you may go free, I will receive

more

'I went to

several others and from neurly all I:got the
same reply. T'took the namesof a score who
were thought to be favorably impressed, and

we have received them as disciples of our Lord,
and shall make use of every opportunity to

instruct and lead them into the full light und
‘A. M.,

and 43 soon us breakfast was over ‘started with
Brother

Lawrenee,

to visit the

other

to which we had promised to go.

‘village

An ; hour's

drive brought us into the vicinity of the village,

We

proceeded to the thickest part of the village
and seated upon a large blanket in the midstof
Nayaker,

telling

them of Jesus,

generous giving in behalf of this
SORAH, Jan. 14, 1879,

we

bad

through the sacred day.
The House re-assembled from recess,at 9:30 in the morning. The re-

.

port of a committeeof Conference was about being
proceeded with,when a startling incident interrupted the proceedings. An old white-haired man

wasseen

waving his hand, and making his way

in the northern gallery down tothe very front,
who, in aloud voice, exclaimed,
* The wicked shall be cast into hell, and all

the nations that forget God.
ing God to-day,

and

You are dishonor-

may

he forgive

you

for

All eyes were turned in that direction, the
aged man returned a. defiant look and was then

led out:by officers of the House, feemingly
isfied that he had performed a pious duty:

citement of a

another

religion.

God

be

praised for this!

An

ap-

poinument was left for to-day, and though I
regret that
I am still unable
to go, my two
good brethren Kumel and Joseph have gone,
and I know that the blessing of heaven will go
with them. We shall be able to tell you next
week what the condition of this village is. Let
me tell you the results of one more day’s work
for Jesus, and then I will close. :
Some days since a call came to us in this
" language, from an
old Brahmin who lives
about eight miles west of this place, * Wien

you find that man who tells us so sweetly about
Jesus Christ, bring

him

to

me.”

He meant

Kumel Nayaka, a man chosen of God as surely
ag was Paul. Yesterday was the day set to
answer the call; and Kumel and Joseph went.
Not being present myself, I must give the

account of the meeting as

told

by them.

On

their way they calied at one of the villages I
have spoken of as having come under our instruction. Breakfast was given them; an hour
was spent in prayer, preaching and praise; and
then they resumed their journey to the village

of Manepore, where the Brahmin resides who
called them.

Here they were

by the man himself.

met at the door

He looked for a moment

steadfastly into Kumel’s face, then sprang forward, clasped him in his arms and wept for
joy. They were taken into the house, water
wus broughtto wash their feet, and after these
tokens of welcome were passed, conversation

began on the great question that had brenght
them together, The neighbors were called in,
and they, too, manifested the same interest.
The talk about Jesus went ontill evening, then
the question arose about eating, for it is a cos.

tom of the Brahmins not to touch food with a
man of another caste.
The Brabmin asked
Kumel if he would eat with him? He. replied
yes, of course. The food was made ready, and
a great leaf from the plantain tree, about four

feet long andond and

a half feet

wide,

was

brought in'and upon this was poured the
boiled rice for the company, consisting of the
Brahmin, the two native preachers, and seven
others from the village.
When all were seated
around the pile of food, thanks were offered

up to God for his rich

mercy,

and the eating

began.
It was, no doubt, the first meal ever
partaken of in that house where God received

acknowledgment.

After dinner

hymns

were

sung, and a
portion of Scripture read, and
prayers were offered up to God for the salvation of those present and all who sought to

become
tion that
hundred
to follow

his children, During the conversafollowed. the Bramin stated that two
or more in the vicinity, were ready
him and become Christians. He is a

man of influence and is regarded
natives as Weal,
May God so

among the
thoroughly

convert him that his influence and his wealth,
may all be used to extend His
kingdom.
There is one thing that may be said of all
these that propose to become Christians. They
are not poor, and do not come to us to better
their

condition,

save

in

the

true

spiritual

sense. Will the friends of the Mission pray
heartily to God for the true conversion of these
men. The Brahmin at that meeting expressed
a strong desire to see the Sihab; as he called

me, and when he wus told that he would

welcomed, he said that he

village

and

neighbors . would

twenty

be

of his

go on Wednesday

next and see the Sihab, eat with him, and beof Christ with

Wednesday, and we

him.

have made

This is

arrangements

For the encouragement of the friends ef our
mission, I will give some account of the events

to entertain twenty-five of these

that are now passing with us, We
are in
camp,twenty-two miles south of Balasore, in a

plates, and let our hearts

and

will permit,

A.J. MARSHALL.

delightful place, for both health and work,and

to the Capitol was crowded with carriages and
pedestrians, The Hotel lobbies resounded with
conversation and the buzz of political contentions. The flags were flying over both wings of
thé = Capitol, denoting continuous session all

there

sat-

was seen

in

gatherings

campaign.

in the" highest

At

ex-

times, compara-

tively good order prevailed when no exeiting
brands were flung into the arena, but the moment a conference committee reported. (which
meant a renewal of the fightevery time hetween the two Houses,) then the uproar would
begin and the excitement increase,
Nothing
could be heard from the galleries. The Sergeantat-arms perambulated the Hotisé with his mace
over his shoulder, but “was (only greeted with
shouts of derision,” members ; hanging their
hats on his emblem, and disperting themselves
like the wildest of college Loys.
No intelligent
business could be transacted, and the House .
took a recess until 9 o’clock, evening,

sweet talk and season of prayer.
The people of this village, too, have become
learners of Christ,and we are certain that ere
long we ‘shall be able, by the help of the Lord,
to lay them as precious sheaves at the feet of
2 in the afternooii.
Jesus,
Friday, I was confined to my bed with | ~The Semte assenibled at
A very exciting debate sprang up on an amendneuralgia, an enemy that I fear will soon drive
me from the field. Saturday, I was a little ment, by Mr. Hoar of Mass., to the Pension bill,
to prohibit Jefferson Davis from ever receiving
better, but not able fe do any work; but
a pension from this Goyernment. Lamar, of
thanks be to God who giveth us the victory,—
Miss., true to a fellow sythpathy for co-laborers
we are not obliged to win it ourselves—my
good brother, Kumel Nayaker, and Joseph in rebellion, brought forth'the indignation of the
Senate by accusing the Senator from Mass. of
Fullonton, went to a market east of here and
“ flinging an insult into the face of Southern
I will write what they on their return joyfully
Senators.” He was called to order and his
told me. A couple of hours were spent in
words taken d6Wn.
Subsequently he made ans
preaching and singing, and as soon as that
apology and withdrew his offensive remarks.
was over a mau from the audience took Kumel
Nayaka by the hand, led him out of the mar- The same Senator wenton to say that ** Jefferket, and told him that he wanted to become a son Davis stood in the position that he (Lamar)
did, with others, who believed in the right of a
Christian. He said that it had been his custom
State to secede!” What greater insult was evfor a long time, to learn all he could from the
er flung in the face of the Senate, than such senpreaching at the market, and then go home
and teach the people of his village what he had
timents from the very men whom a generous
Government admits to a seat on that floor? The
heard.
He further stated that there were ten
families in his village that had broken caste old spirit of 1860 lies slumbering, and the same
fire to-day burns beneath. Then came sharp werlc
and wishedto be instructed in the Christian
between Thurman and Blaine, approaching to -

come followers

cause:

them

SUNDAY.

On Sunday last, the Capital of the nation
presented a singular spectacle.
The Aveune
from the Treasury and the great uptown hotels,

sion of political

The

had taken most of them by the hand, we sat
down to tell them of Christ and his religion.

and with

one

Sunday; the exspite of the day,
applause followed
the intense senti-

On this beautiful morning

audience arose at our coming, bowed their
faces to the ground. in welcome, and when we

preachers,

incensed beyond

the House a pandemonium excelling the confu-

the audience, we found our native brother,

Kumel'

are

subject was referred to from

it!”

The man who urged us to come met us at the
road, and putting his arms around us, like a

child, told us how glad he was'fo see us.

slope States
The

of our prominent pulpits on
pression
of thought, in
could not be controlled, and
that can only be justified by
ment against the iniquity.
""'
WASHINGTON ON

eaten

liberty of the gospel. We returned at10,

Pacific

measure.

with us, had we thought it best. We gave him
food and lodging und sent him home with the
assurance that on Thursday, P. M.,we would be

with’earnestness that he was ready.

of the
House,
that it
to the

contrary notwithstanding’’—it failed to receive
the necessary two-thirds vote. So it falls and

west. Hero we found a man who told us that
in his village were several families that had
broken caste,and wishedto become Christians,

at his village,

11.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March G, 1879.

whom I have felt a great interest in, ~The visit

‘He came home with us, and would have

“NO,

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

with the early history They received the word gladly and we felt
and cover so large a sure, as we left -them, that the kingdom of
is a large sized 12 ‘heaven was come nigh unto-them. That night
five- men from this village .and one from a
pages, and may be neighboring town, came home with the native

Rose is entitled to almost anything at
their hands in place of such consideration freely, for they themselves were poor,
and in giving David his time, were really
as this.
. Great anxiety is felt to know hew long giving him more than they could well
Fatber. provided
the tax-payers. of Michigan will endure | spare. ‘My heavenly
y
this, before they suitably resent the out- { me friends,” he writes. *¢ Strangers, when
they learned the object of my journey,
rage!
2
Now as the writer
waSchairman of one were very kind, often bestowing a little
of the investigating committees of the money to defray my expenses. Sometimes they would weep, and frequently
Legislature that had this matter in hand,
and spent between two and three months express much surprise upon seeing a
in an exhaustive examination of this child alone so far from home.” In twelve
whole subject, I trust he will be permitted days the journey was completed, and he
to present
the following facts in ex- was kindly received by the President of

of these

LX]

menced a suit in chancery against both what this book is madeup of,we inserta
Douglas and Rose, alleging in their bill portion of the table of contents. for the asked the head man of the congregation if he
that Rose was criminally guilty of embez™' 25th chapter ;
ous
;
was ready to become a Christian. He replied

zlement and Douglas innocently and ig-

s

of Christ at our feast to-night.

on the ground, take our food
as fully and freely as

time

new

disciples

We shall all sit

from leaves for
prayers

and

mingle

opportunity

great personality.

When the. fatter attempted to

ask a question, he was told peremptorily
by che
former to ‘ *Sit down, sir! sit down!” which was
resented by Mr. Blaine in scorching langmage.
Then came more eulogies for the arch-Rebel,
which brought old Zach. Chandler, white witli
suppressed emotion, to his feet, pouring out a
perfect storm of patriotic indignation. The
scene was
intensely
exciting.
Especial-

ly

was

the ‘ old

man”

(ashe

is called) se-

vere, when he referred to’ lectures on our Constitutional duties by that noted conspirator, in
1860 and ’61, and now, 18 years from that ti ne,
in “ the face of every man, woman
and child
of freedom and liherty,eulogies and panegyr ies

are pronounced on this

double

dyed

traitor

to

than

at

his country.”
THE

CLOSING

HOURS,

There was never a greater

crowd

the Capitol on Tuesday to witness the death of
this thankless and undeserving 45th Congress...
The great Rotunda, the Lobbies, Committee:

rooms,

stair-ways,

the great

marble halls

were a mass of human beings of every shade,
condition and country.anda resolution ofthe
-two bodies packed the floors of each House

with ladies and members’ families.
At 11:10, Mr. Atkins in the House and

Mr..

Windom in Senate made the last report from.
Conference committees that they could not

agree and moved that their respective Houses
“adhere” (which is a parliamentary finality)..
The clock pointed io five minutes
of 12, and
Speaker Randall, making a few appropriate:
remarks,
brought his gavel down on tLe:
desk with a heavy thud and declared
that
¢ this House stands adjourned without day.”
The Vice President made no remarks, but

with quiet dignity adjourned the Senate in the
Same manner.
BILLS

AND

MEASURES

PASSED,

All the appropriation bills save two (the
Legislative and army), were signed by the
President, who affixed his signature to the lust
(Arrears of Pensions) at ten minutes of twelve.
In addition to the above bills, the following
measures became
laws:
The
Census bill
amending the Internal Revenue laws and reduction of tax on tobacco: Bill to prevent introduction of infectious and contagious diseases :
Bill to aid in refunding public debt and numerous private bills,
The extra session, called for Mareh 18, will
probably furnish the occasion for one of the
‘most exciting political debates since the wur.
Had the two above appropriation bills passed
there would not have been the semblance of »
necessity for calling an extra session, and the
country will readily see the quality and quantity of Democratic buncombe for the past
week or 50, in charging that the Republicans:
were responsible, ete.
:
The most import measures that failed’ were,.
The Geneva award bill: The bill to establish
Postal saving banks: the “Sugar bill” The
Bureau to
proposition to transfer the Indian
the War Department: The Brazilitd
subsidy
bill: The bill to devote the proceeds of sales of
public lands to educational purposes: The

Mississippi Levee

bill and

various

improve-

ments:
The joint resolution propesihg constitutional. amendment to prohibit payment of’
disloyal claims, etc. Several bundred private
claims and ‘thousands of other elaims, bills,.
resolutions, and the like, are-left lying untouched in the committee rooms.

An important Siruppiets coming for the next:

speakers ip (the third highest" in political
significance).
William D. Kelley looms up

as the Greenbackers?

candidate, to whom the

Republicans would give support’ should

he be

placed in nomination.,

The Senate committees

and

into

patronage

pass

the

hands of the

Democrats, and. a conflict between: the kKxecutive and Legislative departments is inevitably at band..

I

ELBIOTT..
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Sabbath -'School Lesson.--Mar. 23.

(For

Questions

THE

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

see.

PROF.

Lesson

lapers.)

ALL-SEEING
DAILY

HOWE.

A.

J.

GOD.

READINGS.

3.

God is here. Gen. 28:10—22.

T.

Thou God

W.
".
¥.

God’s omnipresence. Jer. 23:16—24,
God unsearchable. Ro. 11:23—36.
Christ’s omnipresence. Mati. 18:1—20,

®.
8.

seest me.

God sees us all.
Allsceing God.

Gen. 16:1—16,

a few choice spirits in this world, who are

Ps. 94:1-28,
Ps. 139:1—]2.

* Thou

GOoLPEN
TRXT:
(fen. 16013.

Psalm

God

seest

A LEWISTON (ME.) SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
There has been no time when the Main
St.'Society has been more united in the
exercise of faith in esrnest prayer, and
inthe performance of good works as at
the close of this winter. Its pulpit has
led the pew to earnes: heart-searchings
and longing desires for higher aad purer
lives ; its prayer meetings have evidenced
a sentiment of deep, spiritnal thought,and
its Sabbath-school, of which more particular report will be given, has been a place
of unusual activity and power.
We have come to believe that there are

me.”—

139:1—-12.

« born Sunday-school superintendents,”
although great praise is due all those who
try to fill this office, and who have an
earnest desireto perforrng the duty faithfully.
Now, should you step into the
Main St. Sunday-school, you would not

Notes and Hints.

fail to notice that its superintendent is

* 0 Lord.” (O Jehovah.
* Searched
me.” ** Proved me," say both the Greek
and Latin versions.
* Afar off.” These
words may refer either to God, er to ‘my
thought.” According to the Greek and
Latin versions and some commentators
the meaning is that God, afar off in heaven though he may be, understands oar
thoughts ; others think the meaning is
that God understands our thought ere it

present. .Ileart, brain, nerve and muscle
are all here, alert in the interest of this
school under his care.
The smallest
child feels the magretism of his presence,
and is quite sure that the superintendent
knows that he, individually, is in his
place. Now notice that his influence is

has taken shape in the mind. The latter
view conforms better to the idea of God's
omnipresence which is brought out in
this psalm.
++ Compassest my path.”
To compass
is to go around,

or to surround, which

is

aot the idea of the Hebrew here.
The
Septuagint translation reads, ¢ Thou hast
traced out my path;” the
hast examined my path,”

Latin, ** Thou
and these are

the more accarate renderings.

quainted.”

* Artac-

The thought is,art acquainted

with them before I walk in them.
The
foreknowledge of God, the psalmist has
in mind.
* In my tongue.”
Unspoken words.
« Beset me,” Hemmed me in.
** Laid
thine hand upon me:” Taken mein hand,
so that 1 can not escape from thee. That
is, the knowledge of God has gone before
eur every step, word, or thought.
He
has foreknown all.
*¢ Such knowledge.” As that just described as comprehending all that perey

exclaims

in ‘wonder.

Notice

that

his

mind is elevated with the grandeur of this
.viewwf God, and therefore does not pause
to gather up the practical lessons suggested byit.
We chould be quickened to
think mote of God's glorious character
by. remembering--theinfluenee;—in--ourt

thus felt during the school

hour, but see,

also, how he follows the members of the
school through the week. Every Sunday,
two or three classes are appointed as lit-

tle bands of home missionaries to canvass
the city for new

recruits

for the school,

and to report their efforts and success on
the following Sunday.

Observe

the fig-

ures of one week's work from the report
of last Sunday :
The report from one class, ¢* Thirty invited, only five of whom refused to accept

Unto a full

¢)m-

prehension of it.
.
“ Thy spiral.” Not the Holy Spirit, but
ed

himself who is a s pirit.

Some

emi-

nent writers think that spirit devotes, in
this place, the understanding of God, and
deny that the psalmist views God as an
omnipresent
spirit.
** Thy presence.”
Literally, ¢¢ thy face.” ** My bed. The
Oriental bed was the garment worn by
“day, or a blanket, mat or anilt.
The
literal reading here is not ‘‘make,’’ but
¢ spread’’ my bed.

In hell”

According fo the ancients,

the dead, both good and bad, were
ered in one place under the world.

home of the
Hebrew,

dead is called

¢ Sheol” in

¢“ Hades” in Greek, and

in English,

gathThe
* hell”

See Luke 16:23; Is. 14:9.

‘« Behold thou art there.” Behold calls
attention to the fact, like the word see.

God is in the under-world, that ‘is, where
the spirits of the dead are.
« Wings of the morning.” Wings that
would bear him on with the rapidity of
light. ‘Uttermost parts.” The most distant parts, the extreme west.

“The sea.”

The Mediterranean. The psalmist probably knew nothing of the waters beyond
this sea.
“ Lead me . .. hold me.”
Different
ways of expressing the care of God that
would be over him. “ Lven the night.’

A new way of trying to evade God is now
mentioned.

These words

rendered in our version.

are
The

wrongly
verse,

ac-

eording to Perowne, shonld read,
Only
Jet the darkness cover me, and the light
about me be night.”
¢ Both alike.”

That is, so far as

ob-

structing the eye of God is concerned.
Practical

Lessons.

(1) That if God is

emniscient, he knows our natures,circumstances, acts, our perils, opportunities,

moeds and prayers. Hence, what reason
for freely offering our prayers to him;
what

reason

to

beware,

in

thought,

speech and action,of sinning against him ;
what assurance of help in his service, and,
as we loolsto him, of grace sufficiang
to

keep us in the

way of righteoustiess,

+ faithful unto death.” —
€2) If God is all-knowing

and

every-

"where, then this world is not left of him
to its own ways.

He holds it in subjec-

rien, he directs its course, he will bring
about his designs concerningit. Why,
then, do *¢ the heathen rage, and the peo:
ple imagine a vain thing?”

(8) If God is everywhere

then secret

sins are a misnomer.

(4) Then God cun, at any time, when
the church fulfills the

conditions,

mani-

fest his glory in her assemblies ; or, when
she disciple walks humbly and gratefully
before him, impart a peace that the world
knows not of.
:
|

(5) Then here is warning for the un-

godly, hope for the penitent, encouragement and blessing for the uprighe.
4

O-ro

The railroad and steamboat tucilities at

Chautauqua will, this year, be much in
sdvance of last season ; and the assembly.
will open Aung. 5.
A “School of Lan-

guages” and a *¢ Teachers’ Retreat” will
®oth open July 17.

STAR,

Communications.
OHURCH DISCIPLINE.
BY REY.

C.

D.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES.
In treating of this subject, our

first

To supply this we depend on scripture.
We are not told the time and place of

No elenrly

cut formal constitution is given us. 'We

find the church to be an institution formed
ments,

namely,

union

of two

1879.

uals, And we have not only the direcetion of the Master as recorded by Mathew,
but the advice and practice of the apostles

ing to them.

as well, to show us that direct methods of

the ground, a roof of poles

If,

need is a well defined idea of thé church,

by the natural

12,

discipline are to be followed.

DUDLEY,

the first acts of organization.

MARCH

great ele-

society and

‘Christian

experience.

;

Religion ‘begins’ ‘with the ‘individual.
The living soul is its earthly dwelling

then, we preach

salvation

40 in-

dividuals, and invite them personally into
the visible church, we should as faithful-

we can

assure

them,

they

will

find no

more pleasant place to spend a profitable

perintendentis no singer

himself,

never-

ing the winter, from

a nucleus

of a new

mission class, five other classes have
been formed. Many of these have been
secured by the personal efforts of the superintendent’s wife, who has, moreover,

A few

poles are

sunk

covered

in
with

with strings of bark, and the house is
complete. = The cost is almost too little

to be represented by figures.

by a disorderly walk.

six feet by four, just large enough for a
married couple, though it might accom-

from

the

latter

Or, if we

duty,

shrink

we should

also

hesitate in the former. In either case
our responsibility is determined by the
explicit teaching of the divine Word. All
are rejoicing that there is a more general

and earnest attention, at the present time,
to the Bible.

Teachers and

preachers

:

There is a Santal house at Kheempore,

modate a baby or two without crowding,
which, on account of its neatness and

time

for

common

are now studying and adopting the man- ‘how about the walls. ¢ Oh, the man could

representing Chris-

tian life under social conditions, was

ecall-

ed a church.

Or, if we begin our definition from the
opposite point of view, we say the churclr
‘is a society of Christians as such. Look-

ing now beyond the origin of the church
to its early history, we find this same

enthusiasm of aggressive labor, become
equally earnest in the cause of purity.
Gospel life, gospel preaching and gospel
discipline must all be found well developed in the church that would build
for the Master richly and permanently.
na

© 1

O.

R,

nature, and we

as a people are among

this standing demand, as the
formed by natural - growth
direction of the inspired apostles,
This settled, nother question
moment is,by what means is this

form of
supply

one first
and the
of great
peculiar

institution to be perpetuated?
It is true
that “God-is-the-head of the church, but

we have no idea that he makes it what he
will, and leads it where he will,

without

any regard to human influences. If he
‘does, it is presumptuous in us, to ask
persons into the church, or to cast them

natives, Sasi,

our

muster

very

circuitous,

but

cuts off a gooddeal from the bridle
path. My first walk was six miles by
the bridle and sheep paths, the next day
miles

in the hills.

BACHELER.

head

road,

easy, a bridle path much shorter, and
what might be called a sheep path, which

by

the

bridle

path,

which

brought us to Karseong, the first station

AMONG THE HIMALAYAS,
BY REV.

the carriage

nine

1 Nb

and

lay

preacher, a bright and active young man,

was my traveling companion.
Leaving Calcutta on the night of the
5th of October, by train over the Bengal

I was glad to be able to test

the heart's action in mountain climbing,
than which there is no better test. ‘Some

ascents were very steep, more than fortyfive degrees, but I was gratified to find
the machinery working just ax quietly as
it did forty years ago. Indeed, sofar as
subjective knowledge goes, I should not
koow that I had a heart.

I was the more

surprised atthis as most mountain climbers complain of more or - less palpitation.
Karseongis midway betsteen the plains
and Darjeling. It has a hotel and several English residents and is the center of
a number of tea plantations.
:
Here our Christian work commenced.

days of our stay were pleasently, snd 1
trust, profitably, spent.
They are of the

reached

educated class, and in matters of religion

few of them are idolaters. They are employed, some in business and scme in
government oflices. They seemed grate-

R.,

we

E.C.C.

8.

ina

town

adjoining

Boston,

earned a comfortable living.

where

He

was

he

a

most examplary Christian, and a’ worthy

church member. He could read the Bi.
ble quite understandingly, if not fluently,
an accomplishment which gave him great
pleasure, for he felt that the Holy Spirit
taught him to read. He had only been
taught the alphabet, and was so anxious
to read God's Word, that he: prayed; and

enjoy-

ment to the good man, as he sat alone

in

his solitary room, to spell out chapter after chapter, and than ponder its meaning.
He worked faithfully during the day, and

then returned

to his room

and feast.

ed upon the ** good word.” He hud no
kindred in the North, but always seemed

cheerful and happy.

But the cold weath.

er was against him, and

when

severe

wiater came round, he took his departure,

started for « old Virginny to joy hisself.”
In late spring he would come again, and
occupy the same room, labor for the same
man, and take his usual place in the

church, and the prayer-meeting. So care-

fully did he read God's Word, and so constant was his soul-communion with ** Qur

Father,” that he was at all times ready to

speak of redeeming love, and could even
sustain his belief by strong argument,
when occasion required.
One evening he went to purchase a few
articles at the nearest grocery, and
found the store nearly filled with customers and idlers. The grocer thought it a

good time to have a little sport with the
old nig, and at once attacked the good

man’s religion.
The latter argued so
quietly - and forcibly, that the grocer
could not sustain his position, and was
often obliged to bear the coarse langhter
of the crowd. His temper gave way at
this, and he thought. of a trick to play
upon his opponent. So, after sundry significant winks at a low fellow, standing
near a barrel of onions,he exclaimed,

We found some twenty-five Bengali babus, |“ What's your religion good for, when
m daily intercourse with whom, the ten it makes you steal onions?”

the terminus of the road eight miles from
the foot of the hills in twenty-four hours,
three hundred
miles from
Calcutta.
Thence, there is a first-class carriage
road to Dajeling, about fifty miles. It
shows a good deal of engineering skill,
being much of the way cut out of the sides
of the mountains,which are cut up by deep

Eastern & Northern R.

BY

Among the many slaves who drifted

economy, ‘induced me to inquire its cost,
which was estimated thus—*¢ straw, four studied, until he
could understand much
pice ; labor, four pice ; string, &e.,two pice ; of it; as he expressed
it, ‘tHe Spirit
whole amount about eight cents.” But lant him.” Tt wasa very great

plaster on a little mud while waiting for
fluence, the entire life.
2a
%
and look to them mote than in some times his dinner, so that’ cost nothing.” As
Now it is evident that. since we are past, for those tests that decide character, these mountaineers have nothing to buy,
social beings, whatever has 20 marked ‘an such as are used in instructing seekers they would hardly know how to make dan
effect on the individual will be carried by and judging professors.
estimate, And yet these rude homes
‘him into society.
|
‘Thisis well, and we should not fail to have a variety of comforts, and even luxThe early Christians being inspired by fully carry out so estimable a method in aries ; that find no mention in the outfit
the same Spirit were ons by a necessary all the various branches of practical list of our first parents.
:
‘spiritual relationship.
labor. It will be a bright day indeed
My traveling in the hills was mainly on
They would, therefore, inevitably act for the kingdom of God on earth, when foot with two coolies to carry our lugtogether being often found in the same all those who are now stirred to such an gage. There are three ways of assent,
place at the same
religious ends.
Such an assembly,

REPROVED.

North during the war, or after its close,
long grass or leaves, the sides enclosed | was a noble
looking old man, who settled
with mats or basket work all tied together

and from thence it permeates, with its in- ner as well asthe matter of the Scriptures,

those who believe that no other
hour thaoat the Main St. Sunday-sehool. | organization will so adequately
Another pleasant feature of the school
is, that the singing "has received a new
impulse of energy, and although the su-

their villages on the abrupt mountain
sides with only a winding foot: path lead-

ly preach and praetice the ‘direct disapproval of those who dishonor the gospel

definition both accurate and complete ;
I.
for
in the apostolic times we notice these
the invitation.”
From
another class,
The last hot season was excessively
¢ five invited, all of whom were present.” two facts wherever there is opportunity to hot,
so that a sniff of cool air was very
judge—first,
individual
experience
preThis last was the report of asmall class of
des‘rable.
We have long been thinking
little girls, which speaks well for their ceeds church relations ; and second, every- of the practicability of a retreat in the
faculty of successful persuasion. . From thing in the church gains its place by hills, in case of failing heslth, thereby
:
the report of the Bates College class, virtue of its religious character.
avoiding longer
er more
expensive
Whether
such
an
institution
was
de«eight invited, five promised to aceept
journeys;
the
Bengalis,
the
people of
the invitation, six ‘were ‘present.”
One signed to be permanent, we need not now our charge, trne to their instinets, joining
argue.
For
it
is
evident
that
as
long
as
young man ‘evidently repented before it
wherever money is'to be made, are findwas too late. But what can be said of man is & social being and has a Christian ing employment in the :hills ; these were
the two forlorn numbers seven aud eight, experience, there will be a demand for the main considerations that led to this
who are still out’ in the cold? One thing some form} of church as a basis for tour. . For special
work among the
religious life and activity of a social

theless his vital force is felt just as much
in this department as in any other. Every
Sunday, little cards with verses of Script
ure printed upon them; “are distributed
lives, of such thoughts. * ** Too wonderful
among the younger classes, to be comfor me.” That is, for m: to fathom.
I mitted to memory, and repeated.
Durean not attainunto it.”

MORNING

ful for our attentions and we had frequent
opportunities for close personal conversation on the soul's interest.
Here, too, I found a few earnest Christians among the English residents, and
on each of the two Sabbaths I spent there,

‘1 don’t steal ingyuns,” said the old
man, soberly.
;
‘Yes, you do, you've got your pockets filled with them now.”
The old man put his hands to the pecket of his overcoatand turned his eyes up in

blunk astonishment, then said sadly, with
most
condemning emphasis,
* You's

all mind dat
in deve,”
out, he

Ineber pat

then,

after

dem

taking

ingsuns
them

all

paid his bill, and went toward the

ravines, and the road follows these in
door, but turned before it, opening and
and out by an ascent so gradual that a we had a small gathering at the house of raising one sable hand reverently, he said.
out of it. But the chureh,as an institution,
horse can trot most of the way up. The the head of police. Herve, too, is a mission slowly and meekly,
might possess, independent of the direct road is thoroughly macadamized, and the day school connected with the. Scotch.
*“ Ef de good Lord will jes furgive me
procured suitable clothing for those who action of its members, sufficient power lower side is protected by a double face Presbyterian mission at Dajeling. A na- fur coming in dere dis once, I'll neber
for its own propagation ‘and purification. wall,two feet thick and three feet high, so tive preacher and Christian teacher are
could not otherwise attend the school.
come dere gin.”
All these new impulses, and many. oth- Such an endowment is conceivable, but that the deepest precipices are passed in located here, both converted Nepaleese.
And he kept his word.
In two or three
ers which have grown out of them, can we fail to find any evidence that it is -safety.
They speak of their own country as striet- years he settled down permanently in the
actual.
be traced directly to the apparently inAt intervals of six or eight miles ly closed against Christian teachers; say old dominion. The wicked grocer went
That the church is'thus automatic is fio- farnished: houses
exhaustible resources of the superintendare provided
by they can go into Napal unmolested so down in morality, down in social position,
ent, who is divinely fitted for his work. where in Seripture directly taught, nor is Government for the accommodation of long as they say nothing about religion, and down in business, and the store itWhat a pleasure it is to walch the move- there any sufficient source for an inference. travelers, at one rupee per day. A cook but should they be knewn as Christian self went down to ashes.
va ©
ments of this busy director, and to feel The prophesies of the success that shall is attached to each, who is prepared to teachers, they would at once be imprisonror.
the deep interest he takes in every de- attend the gospel, and the parables of the provide and cook whatever is ordered, ed or murdered. Years ago their govpartment of the school. =~ What an inspi- mustard-seed and the leaven, ‘are pressed charging for the same, but not for service. ernment was more liberal, and even
bY ERNEST WESLEY,
ration is felt in his very presence, and beyond bounds when made to warrant As I took along a small kerosine stove, missionaries were allowed to prosecute
Walking
through the fields some
what an impetus the band of teachers such a conclusion. When we examine with a supply of jerk-beef, buscuit, &e., I their work unsno'ested, but now no white mon ths
ago,
my attention was drawn to
and workers under his influence receive the two great elements of which the was quite independent and free from foreigners are allowed to pass over their | a little kid,
which,tethered
to a stake, was
from his own untiring energy. .And what church is constituted, we have no better extortion.
borders. -The reason given is this. They quictly feeding.
All unconscious of the
success.
Those
elements
as
already
From Silijosi to the foot of the hills we say that wherever the English go they are
an attractive place the teacher's meetChristianity and bad one of the carriages provided by the sure to conquer. They came to India as fact that the stake was loose, it still kept
ing becomes under his direction.
What named are personal
oa feeding within its regular circle, not
can the sequence of all this prove,but that social relation.
carrying company, a rough and heavy, traders, and soon conquered the coun- attempting to step beyond,
where tewptThat the Christian life of the individual springless covered cart, drawn by a pony try.
the school is increasing, that new classes
)
ing clover and fresh green herbage were
are being formed, and that the older ones begins as a tender plant,and never ceases in the shalts and one attached outside.
They came into the Runjeet Sings em- inviting its steps.
:
are being enlarged. and strengthened? to demand the most faithful care, is This is the conveyance provided for pire, the Punjab, and soon that was conIsnotthis an every day occurrence in the
And now shall we not sum up the whole evident to all. How,then, can an institu- mountain travel. Each cart takes two quered ; and the only way to prevent be- lives of men?
God unloosens the stake to
matter, In disclosing the secret which is tion founded on such a life be self-pro- passengers at a charge of twenty-five ing conquered is to keep the first man which the sinner is bound, but the latter
the only true inspirator of all Christian tected ? Again, any social institution is cents per mile,
out. Some trayelers have tried to pen- refuses to step away from the barren
success?—The superintendent prays for precarious, and in what is the church an
Wherever the flag of England floats, a etrate into the ceuntry but have been
wilds of sin to the greén pastures of his
bis school.
H.
exception?
: large amount of superfluous timber is invariably turned back. One of these, a
Father ; apparently unconscious that there
An individual enters the church not as invested in carriages. A one horse affair most persevering man, endeavored to arepleasures more lasting, and joys more
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
|
The missionary agent of the Sunday- a scholar, not as a trader, not as a must have wheels heavy enough for a bribe the frontier guard, but finding them real, beyond the narrow circle within
which his life has been past, he lives on,
school Association of Canada, during five politician, but purely as a Christian ; yet small stage-coach. : I have noticed this in firm in their refusal to allow him to pass,
months of last year; traveled 1775 miles; the whele of the man must go together. the American Provinees, in: England, in he gave them the slip in the night and without attempting to be free.’
Unconvisited 191 families ; delivered 60 sermons So when we meet in the church as South Africa and in India. In America had advanced some miles when they over- verted brother, God has set thee free.
or.addresses ; organized 35 schools, hav- Christians, we can not forget that we are we have been trying to cofrect this idea took him. They assured him that since he Arise, clothe
thyself in the righteousness
ing 133 teachers and 805 ‘scholar, and of the same or of different social castes, for two hundred
years,
with
good would go on, they must go with him, of Christ, and the chains that have bound
visited 20 other Sunday-schools. He re- political parties, professions oc philo- success in the mountain districis where
as should any accident befall him they thee will fall from thy limbs as rotten
ported: “It is scarcely easy for any one
So they
not fairly familiar. with the bush and sophical creeds. Neither should we try to light carriages are a necessity, but with would be held responsible.
struws. God has freed thee. Come out
bush life, to realize at all vividly the forget these things, for individuals do only partial success in the cities.
journeyed on quietly together till they from thy sins, enjoy the freedom of God's
nature of the work accomplished. The not need to be alike nor anything near it * Quite up to the foot of the hills, the came to a steep ravine with a rushing children
in the pastures which spread beMission has been essentially a Backwoods to be Christians together. But this fact population is Bengali, but as we ascend torreny at the bottom.
The only way of fore thee—be free, be cleansed, be reMission, carried on for the most part in
the remoter districts, and districts where that when we meet as Christians we can there is a complete change, the Bengali crossing was by a rope secured on either deemed, and thy soul shall indeed reat present much appertaining to ordinary not leave every other fact of our dives at once giving place to the mountaiveers side, from which a basket was suspended, Jjoice.
civilization is “wanting.
The tide of behind puts us in constant danger of mostly Nepaleesp. We frequently met and drawa back and forth by another
God comes to the professing Christian,to
emigrationto this north country has been bringing into the church what does not be- with working parties on the road, men rope. To assure him that all was safe,one
him
whose life shows litile growth, havstrong during the past year, and where
as yet the humble shanty is erected was, long there, and crowding out what should and women,’ some with their babes by one they were drawn over till half the ing been stunted by a half service, by
Attracted by the party had crossed. Then his turn came. feeding
till very lately, part of a vast unbroken be found. In this manner, the church and small children,
to some extent on the husks of
forest ; now each settlement has its own easily may be, and often has been, cor- high price of labor, twelve cents per day He was drawn half way across, and there sin. Toyou God comes. He has loosenbusy hive of workers. Among most, if rupted into a‘ social, political, or phil- for men and nine for women, they flock hung in the basket, while the men sat
ed the stake that bound you within your
not all, there is a desire for Sunday- osophical organization.”
Abundant ex- by thousands
from
the neighboring down andsmoked. After waiting till he was
narrow life; broad pastures of activity,
schools in their midst; and gladly is a
visit from your agent and missionary hail- amples,of such corruptions are found in mountains of Nepal to work the tea tired, he began to scold,cried pull, first in joy, and life stretch outa limitless exed, and cordial is the co-operation he aristocratic churches, state churches, and ‘plantations and to labor as out-door hands onelanguage, then in another, but they panse; leave the confined sphere in
such as make stiff creed rather than at anything they can find to do.
receives.”
7
smoked on.
He fumed and threatened ; which you have hitherto lived,
go out
Christian character a test of membership.
Not far from the foot of the hills we he did worse, he swore, in English, of upon the green fields of faith, and your
convention
next
A
Sunday-school
Dr.
summerin the Yosemite Valley!
As to the testimony of history, we can fell in with a party engaged in building a course, for which they were none the life will be life
at last, healthful, active,
Vincent is the. projector and conductor. . stop only to cite a few words from the bridge. There were men and women
wiser, but still they coolly smoked on
useful, joyful life.
Who would not like to be there? The church historian, Mosheim. He says:
carrying stones, not as Bengalis would with the most stolid indifference. = Finalremoteness of that romantic spot from our
Ged comes td all Christians.
He has
Eudstern centers, and the necessary ex- ‘‘ There is no institution so pure and ex- do, on the head, but on the back,support- ly, when near perishing with cold, he be- loosened all the chains, fetters,and stakes
Then they came to terms, which bound us. To each one he has
pense of access thereto would seem at cellent, which the corruption und folly of ing them by a strap passing over the gan to beg.
first almost insurmountable obstacles to man will not in time alter for the worse, forehead. I watched the operation with that if he would promise to leave the given freedom, promises of unlimited spira large attendance. During the season and load with additions foreign to its interest. A woman sat ‘down with her country, they would draw him back, but itual growth:
Christian, do you really
of summer vacations, however, the time
Such, in a. back againsta stone of perhaps a hundred never forward. So, much against his believe this ? Then step out on God's
and distance will ‘not be greatly objec- nature and original design.
limitless prairies of usefulness, activity,
tionable, and decisions will, turn mostly pecoliar manner, was the fate of Chris- pounds weight, then adjusted her strap will, he was compelled to submit, and and life; step out, in faith, upon the pasupon the matter of expense. Rev. J. R. tianity.” Now since man can so easily around the stone and throwing it over her was quietly drawn back and conducted tures of God's promises ; leaye far, far beBerry,of Vinton, Towa; Chairman of: the corrupt the church, it is certainly his duty forehead bent slowly forward, raised it out. of the
country, Some have fared bind the old confined circle of your former
Committee on Transportation,is working
life. You are free: hasten out into
vigorouslyon that pojut, with prospects to take especial and direct care to keep from the ground, and then, staggered to worse, have sacrificed their lives to their the living work of God's
children.
for getting very favorable terms on a it pure and advance its interests. For, her feet and walked away. As she was tenacity.
Your’ power
for usefulness, - your
throngh excursion train from New York this we have the plain command of Scrip- | raising it I saluted. ber with , ‘Salam,
capacities of = spiritual enjoyment are
and Chicago. He writes that though not ture. The instruction given to preach great queen,” and she - rested it on the
‘boundless. Have faith in God, go where
Sense
can
support
‘herself
handsomely,
yet prepared to announce the price of
he has
ground and giggled in a most feminine in most countries, for some eighteen he bids you, and you will find
tickets, he would like to -have every one the gospel andto disciple all nations, is a
prepared for his faithful followers a feast
entertaining any’ idea of joining send to command ‘to work, not ‘merely in a way, plainly showing that she knew how pence a day ; but. Fantasy, planets and of fat things which will make us strong
general way, but @irectly with individ- to take a joke. These people construct solar systems will not suffer.— Carlyie.
him their nume and address.—=Advance.
in the power of Jesus the Christ.

W AYSIDE SKETOHES.

and

students.

mot

unconditional,

that

final

apostasy is possible ; yet, that none

need

be lost, as salvation is free for all, so
that all may repent, turn to God,continue
unto the end, and thus, through the

grace of God, receive the gift of eternal

life.”

:

Mr. Quinby's little treatise operated as
a complete antidote to “Butler's Letters,”
which immediately disappeared, and it

was very difficult to find u copy of them

anywhere in that ‘section.

The

‘‘ Re-

view” did an excellent work at that time
in removing prejudices against the F.
Baptists. Mr. B. never published any
reply to the

‘He might

‘ Review.”

He

was

evi-

dently convinced of his own "errors, for
in a few years he joined the F. Bap-

have remained and held a highly respect-

colonies of buffuloes, goats,

and

THO

‘tlmost

GATHERINGS,

every species of herbivorous animals,
In an enclosure adjoining this, are panthers, leopards, cheetahs, wolves,

Christ church,

has

the

chime of bells in America.
Russian
fissenters from

lions,

hyenas, porcupines, foxes, &e.

Boston,

Two ti-

a singular structure.

the

mile

A Free Christian church,’ intended to be

unsectarian and conservative,
short distance, it looks like a magnified free,
been formed at Malden, Mass,
:
ant hill in three conical portions. Tts
sides are full of rotund holes, confirming

has |

Ten years ago there was in Dakota

only,

one Congregational charch, now there are’|
| for a moment’the ‘suspicion that it" has twenty-five.
|!
was set and his duty clear to obtain a
been produced by some huge insects, and 1 In Oalcutta there are '199 Hindu temgp
gf gp pre
liberal education. Accordingly,in the fall
must now be their abode. On closer in- ples, 117 Mahometan mosques, 81: Christian churches, and 2 Jewish synagogues.
of 1829, he entered Waterville College, |
spection, however, this’ extraordinary
Dec.
1.
This
morning
six
eandidates
“Dr. Reynolds, of temperance fame, has
Me., now Colby University.
building is found to ‘be the work of hu- left work in Illinois to revisit the 200 Red
We are not aware that there was any- were baptized in the village tank : Prasad, man hands, ' constructed with
enor- Ribbon Clubs he Urganized in Michigan
WO years ago. .
thing special in the routine of his college who drives the pony, used in visiting
ed and useful position.

But his purpose

DESTROYER

FOR

AND

SPECIFIC

INFLAMMATORY

AND

DISEASES

HEMORRHAGES.

No other known
matism.
preparation
has
performed such wonderful cures of

BF heu
ever

Eu

disease in its various forms.

Tore he
Wi
ave tried everything else
ef, San
can rely u n being entirely
ka pel
xtract.
All nouralgie pains of the
u
. oad, stomach or bowels,

Greek

chitrch are now Soputed! ‘at fifteen

Ata

THE GREAT

PAIN

oldest

ions.
gers had just died.
The Presyierion Board of Relief for
In the center of still another ‘garden,
disabled ministers has distributed during
beautifully laid out, superior in point of Jie Jusg twenty-six years over 81, 000,style to most of the gardens in England

or France, is
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Sore
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The incidents of such life are
He

well
was

a

though not least, two dear

conscientious and upright man, intent on

making the most of his time and opportunities.

Jacob, the senior native 'preacher,
Srodar-mini, the datghter of Parna,

Ever diligent, faithful, earnest,

he stood high as a student,
- confidence and

esteem

enjoying

of his

little children,

only eight years old, Rejoni, the son of

the

second

associates

native préicher.

and
our

This child is

uncommonly nice looking, and, to-day,
and instructors.
after her haptism, she had a gniet, bappy
During this period, as at other times,
‘look that made her very lovely. Bina
he was not absorbed in any single purHatch gives good evidence of loving ithe
suit; but with an enlarged and liberal
mind, and'a heart devoted to God he Saviour, and would have been baptized
made himself extensively useful. . Pow- to<day, but she has had fever for some
days. ‘We have got some very sweet,and
erful revivals were progressing in various sections of Maine, and through New well-trained ’ childred in our’ Christian
England

generally.

Rev.

Silas

community. ‘The outlook for the next
generation is promising. * Anather child, -

Curtis

was greatly blessed in his labors in Wil-

Senior

ton, Farmington, Chesterville; Fayette,
Wayne, Leeds, Mount Vernon and other
Rev.

J.

Butler,

an able minister of the Calvinistic Baptist denomination,
Baptist church in
lished n series of
in which he made
the sentiments

and pastor of the C.
Winthrop, Me., pub** Letters to a Lady,”
a severe attack upon

of the

Freewill

from

uniting

with

son;

is

has

struck or

punished themyin any way in, anger, and
if she has each day prayed for grace to

bring up her

representing them as unevangelical, unscriptural, soul-destroying.
These let
ters were extensively circulated among’
preventing them

youngest

religious teaching,if she

Baptists,

the converts, with the manifest design

Brown's

also hopeful. - About three months ago, a
new feature was introduced into the woman’s weekly class and prayer-meeting,
namely, to have each mother present tell
of her weekly experience with her chil
dren; if she has each day given them

towns, 1830—1832 ; and many were gathered into the churches.

Adam

children in the ‘nurture

and admonition of the Lord.”
It has
made a marked change in the mothers.
Now, when a young child in meeting is
cross and. restless, and patience trying,

of

the

I. Baptists and drawing them to thé] Shere are no covert shakes or slaps, followed promptly by screams, and then the
Baptists.
A copy of the letters was put into Mr. | sudden exit of this mother with the child,

|

Quinby’s hands.
terview with the
no

satisfaction,

le soon sought an: inauthor, and obtaining
resolved

misrepresentation = and
truth.

to

expose

the

vindicate

the

He therefore wrote a reply, which

after a time appeared as a
Butler's Letters,” a little

*‘ Review
volume

of

of 160

pages, which had a wide circulation, and
was received with much favor.
Rev. Mr. B. had held up the F. Baptists as believing that ‘‘ men regenerate

their own hearts ; that they deliver them.
selves from the power of darkness, creats
themselves in Christ; that they, while
dead in trespasses and sins, and walking
according

to

the

course

of this

world,

‘quicken themselves, or originate in their
own hearts a principle of holy life.”
These charges, Mr. Q. showed to be utterly unfounded. = He discussed
at
length the subjects of Depravity and Regeneration, fully vindicating the orthodoxy of the F. Baptists with regard to
them.

He also discussed other topics, as

Repentance, Prayer, Conditions cf Salvation, Conscience,

Divine

Purpose,

Elee-

tion and Perseverance; showing with
much clearness and force that the views
of the I. Baptists on these subjects are
Scriptural, experimental, and those of
Mr. B. and other Calvinists differing essentially from them are wrong and. of
pernicious tendency.

The doctrines of Divine Purposes and
Inconditional Election, Mr. B. had dwelt

on at length, and held up the F. Baptists
as specially heretical with reference to
them. Mr. Q.’s reply was candid, clear,
and cenclusive, fully vindicating
the
faith of the ¥. Baptists. It did not stop
there, but showed the opposite position
as held by Mr. B. and the Calvinists to
be such that ‘it makes all preaching
vain ; puts a plea in the mouth of the
sinner to live in sin; furnishes a plea ror
self-justification
; weakens the zeal and
paralyzes the efforts of devotion, benevolenceand good works; often leads men
into despair; destroys the free agency

accountability of man, and the idéa of a
future

judgment; makes the Bible con-

tradict itself; destroys the end of panishment;

limits the

atonement;

exhibits

a

both in ‘*a state of mind,”—this seems
to be done away, and it is really noticeable. In this week's meeting, Bina Hatch’s
mother,

with a trembling voice

tears in her eyes, said she had
grace to restrain

hers hasty

and with

prayed for
temper,

but

she had, notwithstanding, punished her
children a number of times with a *¢ heated mind.” She asked us all 10 pray for
her. The convert’s band meeting seems
to be a blessing. to the dear ones who
strive, and need help.
Another

sweet

little

meeting,

is

the

Thursday morning fifteen minutes prayer
meeting of the Santal school. Itis after
the fashion of
Mt. Holyoke
filteen
minutes prayer-meeting, only this is in
the early morning.
‘Bless the Lord, O
my soul."—s, P. B.
Vi
ll

THE

CAPTIVE

Some
Mrs.

months

OF QUDE,

since,

missionary,

our

visited

Lucknow,

the

capital of Oude, one of the former kingdoms of India. In her account of Lucknow, she spoke of its many gorgeous
palaces,

and

especially

of

the

¢ Kysa

Bagh,” belonging to Wajid Alec,

Oude's

last king, which, she says.

‘is at ledst a

mile around the walls which

inclose

the

harem buildings—one for each wife, 500
in number—all princely, that ie, native

princely.

Most of these palaces are now

used for government

offices, - while

the

deposed king of Oude has a palace furnished him by the English government,
800 miles from his native

barks of the Hoogly,

home,

on

the

a few miles below

Calcutta, where he still has his 400 or
500 wives, and a pension from the gov-

ernment of $50,000 a year.”
The following account of this Royal
Prison is condensed from a description in
the late ¢ Tour of the Prince of Wales
in India,” written

by

one

of his

suite,

who obtained permission to visit it.
say the least, the deposed monarch

To
has

Its

base

is ‘fixed

in

‘a

It is reported that rings. Leopold, the
large square ‘well and is surrounded with eighth
child and fourth son of Queen Victowater. The sides of the excavdtion ‘arch ria, now inthe twenty-sixth year of his

inward as if to’ ‘prevent

the

escape of age, will enter the church of England.

something. ‘All ovér thése cones, which
Dr. Edward Eggleston, at the church of
rise to the hight of about thirty’ feet, and Christian Endeayor in Brooklyn, is reportto have introduced into his palpit the
are more than six times that’ distahcein ed
practice ‘of 'preludes on ‘current’ matters
eircumterence, dre little ‘spikes’ of iron. hes i.te ‘plan’ made Tamons by ‘Joseph
The holes are about three inches in diam: Coo
The, A)
Synod
preparing to send
eter. While wondeging what can be the
arty of ‘missionaries to Japan. , The
use of this bnilding, our eyes light ontwo M kado has given permission for the erecbig cages in the center, looking into sion of 4 new missionary college at Tokio,
which we desery wo of the largest pyr where eighty, converts will ‘be collected
and taught. .
g
thons ever captured. Ata rough guess,
At a abi Wissiounrs Conference at
they must bn forty or fifcy feet long, and Yankton, Dakota,” connectéd with
the
their bulk is tremepdous; We now di- missions of the American and Presbyterian

Boards, 227 Indians were present from
abroad, the majority coming two hundred
and looking up, again, in almost every ies; and as Joany of the Yankton Inhole, the head of a snake may be seen.
ans.
While we watch, a long cobra emerges
The ereed of the Central church of Chiinto the sunlight, clasps one of the iron cago (Professor Swing’s) is: as follows:
We believe in the divine character
and misspikes with his tail, and so swings him- siun
of Christ; that he is the Saviour man
self into an opening a little lower down. in his ignorance and sinfulness needs;
Every moment, serpents are to be seen that all accepting and obeying this Christ
moving in and out, as if engaged in as their way, truth, and life are fully enHded to the name and hope of the Chrismorning calls or shopping. There are tian.
about 500of them in all, about half of
The statistics of the Universalist Church
which are venomous.
What if that arch- during the last year show an increase of
ed wall and narrow streaa of water fuil- 52 parishes, 500 families, 2570 church members and 20 church edifices in the United
vine that the struoture is a snake

house,

ed to suffice tor the imprisonment of these
animals! Two men cone up with baskets
of frogs and throw them to the snakes.
Out rushes every member of the colony;
some of the frogs are seized by two serpents at once and are rent in halves forthwith, some

are bolted

before

they

States and Canada,

is also

a

preachers.

‘The

number

of

the colleges and academies
minished.

The denomination

the United States

have

students

has

737

also

has

now

churches

and

in

diin

711

ministers.

relics, even though they be enclosed
reliquaries and bear the official seal.

house.
The gardens, the Zoological collection, the bungalow are well nigh en-

Germany is apffarently

chanting, but Jest we lose their pleasant

once more through the gate way, leave
ex-king of Oude alone in his glory.—a.
M. H. H

states.

GO.

Yes, he is dead,
Would then be said;
The corn would floss, the russ yield
The cattle low,
And summer go,'

Wurtemburg,

the home

of Lu-

in Canada,
Protestant,

"The late David Smith,
in his life- -time,
deeded to the Presbyterian congregation

at Appleton, Wisconsin, a valuable lot on
which to erect a church, and in his will
bequeathed the sum of six thousand dol-.
lars

towards

the

building thereon.
unanimously

erection

The

church

as a tribute

of

of

Appleton

be

changed

to

less than

100

years

ago,

form in this country, has

‘“ DOE THE NEXTE THYNGE.”
On the walls of an old English parsonage is engraven, in old Saxon letters sunk
the

had no

had

same type and costume as those who
committed the horrid butcheries at Cawn-

|
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: and so confidentam
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i Josc diseases peculiar to Females, md gives muck
valuable advice in regard to the management of
Hioso jie Hons
-

josy 's trade-mark on surrounding wrapper. It
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None other i fous
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ever much
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THE LAUNDRY JACK!
is-a simple device for holding the board while ironing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the ry
ment,

while

irening

on

the

board.

Adaptec

ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and wr
Dresses. At a very trifling cost it takes the place

of all clumsy and expensive

known.

Try one and

inventions

prove it.
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tially filled by cronological dates of denominational events. Price same as formerly.

ants, everybody, every business. Saves many
times cost. Sell ing fast. Send for Circular and
Terms.
P. W. ZIEGLER
& C(O., 1000
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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REGISTER.

the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now

ED. $50 to $1235 a
Month. An Encyclo=

OWN

Druggists.

The Register for 1879 is now ready for delivery.
In addition to all the matter heretofore found in
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Street,

PORTLAND,

by

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for.Churches
'Bchools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FU.ULLY
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Catalogue sent Free.
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Cincinnati, O.
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organic

a remarka-

ble growth in the period
of its ‘existence.
It now comprises 48 dioceses; 13 mission-

ary jurisdictiuns, extending as far as Africa, China, and Japan; and is served by 63
bishops and 3267 priests and deacons. It
numbers about 2900 parishes, 312,718 com-~

pils,

with

28,365

teachers

in

Sunday-

ing in the way,

at

is a

Pi I les, ist! I
Or ohing. oF
boing So whenother medicines have failed.

re-

men belonging to his : ex-Majesty

frefting

It

when used

roupup in municants, and 263,550 Sunday-school pu-

its quaint simplicity » treasure of signifi-

or

oothache,and

"Faceache.

has

Says the writer, the entrance is by an
imposing gateway: guarded by troops,

of the

or use in pase

or Sore Ey es.
avin olhe igen Je

Earache,

all those

ty,
tv, Kpilepey (Fits),
(KH
Chorea (St.Vitus's Dance), New-

soreness

church

congregation

resolved,

tanally, ready

Infla.nad
fLean aly

Memorial Presbyterian church ,of Appleton,
Wisconsin. The Rev. J. B. Andrews has
taken charge of the church.
The Protestant Episcopal church which,

> +--+

nexte thynge.” Like many other
ings of plain words, it has wrapped

a

cance. For how many doubts would be schools.’ The ‘ordination to the [ministry
solved, how many cares would be lighten- last year numbered 198, and there are now
ed, how effectually the problem of life 229 candidates for deacon’s orders -in 34
would be wrought out, if, instead of 'halt- dioceses and jurisdictions. The baptisms,

some queer tastes.

in 4 b SY

ahd roto “Tor he eu

alg h
other Hervohs lestionsy receive the
attention of
of neta
in}
n this
specialty.
NOT NEC.
BEE IPA’
~By our
original system of x nosis, we can treat wamy
chronic diseases as Successfully without as with x
Personal consultation,
eons
|For aon
see
b
P opie .
Sense Mi
Adviser” 050
opus; sea
fosiopaid for Lar oFryod dey and Tour
Gaicks
? (100
) cents post-paid).
SURGICAL
CASES.—Among the a eiations which
we are called upels 1 most frequently to perform, are
those for Nasal
Polypus, iarclip Tumors, Fistula
in Ano, Piles, Hérnia (Rupture),
Ydrocele dross
ES the Salen’ , Varicocele, Ovarian and Uterine
Tumors, Calcull (Stone m the Bladder), Stricture,
ete, ete. We e also treat successfully, by a new met
od without surgical ‘operation Cancers, Club-feet,
Spinal Curvature, and other deformities. {See pamDhict entitled, ‘** Hotton as a Curative Agent)” sent
on receipt oe 10i
i
.

It is healing, cooldity.

spect to the memory of the late David
Smith,that the name ofthe 1st Presbyterian

Yes, it is so;
We come, we go;
They huil our birth, they mourn us dead,
A day or more,
The winter o’er,
Another takes our place instead.

¢ Doe

of

ties of a i

Burns
and
Scalds.and For
allay.
, heat and
pain itis unriy;
should be
“Kent

F.D. Fiencr, V. Pres.
LESTER
B, SMITH, Treas.

¢

chronic diseases
eS result to eo
apd
ES, —1'arilysis, Nervous Debil-

Ulcers, Wounds

tant Christianity.

bay,

Extrite
i thiss Drovall and
ang

an g Brijses. btEd lamin

lecturer, exposing
the errors of Popery.
He isnow lecturing in Sydney (Australia)
and the
suburbs, “night
after night, to
crowded and enthusiastic audiences, and
his visit seems likely to be in a high degree serviceable to the cause
of Protes-

How soon we
ass !
How few, alas
Remember those who turn to mold—
Whose faces fade
With autumn’s shade,
Beneath the sodded church-yard cold.

motto:

1

| has labored indefatigably as apreacher and

And few would heed us pass away.

the

In

priest of the Romish church
but for many years a zealous

If youor [
:
To-day shouid die,
The birds would sing us sweet to-morrow ;3
The vernal spring
Her flowers would bring,
And few would think of us with sorrow.

granite,

re-

ther, and perhaps the best part of Germany, the number of murders doubled between 72 and 77.
The Rev. Charles Chitty. formerly aa

Selettions.

in the

the

in

sults of infidelity?” In 1871 the number of
offenses legally investigated was 82,000; in
1876 they rose to 133,700. The number of
offenders under eighteen years of age increased
in the six years
by nearly
2000.
This lawlessness is not peculiar to
Prussia, but extends over all the German

impressions,
we avoid an interior inspection of the habitations, and, passing

WE OOME AND

reaping

Sores,

gain

of 45 in the number of Sunday-se hools.
But there is a falling off of 912 in Sundayschool scholars and 11 in the number of

visionary

difficulties to come, we should each day

and hour just ge on to do the next thin
decrees which
The words may have two meanings, fi
sin; makes God pore and. elsewhere. On entering, .you that which we are trying to do is plainly
impossible, pass on to the next duty that
of persons; de- find yourself in an admirably designed offers:
1f what we have aspired to as the
garden, where there is a succession of
mercy of God; |®
best is plainly not at once to be reached,
groves,
patterre,
miniature,
park-like
go'on:to do the next best.
our Saviour; is
plots of grass, and pleasant terraces. A
And it also means, do the thing that
the foundation of Universalism
is closestep further, and the celebrated pigeons comes nextin order; that lieth nearest to
ly allied to infidelity ; and mars the moral
of the ex-king are in full view. Of these. your hand. $* Whatsoever thy hand findattributes of God.”
there were many scores of varieties, eth to do”—mnot what your dreams picture,
He thus summarizes his work on the
but what your hand finds to do—do it.
most of them surpassingly beautiful, Not wish it were done, not resolve someother side: *‘ In respect to the F. W. B.,
In the center of the garden—set apart time to do it—but do it at once, and with
I have attempted to show that they be! for them, the king has a pretty bungalow,
a will. This is the cecret of efficient
lieve that man, of himself considered, furnished in Oriental fashion, with a working and successful living.
is morally disordered ; that without the couch at each window, on which he can
To do the next thing freely and heartily
influence of the Spirit of God preventing recline and look at his pets. We next we must let go the last and draw off the
the past. This. was Paul's
and furthering the creature, none can passed into another garden walled in, eyes’ from
method in that mightily energetic life of
think a good thought or perform a good having in its center a marble tank of ex- his.
*¢ Forgetting those things which are
act ; that they take the Word of God as traordinary dimensions, probably
150 behind, and reaching forth unto. those
their only rule of faith and practice ; that yards sjuars. On its surface and at its things ‘Which are before, I press toward
they believe that regeneration is indis- sides are ducks and fowl of all kinds. the mark," etc. The last thing may have
been a failure. You can not afford to let
pensable to salvation ; that it is the work Scores of pelicans, teal, swans, curious it' discourage you—the next thing may be
of the Holy Spirit on the heart; that ducks with wonderful plumage, storks, a success; or the last thing may
have
creature agency can not be employed in cranes, and peacocks, go to the tank as been a victory—do not rest on your
it; that it is an instantaneous change; they please, or wander all about the de- laurels. The next thing may be a grander
that it is preceded by repentance ; that all lightfal garden in the bright sunshine, triumph ; at least, 1t may be more needful to be done. Do it. To do the next
the c1eature can do has no effect in sav- | chirping, cakling, hissing and chatter- thing we must notbe too anxious about
doctrine of arbitrary
makes God the author of
partial and a respecter
stroys the free grace and
attributes insincerity to

There

time to jump an inch, and all are disposThe pope has issued an order forbidding
ed of in ten minutes, then the snakes go the sale of relics. He says that the traffic
has become an abuse.
‘‘ Men who are eneback into their holes.
mies of the Catholic faith and desirous of
We next cidme to an immense series of tilthy
lacre, hunt up and steal’ authentic
cages, full of small birds of lovely plum- relics and sell them, especially in Rome, to
age, and then to one of the six residences the great scandal of the faithful, and esof the ex-king, which contains little that pecially of the foreigners. He forbids the
faithful, therefore, to sell or buy under any
can not be found in every rich Hindus pretext; even that of redeeming sacred
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life.

known, and often described.
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i the INVALIDS'

MIDNAPORE LIFE.

venanas,his wife,Tulosie,a neice of Dula,
a younger sister of Eva Hampton,and last,

te them
World
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; he organization has bean com pleted

Diphtheria and

tists.

pw

his’ ihe

aCo

by teachers

is

ing, and withal as’ happy as though all results. Act with what light you have
the world was “before them. Our next and what strength you have. at the time,
step was into another ‘walled-off space and leave results with God. If the path
of duty leads through a stone wall,
a
‘even more noteworthy. = Here ' were solid phalanx of bristling difficulties, ihe
several large tanks, trees of abundant the next step,--go at it.
Your going
foliage, and ‘luxuriant climbing plants through is God’s business, not yours.—
;
covering the sides of ‘the enclosure, with Selected.
0-4

a

to life

V.
HIS EDUCATION.
REVIEW OF BUTLER'S
LETTERS.
Mr. Quinby’s preparatory studies were
completed inthe fall of 1828; but instead
of entering college he accepted a tutorship for one year in the New Hampton
Institution. - He was married to Miss
Dorothea Burleigh, of Sandwich, N. H,,
May 10, 1828. Previously a student in
N. Hampton Seminary, and well knewn
as a teacher, he brought with him "an
excellent reputation which he well sustained. The year was one of marked
success to him, and is often referred to

12, 1879.

——

ing him ; that God hus not fore-ordained
whatsoever comes to pass; that election

J.J, BUTLER.
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REV. HOSEA QUINBY, D.D.
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adult

and infant,

were

42,054;

the

foie City
wa;

hi!

eral denominations

in taking members

to their societies, although’ “they

in-

require a

pretty stiff orthodoxy from their
preach+
ers.
The old heads among the latter, the

local leaders of the denomination, rather
staggered some of the younger men at the
meeting of ministers iu this city, the . other day, by telling them they had no right
to require candidates for membership to
assent to any creed, if they showed a sincere desire to forsake their sins and lead
a better life. These are the only tests
laid dow by the general rules, the constitation of the church, which John Wesley
framed, taking the spirit of liberality from
the
old establishment.— Sgringfiele Republican.
A Reliable Life Insurance Policy.

We take pleasure in commending to
our readers a thoroughly safe and reliable
life insurance agency whose funds or assets are inexhaustible.
It is a stock company operating under the joint ' title,—
Health,
Life policies are issued in the
form of Dr. Plerce’s Golden Medical Discovery and Pleasant Pur ave Pellets (which
if taken as directed,
Insure the system
aguinst disease) upon payment of a very
small fee.
All the principal druggists
| are constituted agents.
{
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firmations 25,1903churches consecrated 1465
and the benev olent contributions, $5,788,~
266. 28.

The Methodists are one of the’ most lib-
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GREAT CONNECTING: LINK
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Its main line runs from Chica zo to Council BlufTs
ang Omaha, passing threugh “Joliet, Ottawa, Lu
falle, Geneseo, Moline,
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West
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from Bureau Junction to Peoria;
Wilton Junctiva to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap, oonatrevitle, Princeton, TrenLou, Gallatin, Cameron,
Leavenworth and Atchison;
ington to Sigournay, Oskaloosa and Knoxville;
KookuR t0 Farmington, Bonaparte, eion spot:
Independent,
Eldon, Ott; Bas 3iot Rddyvil le, Usk
oosa, Pella,
Monroe, and
Des Moines; Des
Moines,
to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to Audubon
This is positively the only
and Avoca to Harlan,
Railroad which owns,
controls and operates
through line between Chicago and Kansas.
This Company own and control their Sleeping
&
Cars,
which are inferior to none, and
give you a double
berth between Chicago and Council Bluffs, Leaven-

|

Magnificent Iron Bridges

GREAT

thro

xpress

in

any

an

first-class hotel,

for

for what y
and DP rvclating the Fact that a majority of the people
robe‘er separate apartments Jord Igerent urposes,
iness of this line
and the enormous
warranting it,) we are pl
Puaannounce that this
CARS for
Company runs its P.
Slee)
and its PALACE DINING CARS
for
% purposes.
One other| great feature of

TANASE CARS are
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the Mississippi anc i
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Leavenmade in
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and a section for Five Dollars. while all ay os
Shards between the same
Three Dollars for
uble berth, and Six Doll oy for a section,
hat will pléase ou most itt be the pleasure of
enjoying your mea o while passing over the beautii pl ER of Illinois and
in one of our magThidont Dining and Restaurant Cars hak accompany

seventy-five conts | orfy ean order what you like,

EAST AND THE Weert

Missouririvers at all points crossed by:this
transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
worth and Atchison, connections being
Union depots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS

worth, or Atchison for Pwo Dollars and Fifty Cents;

al &ood' 18 is served

THE

our Palace Cars is a SMOKING SALOON where
youcan enjoy your “Havana” ut ull hours of the day
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himself upright

The Horning Star.
YEDSESDAY,

A

suspects

£9 All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

vice

versa;

and

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H, |

also

that the

sentiment of the hymns isn’t out of harmony with both the sermon and the
prayer. Every service in God's house
ought to have some special object in
view,und each act of worship ought to aid
in developing and revealing that object.
To preach in one direction, and pray in
another, and sing in another,
vantages, of course, on some

has its adoccasions,

but is not laid down as a law in any canon
of worship that we know of. No subject
that is worthy the preacher's attention
can be too strongly supported, to the end
that all its parts, * fitly framed together,”
muy be ¢ builded together fora habitation
of God through the Spirit.”
A promising feature of the work undertaken by the Woman's Missionary
Society is the organization of mission
bands among the children. It is gratifying to read from week to week the record
of offerings by the little folks. It certainly ought to arouse a spirit of generous
emulation on the part of those who are
older. If we do not take care, our children

will press their way into the kingdom of unselfish devotedness and large-heartedness,
or ever we cross its boundaries ourselves.
But itis notso much the sums that are
given, although they are often very gen.
erous, a8 it 18 the education,

the

culture,

thereby “effected, that makes this work
among the children so promising. These
boys ard girls are very soon to become
pa-tors,

and

deacons,

and

he

has

deaconesses,

leading spirits in our churches; and with
what intelligence and enthusiasm will
they grasp the great problems of mission-

he

often

the

4-0-4
+044

"The mumister ought to take care that
his preaching doesn’t contradict his pray-and

merely,

committed a graver wrong than
son whom he suspects.

12, 1879.
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POINTS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION.
The public school system of the United
States is being

criticised,

and

there

are

265 industrial schools, whose studies are
directly arranged for the use of mechanics.
Switzerland is noted for the best polytechnic institute in existence. Drawing
is taught in all the schools of France.

to the

higher and much more patriotic standpoint. Whether the next Congress at its
called session will be able to pass the
appropriations bill without the objection-

“ And, climbing up from

able

these,

the -stu-

A prominent Northern

that on visiting

educator reports

that.

Lectureship, that the: Romish. chureh is
outgeneraling the average American editor and the average American politician in

its assaults upon the free schools. Is not
Mr. Cook himself being ~outgeneraled
when he makes this the main issue in his
lecture > He lightly touches upon a point
which is the main issue—the improvement of our schools. Even in this we
would prefer a stronger word than ** improvement."

Radical reforms are needed before our
school system can claim from the people
at large warm sympathy and hearty

a Southern

college this

Until our schools—com-

the bottom of their hearts that free schools
are advantageous to their children and in-

of our instifor

their abolition are vain: But we would
repeat and cmphasize-that: there.is- a
skepticism and a distrust that our schools

**in

all

question

to a limited self-government by means of
ciass-ofticers of their own election. ‘Itis
self-evident,’

says a contemporary, * that

the amount of self-government which can
be conceded to collegians must vary
with their average age, but such institu-

that

tends

to convert

tions as Harvard, Yale, Cornell,Princeton, Amherst, etc., are frequented by a

merchants
‘such indus-

congenial abode. And we just as much
need high polytechnic institutions. But
in our common and high public schools
band training should at least go side by

side with head training. Our agricultural
colleges are practical failures because
there is nothing leading up to them. To
Le valuable, industrial training must com-

mence with the primary schools.
Enough has been said to show the _ preeminent advantages to be derived from
an industrial side ‘to our public school

system.

Among these advantages

we

the drill and discipline of literary matters

is

pro-

the Pope: is followed by the announcement of his failure to account for large
sums of money that members of his flock
had entrusted to his care. An investigation reveals a criminally careless method

of transacting business.

For a long term

of years the Archbishop has been

as the depositary and

acting

custodian of the

ochn

and

made

no

he

other

record of it. The only way, therefore,
of arriving at a knowledge of the Archbishop's liabilities isi by the examination
of the books brought in.
The result
shows how sadly ignorant the Archbishop

was of his

real

condition.

Instead

of

liabilities of $500,000 it is already known
that they amount to over six millions of
dellars, and that he has to show for it

almost nothing besides the church property, and no such sum is known to have
been invested in church property. The
losers are of course generally poor people,—Irish laborers, servant girls, mill
‘operatives and such as make up the
masses of a Catholic population. This
method of disposing of their earnings is a
common one among Catholics, although,

hools of ag-

year

printto

year

of the church. In faet
many churches will be able to go back to
the time of their organization and make
the tables complete. If any who have
sent orders do not. receive. the book at
once, they will please send again, as we
fear that some of the first orders were
misplaced.
The price of the book is three dollars,
and postage is thirty-two cents additional,

BRIEF

Look at the last

Christian

number

of the

Weekly for a vivid

Illustrated

of

the pathos and the woe of * going home.”
Rev. O. E. Baker, of Towa, has the sympathy of a large circle of acquaintances in the
recent death of a lovely and beloved daughter.
A biographical sketch of the late Rev. Hugh
Beede was unintentionally omitted from this

week’s Star; and a letter from

Dr. James

in

the

The money is very much

SIERO

adoption who
and sflection
taking a litthé

L.

UBER,

Harper's Ferry Notes.

early days, we can extend

THE MORNING.STAR.

the rural sections.

Some weeks since the invitation

to aid

be

awakened,

and

money

raised

cheerfully for the cause. I don't guess
at this, for we have tried it. Go thou dnd
do likewise, my brother pastor, and you
shall not fail of success. - But why should
not this live,

sionary
present
almost
cents a

practical, soul-stirring

mis-

pamphlet have twice or thrice its
circulation ? It is so cheap, that
any body can pay for it. Only 30
year, if as many as five copies are

taken, in a club.

Young

young ladies, old

men

gentlemen and

and

It is a base insinuation

that

* Moses

Prim-

the

aged
boys

ladies,

sprightly girls, let us by thousands strike
for and double the list of subscribers. It
can and should be done.
OUR STORE ROOM.
Friends of * Myrtle Hall,” could you
be favored with an introduction to the

a

and

of more business-like and trustworthy
prelates than Archbishop Purcell has
shown himself to be. But the method itself stands for a public wrong, because
the money thus deposited escapes taxation, and the depositors thus avoid contributing their share to the support of the
Government. Suits at law against the
Archbishop have already been begun by
the creditors,but it is notshown that there

try consideration of a free ticket to a Sunday

nothing in predicting a grand surprise to
your thankful hearts. For, in that ¢¢ consecrated corner,” piled one upon another,
you might behold about thirty boxes and

are any assets to divide among them.

Bright passes the elements of the Eucharist to
a Pedobaptist friend who sat in his pew.
Why can not a man be on the Christian side
of a question in his editorial office as well as in

I

—THE calling of an extra session of the
next Congress is rendered necessary by
the failure of the last one to appropriate
money to meet the expenses of the Government. We do not know how any good
citizen - can fail

to'approve of the course

of the minority in Congress, who would

are thus

early

was

concerned,

preparing

for

who

the next

evening “ sacred” concert.
And now Mary Clemmer

says

that “Rowe

Conkling is mad with her, and has been calling
her namges in private. She forthwith throws
down the gauntlet, and says that * the milk of

human kindness runs low in bis veins” and
that * the ichor of vanity suffuses all his
blood.”

Doubtless.

The Eraminer and Chronicle continues to
be as

‘ close”

as ever, notwithstanding

Pr.

his seat in the meeting-house ?

One man, the son of an operative who

lived

at Rochdale in England, says that he is paying
in New England more for pew-rent on Sunday
than his father ever paid: for house-rent in

Rochdale! The point is that he pays it because
he can afford it, which shows

how

far apart

are still our day-laborers and those of England,
who live several stages below ours in" social
comfort.

barrels, some wholly, and others in

part,

filled

Hall.

with

to

good time to keep
until

all

students.
have the

the

this

It is very desirable that the subseriptions in behalf of this interest should be
paid in at once.
If the mortgage on the
house of worship is taken up, and the
property saved to our people, then the remaining unpaid
pledges, aggregating
about $700, ehould be paid in by the
25th inst. Rev. J. S. Burgess in an appeal
for the church says:—‘ Dear brethren,
just pay up your subscriptions this month,
and the work is done, the entire debt on
the house paid,

rooms

are

ready
, for the

All of them, except the base-

rooms, are

promised

$25.00

each

for the finishing. “A plenty of chances
for furnishing,at $20.00 each, remain ; and
several hundreds besides, to complete the
entire work, are wanted.
Let us not be

and

the

cause of Christ

permanently planted by our
Dexter.” Will it be done?
EE

people

in

RCH,
Ad a

A Worthyy Example.
The following letter,dated Apopka, Fla.,
Feb. 17, explains itself.
I have been a constant reader of our most
excellent paper,
the Morning
Star, ever
since I was but a boy; first in my father’s family, and since then in my own; and it is such a
welcome weekly visitor, that I feel as though
I could not keep house without it, and it seems

to grow better and better every vear. Although
I have been so situated that I could not attend
a F; Baptist meeting, and have not even seen
a F. Buptist minister for years, yet 1 have the
same love for, and attachment to, our own
dear denomination, as when I enjoyed the mest

and best of privileges in it. My health has been
such for the last four years that I have not been

ubleto do any business,
and have spent
the last three winters in Florida for my
health, at quite an expense, Yet, since reading
the condition of our Home Mission Society, in
the Star of Jan, 29, as set forth by our venerable and beloved Bro. Bilas Curtis, I feel as
though it was my duty and privilege, as well

as God's pleasure, to donate”to our Home
Mission Society one hundred
dollars, and
make it a birthday gift on this

67th anniversary,
Some who read this

(Feb, 17)

my.

will remember me as a

native of Woolwich, Me., and then for a number of years a resident of Limerick, Me., the

birth place of the Star ;and for the last twenty
four years,

a resident of Waukon, Iowa.

w=

KH. HEDGE, M. D.

A Happy Occasion.

ball in motion,

Twelve or more of the reoms
promise of $20.00 each for

or

The Dexter (Me.) Church.

ready for the plastering,and the third story
rooms are being lathed. And now is a

ment

/

Myrtle

cupied. , The second floor rooms are
- all

furniture.

identify themselves with it.

for

Aroostook, in Maine,

to the far West.
These are awaiting
the finishing and occupaney of the remaining rooms (to be finished on floors number
two and three). Then, when said rooms
are completed, the names of those who
contribute the $25.00 per room will be
put upon them, and the names of those
who contribute $20.00
per room for
furniture will be added. Then will come.
the bedding and the names of the donors
thereof. The first floor rooms are oc-

schools before they come into the church,

if they are taught that it isn’t expedient to
read the Bible in the former place they would
not add much to the savor of the: church if
they should afterwards deem it worth while to

bedding

They hail from the

“Tu id not the public schools, it, is the church
that is the sult of the earth,” says. the Independent in opposing the use of the Bible in
the schools. But the children come into the
and

them

denomina-

0-0-0
++

the

room in our house, devoted chiefly to
boxes, barrels, old stoves and other things
‘too numerousto mention,”
I hazard

as a rule, their money goes into the hands

from

Our great

| tional mistake has been to work the other

read not a little, from the fresh and

Rev. Dr. Bartol framed a pregnant sentence
when he said in his sermon that *"The pulpit

it says

there.

some of our colored people in securing” to way.
Shall we have your help, friends. to
themselves and families the reading of the | vorrect this before it is too late.
Morning Star was given, and in response | In behalf of the weak churches of Minneseveral sums have been forwarded to me. sota, I thank my good Bro. Dexter for his
By this I find I can procure the Star at word in the Star and for the collection
reduced rates = for these needy ones.
from his church in behalf of our interests.
Already several are reading that
exI wonder if some of the older and strong
cellent paper, supplied in part or wholly churches of the East did not blush to read
by this means. Please send along the | the report from that struggling band in
needful amount.
Providence. Then a good sister in N. Y.
sends us one dollar without waiting for her
THE MISSIONARY HELPER.
pastor to call the attention of the church to
I desire to eommend to the attention
the
brief plea. Perhaps she knew the
of the Christian public this charming
tendency of some ministers to put by such
missionary pamphlet. Itis a bi-monthly
appeals. Brethren, we are looking for
published by the F. B. Woman's Mission
Society, Mrs. J. M. Brewster, Providence, your response. -Time is precious. We
R. I, Editor and agent.
Does the pastor only ask for one cent a member from your
A. A. Smita.
wish to enliven his missionary concerts? churches.
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
Then let him talk a little,and some of the

yes, and the children,

word for any other color than the white.”
Let
us dismiss the feeling that a black skin, or red,
or brown, excludes from grace.

es located here. I can explain this in few
words. In the first place Minnesota is a
large, grand State. You could lay all
N. E. upon her surface and then have
land enongh to make States the size of
Mass. and Conn. left. Now scatter the
fifty small churches over such a jract, and
you will see at once that it is-fiot crowding things. Then again, Bro. Baker, of
Iowa, touched upon an important point in
a late article in the Star when he referred
to the settlement of our people in new
sections, without any thought of denominational homes.
are scattered over
“every section of the West. There is probably not a settled county in Minnesota
“tirat has not several I. "Baptists Jocated
within its limits. If we had money and
But there are growing centers that we
need to occupy at once. If we get possessions
of the important towns in their

Phillips is crowded over to the next issue.

is said to preach politics whenever

Now to you of the East it

men, we could soon have churches

Treasurer.

thrilling pages of this paper, and not fail
to mix in somewhat from Rev. G. C.
Waterman's department in the Morning
Star, and it requires no prophet to predict a successful meeting. New interest

tenement-

illustration

in the

considering

seen

more * natives " by birth or
will manifest their respect
for the “mother church ” by
stock in this filial offering.
SLAs CURTIS,

will
for

H.,

29th, and

named letters can be

ladies

NOTES.

The New York movement
house reform is progressing.

Star of Jan,

the ¢* Mother

N.

rose” makes in the Chrstian Register,that for
the space of twenty years all the clergymen in
a certain city sold their convictions for the pal-

far'as the majority

poly-

cal schools, ‘Wurtembptg, with oily 1,700,000 inmbitepe, has one technical

Your own heart is never ‘as clean after
you have harbored a suspicion in it. - This university;
tendencycf the times sets before every| 140 pupils and
conscientious pexson the duty of keepin
Ay

book like a savings bank book, which

il ith and’ trade

techie schools. Baden has fifty. techni-

ed, so as to constitute from

Morning

for

Durham,

needed now, and I hopé’ there are many

The! first sixty-

care, arranged in tables, ruled and

New

appeal

at

Do not delay.

We are now ready

of Cincinnati, had sent his resignation to quite a history

schools with 5,-

for scientific instruction, with seven

almost as harmfully.

for it.

TOPICS.
Archbishop Purcell,

not vote for the legislative appropriations
bill after the amendment ‘abolishing: inspectors of elections had been attached to
it. The sole effect of such an amend:
ment, if it passed, would be to destroy all
semblance of free suffrage iin the South,
and to leave no check upon’ any manner
of fraud and intimidation. There is no
denial, from any respectable source, that
the measure was purely a political one so

among bad men, which is likely to result
sufficient’ reason

report that

your

Church,”

last monthly receipts in the Star.
Are there not many others who will
follow the noble example of these ladies?

to fill orders for the, book of church reeords, and do not hesitate to commend it

rep-

is not understood how we can be a mission field with so many from your church-

above

>b

Maine, N. H. and Vt. are largely

is

check for thirteen dollars. The most that gave
were New Hampshire people.

This
letter contained $5.50.
The
names of the contributors in both of the

collect our bills, as we can succeed in no
other way.—I. D. STEWART, Publisher.

chuech

resented here.

it a-'worthy object, we herein forward to you
for the assistance of said church or parsonage
the sum of money against our names.

In view

that part of N. E. in which our
strong as Mirnesota.

would try to gather a little to ald in repairing
the parsonage, and enclosed you will find a

Having read

four pages have been prepared with great

gave to the lender,

years ago, Europe was ** without training
"is to covet his goods, or break any other schools and elementary scientific instruccommandment. Whether there’bea ‘‘decay tion for the working population; now
of faith” or not, there is evidently an in- these are found in every country on the
crease of audacity,cunning aud effrontery continent.” Austria has forty-five schools
without

CURRENT
——THE

State offers a grand field for F. Baptist
mission work. Probably no State of the
far West has so large an emigration from

Thé following is from a sister in Law-

of this fact the Corporators have decided
that they can not continue the Star much
over one Year to those who do not pay for
it, unless some special arrangement is
made with the publisher as to future payment. We dare not say how
many
thousands of dollars have been lost by extending credit and getting nothing at last.
We trust that fio one will Teel hurt” because we try to manage the Printing Establishment on business principles, and.

-4-&
+4

Your appeal for the “ Mother Church” I
read with a great deal of interest, and as I am

rence, Mass:

careful examination of our books shows
that a very large proportion of those subscribers (and we care not to say just how
large) who allow their bills to run unpaid
for two years or more, néver pay, only as

Cuuren RECOrps,

Minnesota a Mission Field.

a native of New Hampshire, and my earliest
recollections of attending church were with my
dear father (who has now passed away), 8. G
Berry, at the New Durbam church, I felt I

Will not every one notice the daté of the
label on the Star and act accordingly? A

they are pressed to a settlement.

ee

‘I have just received a postal from a
native of New Hampechire, who was
among the first to send a doHar for this
abject, in which he says:
I want you to
stick to the‘mother church.’ ” By this I suppose he meant that I should keep the subject
before the people until the needful aid shall
be obtained, The whole amount which
has been received to this date is {i than
$45. It is hoped that no one will withhold his contribution from this very worthy

Few persons in the older States understand the call for, or importance of, missionary work on the frontier, Our own
denomination is not doing its part in this
direction. If we would be wise, we must
give more time and money to this mission
work in the young and growing Staves of
the West.
I hope the readers of the Star, who
object, thinking it will not be needed to read the few brief lines in the number
make up the sum asked for, Itis very for January 22, from the pens of Bro.
desirable that $200, at least, instead of Mitchell and myself, did not think that
$100, should be raised by the friends of this that was the last from Minnesota. No; we .
church.
It is really necded and will be have but just commenced. The issue is too
graveto permit silence on our part,and the
judiciously used.
From the letters received during the F.Baptists of this State purpose to set forth
past week I make extracts from two the facts and Jeave the responsibility with
which will be in teresting to the friends of the pastors and churches of the older
our * mother church.” The first is from a States. - For one, I have faith to believe
sister in New York city, whose father we shall receive your assistance. As a
was a member of the New Durham church : Y. M. we must have help or die. This

seen.

who are in arrears for the Morning Star,
and we make them according to our books
at the time. Ifany have paid to agents
and it hus not been Yorwarded, or have
sent money to this office that was not received when the bills were made, we will
gladly make the necessary corrections.

to all of our churches,

+4

or maintained by claiming that the manual
luborer will be so much the better off for

surmisings to base the suspicion on, as it

man,

*40-

trust, he entered the sum in a little pass-

fessional laborer being trained in some
branch of skilled labor in his youth. It
is not an infrequent belief that every boy
should have a trade, no matter whether
he uses it in after life or not.
A committee of the Boston city governwould be in the midst of the chivalry, manment gave a hearing the other day on a
hood and fine sense of honor that usually petition in relation to a system of techniprevail amorg college
students.
We cal education.
The
opening speaker
would like to see the principle thoroughly thought it possible to establish schools
tested with reference to college hazing—a where children could find out what trade
barbarism of whose existence we are they were fitted for. He could see no
frequently reminded.
reason at all why the city should go on
spending money educating children in
One can see almost daily how the branches for which they are absolutely
rascality of modern times is making peo- unfitted by nature and opposed by incliple suspicious, distrustful and otherwise nation. Another speaker declared that
injuring them.
It was reported last some of the results of our present system
Wednesday that the house of a town of education are by no means gratifying.
treasurer in New Hampshire had been The children get the idea that manual
entered by burglars, the treasurer bound, labor is not honorable. Yet another per-and the town funds stolen. Twenty years . son addressed the committee in words
ago, or perhaps ten years ago, nobody ] claiming that we are teaching people how
would have questioned the report. But to say things, not how to do, and if we
‘now almost every second man shakes his carry it too far we are teaching how not
head, and hints that probably the treasur- to do. The birthplace of a large part of
er had defaulted and taken that way to crime is this idleness which is enforced by
conceal his crime. That is ‘only an ex- our system of education, which does not
ample. But it shows not only that peo- teach how to do. These are but straws
ple have become suspicious but that there which show Which way the wind is blow;
are many chances for the innocent tobe ing.
No
one
saw
more
clearly
into the deep
falsely accused. Good men ought to
guard against this tendency. It is often needs and demands of the age thah Anna
quite as sinful to suspect another's integ- Dickinson before she lost her balance on
rity, when there are nothing but evil the stage. She shows that one hundred

evil of no

sup-

neither fair nor just, nor can it be excused

class of students who really exercise selfgovernment in many of the most interesting concerns of collegiate life.” There
is force in the suggestion. It proposes a
plan that if it could succeed anywhere it

Think

society, the class which is the main

port of republican institutions.

money of thousands of his people, to the
yers, clergymen, and the like, but do: not extent of millions of dollars, without
equally help these who will follow ‘indus- keeping any books whatever. When any
trial and mechanical vocations. This is one brought money to leave with him in

the

——

a ~——THE foreclosure of the mortgage on
the barque. Azor, which bad been purchased in the interests of the Liberian
in her little book, ‘A Paying Invest colonization schemes, doubtless ends. the
ment,” that ¢‘buncombe and self-laudation transportation of the colored people to
will not make headway against the legit Liberia for the present, Notes of disimate results of this ;" nor ¢an we repudi- satisfuction come back from the colonists
ate her statement that “the contests of that the Azor took out last. summer, the
the future, when civilized nations shall Association used up its funds, and the
grapple for supremacy, even existence, vessel had to be sold to, pay its bills.
Scheme after scheme of this sort fails,
will be industrial contests.”
Are we preparing for these grand con- Senator Windom's plan of colonizing the
tests of the future?
The scholar par ex- blacks in the different States being among
cellence has his place, and an exalted sta- the latestto be rejected. It will doubttion in the eyes of men and ages, but it is less be agreed inthe end that the best
an unjust and a wicked thing to endeavor thing to do with the colored people is to
to train the mass of children as though treat them fairly and try to make the most
they were all to be scholars. We need of them where they are.
O-0-O-0-b
two or three universities amply endowed
>
and with scholarships and fellowships
Birts. The time has come for sending

It will be the surest defense against all
propositions to do away with a free school
system. And it will render manual labor
honorable, lessen the idle, therefore, the
dangerous classes, and increase in numbers and in influence the middle class .in

as much gained, if not more, in

to be

‘ The Mother Church.”

long way behind Austria, France, and
Switzerland” ? Miss Dickinson truly says

ures are no longer few and rude, and
these conditions, with the decay of apprenticeship, all indicate that .America
must pay attention to educating’ skilled

youth; for there

remains

weary in well doing, for in due time we
shall reap if we faint not.
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry,W. Va., March, 1879.

from a

the

hood.

in his childhood and

amendment,

but

thorough temperance man,

the statement

now old and impoverished; that manufact-

trial training must commence with the
winter he was surprised ‘to find that the primary schobls:
students at a mathematical recitation were
Keeping iin mind that the larger part of
allowed the greatest freedom of communis our people must gain their livelihood by
cation at the black-board, and when he
industrial rather than literary: and profesexpressed his surprise to the instructor, on sional pursuits, and thatthe publi¢schools
the ground that sone ‘might take advan- are for
. the good: of ‘the childrén of all
tage of the liberty to get 'help from the classes, and that all ‘are taxed for their
-others, he was told that the students were support, it would appear to be nothing
put on their honor in that respect,and that more than the-dictate of sound common
so strong was its sway over them that sense that the originating and controHing
they were rarely known to violate it. aim of our educational methods should
The alleged success of that plan gives lean as much at least to the industrial as.
.some practical force to the theory that the to the literary side. But as a fact, our
mo-t feasible method of governing college public schools afford every advantage to
students between the ages of sixteen and those who will become physicians, lowtwenty-two consists in an appeal to their
honor as gentlemen, and admitting them

consideration,

where literature and learning may find a out our annual bills to those subscribers

mon and high schools—are made more
immediately applicable to the wants of
the common people, itis with poor weapons that we can fight the adversaries of
free schools, none of which are more. insidious and threatening than Catholicism.
If the people of this country believe from

laborers —farmers, artisans,
and manufacturers—and that

same

lobbyists, and in sustaining himself as a

have space to mention only one or two.
It will appeal to the body of our people
ary work!
What impetus will they give
_to the grand gospel tidal wave thatis now are not what they should be; that we are | with sueh-foree that compulsory educabeginning ‘fairly to sweep across the clinging lo and perfecting a system not tion will be enforced, because it will be
applicable to the age in which we live.
supported
by pubtic opinion. Then,
earth! Is there not some Lydia in every
In a little book by C. B. Stetson, pub- again, parents will be much more willing
church, whose heart the Lord is opening
lished not many years since, he very to find a way whereby they can take their
to the possibilities of missionary culture
plainly shows that among the conditions
children out of the factories and send
among the children? So soon as the
missionary spirit is thoroughly awuken- extant. throughout the - world, competi- them to school, when they see that by so
ed, the little fo'ks will begin to besiege tion is no longerloval but world-wide ; that doing their children are directly learning
much of our land once new and fertile is | what will aid them. In gaining a. liveli-{
_the doors of our churches, asking for ad-.
mission thereto.
Who
will open the
hearts of the children to the needs of a
list world, and thereby lead their feet
into tbe church of Christ ?

Benominational Helos.

mere workman into the artisan, we are

Toi is not enough 10 boast over the klory
of our public schools. 1t is not enough
to raise the war cry which has found a
far reaching voice in the Boston Monday

schemings

1879.

presidential campaign, Of course the
resistance of the minority was in part due

Does any one

tr

tutions, then all Jesuitical

12

riculture, and besides schools for weaving and textile manufactures, there are

chemistry, and dyeing.”

port. He has conspicuously spoken the
sentiment of Hany thronghont the coun-

dispengable to the existence

MARCH

dent can enter any one of a large number. There is already deep intérest shown in
of schools of agriculture, of ar awing, of the organization of the House, there being
arts and trades, of hydrography, of “tech- ‘considerable opposition to the re-election
nical sciences, of designs for textile arts, of Mr, Randall for Speaker, who, it must
laces, wall-paper, furniture, &e., of horti- be said, has made himself a good record
culture, silk-culture, mining, practical in opposing the schemes of rings and

numerous signs which indicate that that
criticism will yet be far more general and
searching before the people are done with
it. A scious attack has been made
upon the high schools. ' Governor Robinsou, of New York, in two messages to the
Legislature ofthat State has taken grounds
against taxing the people for their sup-

championship.

STAR,

If you

would

enjoy

the

happiest evening

you have known for many a year, and see an
assembly of people in their very hest and wittiest hutnor, join them ‘in making a surprise
visit to some ‘* good old minister” of the gospel, taking with you a generous gift. For if
he be ‘¢ a good old:minister,” he has spent his
life in caring for the souls of men and in. symputhy with every enterprise connected with
the progress of Christ's kingdom, and is almost sure not to have laid up an ample compei

THE MORNING
tency for old age, When he finds himself.
«compelled to inactivity by the infirmities of
age, he will be cheered as never before by expressions of Christian affection and esteem.
“This, at least, was the impression left on the

minds of the company who filled the house of
" Rev. Gideon Perkins on the evening of Feb.
‘94, in Lewiston, as noticed in the last Star.

Father P. was a pioneer
this region.

He

has

F.

ever

B.

minister in

been

an

earnest

The

remarkable

revival

in

which the Main Street church had its origin,
was one of many.that occurred under his labors. His second son is now one of its officers
and an overseer of Bates College, His eldest
son, the late lamented John W. Perkins, was
prominently asseciated with President Cheney,

loved teacher in

the former

is

Secretary of the F. B. Foreign Miss, Society.

four weeks....Rev. A. A. Collins, from Emmett county, sends request to unite his

with Oceola Q. M.

He

is

held with Crystal church

Letters were

in

the

(Feb.

Lord was to Preach, but the interest was so

great in the social work that he gave way,

Colerado,

vil

Rev. AL D. Fairbanks reports himself as lo«
eated in Colorado. He writes that the Metho-

Congregationalists,

Baptists,

Presbyterians,

Episcopalians,

ete, have established themselves in all the
cities and towns, and quite extensively in’ the
rural districts, but there is yet ample room

Free Baptists and others.

It is estimated

ability and pluck, and of

us.

Ministers

sufficient

invite you out

here.”

Bro.

F.

Eastern,

the Master.”

New Hampshire.
Mrs. Salley, widow of Rev. Enoch Place,
celebrated
her. 90th birthday in Strafford,

his friends

in

Vermont.
Rev. H. G. Corliss has accepted a call from
the East Randolph church, to commence his
labors the third Sabbath in March....The
church at Washington
is without a pastor,
Correspondence may be had with C. W. Huntington.

:
one

Support

by

of the Paige

St. church (Lowell), was thrown from his
sieigh while riding on Saturday,
March 1,
but fortunately received only slight injuries.
«++. Five persons were welcomed to the tellowship of the Lawrence church the first Sunday
in March.
The religious interest in the church
is very promising.
Inthe evening, a rousing
missionary meeting was held, with addresses
by the pastor, Rev. A. L. Houghton, and the
Q. M. missionary agent, Rev, Geo, S. Ricker,
A generous collection was taken in response
to the recent appeal of the Financial Secretary.
Mrs. D. N. Martin, the oldest member of the

hood reflected more and more, she was doubly
endeared to us. Our attachments were reciprocated by her devotion to home and friends.

Island.

ship of the Park St. church on Sunday, March

She was young, only 20 years of age, at that
period of life, most buoyant, hopeful and hap-

first

of Jan....Rev. M. W, Burlingame died at his
residence in Georgiaville on the -4th inst. He

py. She had recently married, three months
before, and had just become settled in her new

been

and happy home.

crated herself

York.

The Lord is reviving his work in Antioch
church. Fifteen have been added to the
church, which is much revived and the interest
is unabated. Many who have attended the
meetings have been much pleased with the
doctrine of our church... Bro. Boggs is hold.
closed a

three weeks’ meeting at Burlington.

of

some ten years with the Nelson church, and is
open to correspondence....The Nelson Grove

& Rapids church

is without

a pastor.

Ad-

dress, Mrs. Cora Ford, Garrettsville, Ohio....
The church at Chagrin Falls has not. yet secur-

ed a pastor.

Address, J, N. Waner,

tev, Joseph Masters reports that
work still goes on with the Lynn
At their last covenant meeting

the good

Hill church.
three united

with the church--one by baptism und two by
experience. The membership now numbers
forty-two, and others are expecting to unite
s00n.
Towa.

Several conversions have
in the Waterloo church,
Michigan.

recently occurred
.

LORAIN Q. M.—Held its February session
the 15, 16, with the Rochester church. All
the churches were represented by delegutés,
and reported a good degree of stendfustness
and strong purposes to carry on the work of
religion. The
Rochester hurch is greatly revived. Rev.C. A. Gleason,of Chester X Roads,
held a series of meetings in which the church
was awakened and sinners were converted,
Three were received to membership on the
Sabbath, making with five previously ‘received
eight accessions, thus far,to the church, as the
result of the meetings.
Most of them are
heads of families. This church is favorably
located to do much good, being on the C.C. &
I. R. R., and in a small village with a healthy

farming community

g
?

and evening.
Next session with the Honey Creek church,
commencing June 6; at 7, P. M. Rev. J. B.
Palmer to preach the opening sermon on Friday evening.
G. H. HUBBARD, Clerk.

.

There is a deep religious interest at Osseo,
where Miss Mains has been holding a series of
meetings.
A goodly number of conversions
is reported.
;
The Oceola Q. M,, held at Manton
(Feb.

21, 28), was well attended. The church is doing good work. The members, being many of

surrounding,

The

KEpis-

copal Methodists have a church here, as also
do the United Brethren an organization, both
of which and their Jeoble joined on the Sabbath in worship, and came together round the
table of our Lord to commemorate the death
of Christ.
The season was solemn and
impressive... We were fuvored with. one sermon
from Rev. C, C, Inman, pastor of Spencer
church, and three from Rev. Addison Jones,
of Kirtland, O., of the C, Buptists,who is open
communion, and very nearly if not quite’ a F.
Baptist in sentiment. ' These four: sermons
were clear, logical, and full of Christ und his
gospel of love, and added very much to the
interest of the Q. M, session.
Arrangements

“

Frank L,
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The Independent, reviewing

one

of their

meetings, asks the ‘‘ Holiness” people to
bear with it, if it reminds them of the answer of Dr. Anderson, when asked about
his religious profession : * I have not any
religion to béast of.”

Business Hotices,

REV.

in

DR, SHERMAN'S DOINGS.
Rev. John

J Frauk

salary

48

hernia.

I obtained a truss called the

was not effectual.

Since

then

best,

I havé

but

it

bought

a

could save.

though

good,

were

and
I eould therefore
treated.

out

of

New

England,

see no ene

who

had

been

But I concluded something must be done

immediately, or life and

usefulness

must

end.

took his treatment, and the effect thus far

is

I

truly

wonderful. I find his treatment truly scientific,
practical and safe. There being no pressure on
the spine is one great source of relief,
A

sudden

cough

or

strain,

that

started

the

rapture in all the trusses T had used, has no effect
on

his

appliance,

and

I

dm

happily

this dangerous malady

to try his

skill

reme-

dies while they have the opportunity.
REV. JOHN ALDEN,
Providence, R. 1., Jan. 25, 1879.
This is the most convinemg proof any one can
have of the value of Dr. Sherman’s treatment. Mr.
Alden is a distinguished preacher, well known
throughout the Eastern States, having been agent
for foreign missions over northern New England,
and for the American and Foreign Bible Society
for Southern New England, His life has been devoted to the good of mankind, and

his

ELECTRIC

recommen-

evidently is

BELTS.

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay. exhaustation,
ete. The only reliable cure.
Circulars mailed free,
Address J, K. REEVES,
43 Chatham St., N.Y.
3ms

Some Iowan farmers tinve decided that flax
wis the most profitable crop raised 1 that
State last year.
r——
QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, apt
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yor.s,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland

and

nutri.

tious form in which Cod Liver Qil can be used,
with more beneflt secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug:
gists and KE. H. TRUEX,

3 Platt St,, New Yo 5
214
—
lp

L.

L.

Harmon,

pastor

still supplies

very favorable terms,
of the United States.
N. H.

of

Organs

our

and

church

Pianos

sending them
His address

at

on

to any part
is Hampton,
6wortf3

No one who wishes to go to Lurope this sum.
mer, should make arrangements before sendinga
postal card to Prof. Burchard,state Normal School,
Fredonia, N. Y., for his book *“ 7wo Months in
Europe,” and circular of his arrangements for
Summer
travel.
Third
year, fine route
very
cheap.
v
.
“Ditson & Cos
advertisements,
which are
changed every two weeks, keep one informed of
all the New Music Books.”

A Man of a Thousand.
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. James was experiment.
ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps te pay expenses.
Address CRADDOCK
Philadelphia, Pa.

& Co.,

GLOBE

1032

Race

Atweod—S$

Hibner—G

‘WH

Street,
1352

SOAP.

Some of our lady friends have been using the
Globe Soap, and say that it is the choicest article
for washing they have ever used.
It is used in
our family with entire satisfaction; nothing like
it for removing dirt and stains. For cleaning
type we regard the Printer’s Globe Soap as superior to any other article. ‘Agents wanted.
Address = R.A. TYLER, DOVER, N, H.

Cured.

missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,

Throat and Lung Affections, also a pos-

itive and radical eure for Nervous

all Nervons

Complaints,

Debility and

after having tested

its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to"
his suffering fellows. Actuated by this motive
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will
send free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with fulkglizgetions
for preparing and usiy in Germs
Phen or Bnalish.
Sent by
mail by add
& with stamp, naming this
paper, W,
SHERAR: 149 Powers’ ‘Block,
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A Vaughn

Farmington

Died

In Reinbeck, Towa, Feb, 27,0f diptheria, Jennie B.
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18,34

L A DeMeritte Dover Wash
StN
Mrs H Libby Candia N H
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Emiline Fox Milton MillsNH
Caroline E Brooks Stratham N H
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.
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“
Mr and Mrs F Granville **
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cord N H
Jos Blake Danville N H
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Annis James Gilford N H
A G Thompson
2
Dr R P Perry
Mrs A G Thompson
Mrs 8E Goodwin
Mrs J C Bean
Mrs A L Thompson
Henry C Dodge
Lad ies’ Benov Soc
Miss F A Rerr

Lewiston, Me.,
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10.00
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PULVERMACHER'S

PREPARATION,

ELECTRIC BELTS

Healthy and Nutritious

Baking Powder.

AND

Invented by E. N. Horsford, late Prof. in Harvard
Uniyersity.

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia,
Nervous Debility,
Liver Complaint,
Kidney

Nervousness,
;
Urinary Diseases,
General Il1-Health,
Wasting Decay,
Spermatorrhees,
Epilepsy,
Paralysis,
Sexual Exhaustion,
Spinal Diseases,
Indigestion,

by
11
of

and Cook Book

them

3.08

2

ot

And other chronic

sooth.

.

«

ANA

the cure of diseases of the kidneys, stomach,

iSquills, I
monia
Lobelia or

fs,

liver and blood; secondly, for its extreme
simplicity, and the fact of its being applied
putside, precludes all possibility of any in-

abundance. Large boxes,
cents. Sent by mail,
postage pid, to any part of the U. S., upon receipt of price. CASWELL & CO., Boston, Proprietors: For sale by all Druggists.
1y3

jury being done to the patient, as an external

remedy is universally acknowledged to be
safe. Another advantage is the facility with
which the progress of the disease and cure

INDEXICAL SILVER S0AP
For Cleaning

ana

Window

Polishing

’
and: Plaited

Silver

Glass, Mirrors, Marble,

This is the most convenient and effective ‘preparation for these purposes ever offered to the public
It may be used
even by inexperienced help with
entire safety, as it contains nothing that can possibly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
Many of
our largest

Manufacturers and

Jmporers

of

CAL
SILVER
SOAP, and
is the only Proper
thingto use for cleaning silver, Electro
Plated
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &c, Made only

BROS. & C0O., Boston.
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AGENTS.
READ THIS.
We wi
Agents a Salary of $100 per month ana
dio large a
au
0 sel our new
derful inventions, We mean what we
say, Sam
fia SHERMAN & CO., Marshall, Mich,

6m10
BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crimson or Jet, 13¢, CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,

5

N. IntonN.
20,00
25
2.00
8.00
2.00
40
2:40
40
40
2.00
S80
40

:

40
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4
£
2

A
4.00
80
2.00

40
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or Gent that sends us
their address will receive somuthing of great
Salve free by mail. On-

a || E

left.

M. YOUNG,
Perfumed

Chromo,

Cards, 10¢.
Northford,

about

173

two

hundred

Greenwich
Lily,

s.r

Snowflake

Name in gold,

Prepared in England

Records and

rare Manuscripts.

afford to be without it.
of price,

Lace

CO.
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The Story of English Literature.
authors.

&

FRANKLIN

Conn.

Cecil White.
Price $1.25.
The lives, times, influence, and

Sent

D. LOTHROP

&

works

No

CO.,

Pulveérmacher Electric Belt, and
tion, has been

The

its perfec

hailed with delight, not only

by the sufferers who have regained health,

enjoyment, and a new lease of life through
|

its beneficent qualities, but by the medical
profession, who very frequently prescribe its

use to their patients.”
PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS
are indorsed and approved by the most eminent medical and scientific authorities iu
the world, by the Faculties of France, England, Austria, Prussia, Belgium, and America, and by-well-known writers, who refer to

the extraordinary oures effected by Pulyermacher's Electric Belts and Bands, in upwards of one hundred medical and philos
sophical works.

:

‘

a

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and THE ELEC.
TRIC QUATERLY, a large Illustrated Journal,
containing full particulars mailed free.
Address
:

PULVERMACHER

GALVANIC CO,

212 Broadway,

of

RET Avoid bogus appliances claiming electric qualities. Our Pamphlet explains how to

great

student

on

4

By Lucy

with access to old

postpaid

in the right place, it can be very easily read-

justed so as to cover the parts affected.

Sil,

ver and Plated Ware have used this Soap, and
have given it their unqualified approval.
CAUTION.
The original and only genuine
Silver Soa is known world-wide as the INDEXI.
)

by ROBINSON

can be watched, and if the Belt be not quite

Paint, &c.

Lonn,

10.00

December 21, 1878.) :
“The Pulvermacher Electric Belt is recommended to general use for the following reasons: First, for its wonderful properties for

| Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in

920.87 508.50
224,74
E:N.FERNALD,

10.00

[Extract from. the Baltimore “American,”

:
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ailments.

VOLUNTARY
TESTIMONY.

PPERY Ei py
YA

Disease,

Female Complaints,

It restores
the
nutritious
elements
which are taken from the flour in bolting.
No ordinary Baking Powder or anything
else used for raising bread does this.

Consumptives will:find

BANDS

Are self-applicable to any part of the body,
for the speedy and effectual cure of

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc.,
with it is only about half as much as by
ordinary Baking Powder, and the result
is'much better.

pie frees

cure.

A GREEN-HOUSEAT
YOUR DOORE

SELF-RAISING

i The

expenses

than

a

BREAD

174.50

posi.

>

We will send free by mail, and
Srv in Good Condit

HORSFORD'S

Ware,

will posi.

will

"BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

cumstances he compounded
this Elixir, was cured.
and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price]
of one doctor’s visit,
For sale everywhere.

©Ss

TYPE

TESTAMENT.

En

years ago, Elder

sumption.

2

LARGE

For sale everywhere,
I. 8S. JOIINSON & CO., Bangor, Maine,

physicians, to die with Con-
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|

Johnson's

Downs was given up by his

Fifty

Ad:
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DIPTHERIA!

eases, when used in season.

x

Liberal commission given,

tively prevent this terrible disease, and

8
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Loy

23.85

0, Box

teow?

WITHNOI'ES, is a splendid work for Agents,
Nothing like it. “Al want it. Price $2.00. Address I. 8S. GOODSPEED & CO, New York or
Cincinnati, O.
6145
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tively cure nine cases
inten. Information that
‘will save many lives sent free by mail. Don’t de-

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

o

1.00

Pion
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NEW

ing and healing ; use them freely.
In traveling,
the Chureh, Concert and Lecture room, don’t fail
to use them.
Always have them by your bedside;
two or three gs
een tiken when

BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,
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CHEMICAL WORKS,
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W, G. SHILLABER, Agent, 124 State St., Boston,
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Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat
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of Waterloo, aged 20 vears, 1 months and 15
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An excellent and haalthy family magazine
dye
Funeral services by the several pastors of the
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Six months, 80¢. One year $1.50; Agents and can-
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In Olnerville R.I, March 6.by Rev. A. LL. Gerrish,
Mr. Arnold M “Whaley and Miss Louetta
O. Briggs,
both of JHrhnston, R. I.

Put up in packages
containing
ounces, just enough
for 25. pounds
flour.’

17.00

Me per do

Mrs MD

No. 72 Devonshire St., Boston.
T E A

Univereally used and recommended
prominent Physicians.
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A. DEMERITTE,
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VATE, is holden for the indebtedness of the City, whose Public property alone is estimated at $37,651,427, or more than the total DEBT
OF THE CITY.
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A few weeks since I was induced to go to Boston to consult Dr, Sherman.
Having failed go
many tiniég, and being over 70 years of age, I had
my fears when he expressed the opinion that I
might be relieved and cured.
His recommendas«
tions,

Lovg

Hollaud=A F

vented the increase
of the ruptare. Every one of
these badly affected my back. I have suffered all
but death at times in attempts to reduce the ruptare. I have been constantly growing poor in
body, and often much alarmed, lest it should so
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THE 1st F. B, church of Somerville, Mass.; in con
sideration ofthe Teaixnatlon of its pastor. Rev, James
Rand, would submit the
following resolutions:
Resolved 1, That we highly appreciate his untiring
zeal, and faithful labors as our
pastor
since -the organizationof our chureh, ex
ing over aperiod ot
more than five years,during which time there has been
a rapid growth of the church, to the joys of every
‘Ohiristian heart, and,by his faithfulness and ‘devotion
to the cause of Christ, he has endeared himself to
wany whe deeply regret his departure from us.
2, That we unite in leidetimg to him, our best wishes aud earnest prayers, that
’s blessing may still
attend his labors, in whatever part of the Master's
vineyard he may be called to labor:
making the future even more successful in winning souls to Christ,
and spreading the light of the gospel to those whoare
yet unsaved,
3. That a copy of these resolutions be spread on the
records of the church, a copy be presented to our
brother, Rev. James Rand, and
a copy to the Morning
Star for publication,
CONVERSE A. BABCOCK,
JAMES A, BROWN,
{ I. Com,
EPWARD CASTELLON,
+
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in the religious world consists in the short:

item that the organization of a Chinese
Tract. Society was completed at Shanghai,
Nov. 29, 1878.
Five denominations are
represented in the publishing committee—
Preshyterinns, Congregationalists, Episco-palians, Baptists and Methodists.
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ance, and preached the Word Sabbath morning

Sandy

pastorate

was

HONEY CREEK Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Mt. Pleasant church, Feb. 14—16.
The attendance was small, and the interest
ordinary.
Rev. A. A. Smith, of Minneapolis,
was present the first session, having preached
the two preceding
evenings.
Rev. W. C.
Hulse of Cherry Valley, Ill., was in attend-

Ohio.

tev. J. Short has resigned his

also, tracts.

wtlliin

return thanks.

has

reconse-

and

Next session with the Zion church, commencing May 23.
EK. C. WILLIAMS, (Clerk.

had a social visit and left about $18.00 for
their pastor, W, C. Sweet, for which he would

Furguson

work,

RrrLEY Q. M.—Held its Inst session with the
Union church, Ripley Co., Ind., commencing
Feb. 21. But two churches represented.
The
Revs. M. R. Mckee, D. A. Tucker, Wm. Tucker, and Bro, I. C. Prindy were appointed
corfespanding messengers to the Dearborn Q.

The people of Etna and vicinity met at the
house of Dea. O. A. Boynton, Feb. 13, and

J.

recently

Quarterly leetings.

Minnesota.

river....Rev. T,

de-

‘about Jesus. All wished tp.be revisited;
the men said, “ Ah, sir, you know how to
talk to us fellows,—do come again.”

Rev.

Western.

on

She had

to Christian

planning for a larger usefulness.
But, in the
midst of all these, death - summoned
her to
leave all and depart. That it cost her a struggle, that it was
a test of her faith, it seems
reasonable to couclude.
But the test was endured. The Master’s will became her will,
friends present were exhorted, messages for
absent friends were dictated, mourning and
sadness for her were forbidden, mementoes of
respect were distributed, good-bye words and
kisses were exchanged, and the change was
waited for with calm resignation.
The moment of departure at hand, and though suffering intensely, she whispered, ¢“ Sing, all sing.”
The family and friends sang as best they
could, * We shall meet beyond the river,
by and by.” The river was crossed, and the
weary one was at rest.
O. E. BAKER,

Rev. J. M. Langworthy,
of Utica, has
just closed a series
of meetings with the
church at Stephentown Center.
As a result,
a fresh impetus to live for Clhirist is enjoyed by
all Christians, while some have been led to
Join the church,
Others have been enabled to
trust Christ as their Saviour, and yet others
have asked to be remembered in the prayers
of God's people.
.
Rev, E. Smith acknowledges a donation of
$50.00 and Christmas presents of $30.00 from
friends in E. Poestenkill.
;
The Lord is graciously reviving his work in
Dale,
Meetings have been held for six weeks,
and still the people love to come together for
worship and work.
About fifty souls
have
been won to Jesus, and the church very much
revived.
The church has been aided in the
work by Rev. A. P.Houghtaling, of Attica,
and Brethren Wilson, Dennis, and Mrs. Dennis, of Pike.
;
——
> + —

ing a revival meeting in the church

in Death.

deo Hill Buffaln N Y
Ts Suck na Flingon N 8
;
owers Sherburne N Y
JSJ8 Dinsmode Paloma 111

Eh

will ‘be

prayed with, One map,a jswearer, was
deeply impressed.
New Testaments were

given away,

8 Chaddock Pike NY

BENSON'S CAPCINE POROUS PLASTE

made to the gipsies at, Dulwich. The |
Scriptures were: read, and several were

children were kindly

Thos 8 Reberts Musea‘ale Kan
A A Armstrong Etlientivilie N

gipsies' at Dul-

and any ope who

enlarge that no remedy

B. Bedford, died on the 27th ult.
Left to us,
when an infant, by a sainted ‘mother, whose
image she bore, and as she grew to woman-

Four were received by baptism to the fellow-

was in the 74th year of his age, and had
in the ministry more than fifty years.

the

1879.

WEAK BACK-

a new

example of God’s Supporting grace, in the strength and courage, with my already’ improved
condition, contrasted with my former suffering. 1
event. of death. Our deat daughter, Jénnie! can most heartily recomménd those amicted with

church, and an old resident of the city, died
Feb. 28, aged 81 years,
Gitte

since the

records

sires to have private visits at their homes
will be called upon. A visit was recently

adapted to |

It Is Just, necessary,
but merciless, it seems
sometimes, that public journals can not allow
mourning relatives to give, in their columns,
full expression to their griefs, and give publicfty, at any length, to all the personal qualities
and virtues by which departed loved ones are
embalmed
in the memories
of surviving
friends. ¢ Short obituaries” is an injunction
seemingly so void of tenderness!
But, what
journal could do otherwise, and what a ealamity if the sorrows of each family could be
transmitted to every other.
We may be pardoned, however, a brief reference to another

letter, were welcomed to the fellowship of the
Mt. Vernon church (Lowell), Sunday, March

also

ready for signature,

¢ I feel certain that the West-

advocate it like a hero.”

BEES.

LAME

wich-common. | “A pledge-book

for

discovery to these Western people, now ignorant of our faith, of a. people like us, would
elate many of them, more than the richest gold
or silver find. ' It would certainly bless them
in a better semse, and more permanently.
Brethren, e<pecially of the ministry, don't
come here for any reason whatever, ex cept
you dare to be here what you were us Free
Baptists before you came.
If-you want the
respect of the Western people,’stick to the religion and church of your early choice, and
stand up straight amid all that opposes, and

ma-

Christian

coal-wharves,

our doctrines
and church polity; and that: the

Rev. E. P. Moulton acknowledges a donation

New

I
the

service

ern spirit and ideal is peculiarly

Feb, 26, when she received hosts of friends
and passed a pleasant afternoon.

2, making seven received in all

ship,

supports

‘¢ enter upon muscular and mental

Rhode

of

denomina-

tional attachment to abide in the old

Ministers and Churches.

The London

of

testimony of others that ministers afflicted
with pulmonary affections, and in consequence
ineflicient as pastors, in the East, would, on
going to that region in season soon be able. to

sewing

J. H. Rosa, Clerk,

that

not over fifteen per cent. of the inhabitants

to church membership with

seized upon this occasion to leave with her a
valuable testimonial of their love and appreciation.
CoM.

!

for

ful, persevering urging of them upon the aitentionof the people here, and hundreds, now
unblest witha hope in Christ, and religious
associations, from all occupations—farmers,
mechanics, merchants, and
professionals,—
will accept salvation at the hands of Free
Baptist ministers, and the hand of fellowship

friends and former pupils of Miss Perkins had

pastor

United

an introduction of our doctrines, with a faith.

had thanked his friends, and most 'of them had
taken their leave, it was found that a few

2....Rev. E. W, Porter,

One

not above 12 per cent. attend religious servis
ces. In Bro. F's opinion
all that it needs is

about 200 dollars. After Father P., from a full
heart, all the more eloquent for surprise and
joy that scarcely allowed him at first to speak,

Massachusetts,
Two persons, one by profession and

or

HONEY

A New Sphere of Work.

28—March 2),

sion of over 140 souls, On Sabbath morning,
prayer meeting at 9, A, M,, at 10:30, Dr.

12,

Beligions Wiscellany,

extreme

‘that State are regularly under religious instrustion. : It is said that in the city of Denver

received from persons too remote to unite in
the company, each emphasizing its expression
of good will with a greenback. Among these
were tokens from Hebron, Harrison, and other
fields of Father P.’s former pastoral labors.
The amount of the purse presented was

chine, amounting to $70, from
Alton,

church

MARCH

We call the special attention of our readers to
the advertisement of Mrs. Cotton in another column under this head. Mys. Cotton is one of our
most successful Bee-keepers.

was an unusual season. Klder Mofiitt, in a kind of mission work in that city.
It is
series of four weeks’ meetings,saw the conver- Intended to visit all the dust-yards and

Presbyterians,

treat themselves to the good things they had
brought, yet the happiness of giving added a
zest to the enjoyment which no such occasion:

a nice

Re guster.

He has organized a church

of twenty members.

dists,

donation visitin which guests had gathered to

and other gifts, including

to

attend covenant meeting, When men do thus
provide for their church work it: will certainly
prosper.
Dr. Lord preaches for them once in

;

It is no misnomer to call the gathering at the
house of Father P. a surprise visit. Itwas no

could ever approach without it,

Saturday

brother tallied 190 who gave witness for Jesus.
May God grant more such meetings.

His

of Portland,

fourth

they did at 10 minutes past 12 o'clock,

a_be-

institution.

other son, Rev. C. 8. Perkins,

every

rather waited for them to get through, which

Rev. E. Knowlton and Gov. Garcelon, in) the
establishment of the Me. State Seminary, and
subsequently in the founding of the College.
tis only daughter was for several years

should be excused

are being made to settle Rev. C. A. Gleason at
Rochester as bastory and with one of the other
churches of ‘the Q. M,
Next session is to be held with the Spencer church, May 31, June 1, commencing
May
81, Saturday, 11 o’clock, A. M., instead of Saturday before 8d Sabbath in June, as stated in

north of S. Peninsular....The Mt, Calm Q. M.,

svorker in the causes of education, anti-slavery
and temperance.

them lumbermen, madea contract with the
man for whom they were working, that they

STAR.

can

receipt

Boston,

NEW

YORK,

distinguish the genuine from the spurious.

-
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Poetry,
BEFORE SLEEP,
Sleep is a death! Oh, make me try,
By sleeping, what it is to die;
And as gently lay my head

On my grave as now my bed.
Howe’er I rest, Great God, let me

and said she thought it was very

hard

Oh, come that hour when I shall never
—Dr. Thomas Browne.
ARN
filth u——

ONLY A WOMAN.
Only a woman, shriveled and old!

The prey of the winds and the prey
cold!
Cheeks that are shrunken,

me, and if you won't let me be

Eyes that are sunken,
Lips that were never o’erbold.
Only a woman, forsaken and poor,

men were

no man had an extra knife to lend him.

THE BLACKSMITH OF RAGENBACH.
In the principality of Hohenlohe,

for

times for it.’
zk
BE
¢«« Will yon pay me now? questioned
Jacque,
"1
5
BNE

poor—

Dead in the snow at the bronze church-door!

~*<The lad took

up the knife.

Circle.

¢¢¢ Comrade, give us a hunk of twine,’
said another fisherman. * My crab-net
‘wants amend, and I can do it at slack

THE LITTLE WHARF MERCHANT.
*¢ Jacque’s heart was just breaking, it

‘ Jacque's heart was just breaking, it
was, and no wonder at all, atv all, for his
mother was a widow.
You see Jacque's
earn-

ed good wages for them days, and he
kept on earning, and spending as fast as
ever he earned, and the last day, the day
he was drowned, he ran in in the morning, just afore he went out of the house
for the last time, and says he, throwing a

handful o' silver pieces down on his pretty wife’s apron, says he: ¢ Now, Marie,
make me a good dinner against I come
up from the sea, and buy you a pretty
new cap, and that little rascal, Jacque, a

I don’t want my boy to go

barefooted, and—I'm going to earn more
siller to-day.’ Then he kissed her, and
patted her pretty, round brown cheeks
with the tips of his strong fingers, tossed his boy to the ceiling half-a-dozen
times, kissed him, and then

and never came back again.
‘“ You see, Jacque, he was

went

away,

only

three

years old then, and the little sister was

a

tiny baby, so they couldn’t remember the
father, who always loved and earned and
spent as fast as he earned, saying to his
Marie, when she said they ought to be
laying up something for a rainy day,—
‘« « Wife, the ocean is full of fish,

and

rainy days are the best for fishing.’
‘“ Then the pretty wife would smile
and try to think he was right; but she
knew all the time that he was not right a
bit.
;

“The handful 0’ siller he gave her that
morning was not spent, not a single centime of it, when a neighbor fisherman
went with slow, heavy steps up to her
door, and told her her husbacd was

dead

—drowned—had leaned over too far in
his boat, and just pitched overboard and
gone down out of sight before one of the
fishing-boats about could row to the
spot.
“ When he was found, Marie,

she just

used the siller to put him into a decent
grave, and then she was left all alone in
her cottage, and the big, cold, ugly sea
always seemed her enemy after that, and
she wanted to get away from it, but had
no place to go anywhere in the world.
*¢ Her husband’s brother fishermen said

they would take care

of -her, and they

were very good ; they put aside ten cen-

times out of every hundred

water to-day.’

Doand
it:

they earned

at fishing, for Marie and little Jacque and
the baby.
;
‘But when Jacque was eight years
old, a great accident happened one day
on the coast, and three of the fishermen
were killed, and after that Marie's very
hard time began to come down on her.
*“ You see, she wouldn't let her Jacque
go a-fishing with the men, but he wanted

to go, and he kept wanting to go, and one
day he actually got down from the wharf

‘ ‘And lend me

his mother

ise that he never, never would be

a

on this dock of a morning when we
out,’ said another. "And away went
boats, leaving Jacque and his money
watch them off.
¢ Jacque watched and thought.

erman.
j
“It was very hard for her boy, a great

deal harder than she knew anything
about, to keep that promise.
*.Bomehow, things does seem to hap-

go
the
to
At

last he began to whistle--he whistled faster and faster as the idea kept dawning in
his mind, and at length,
burst of sound, the sure

with a great
thought arose

into the words,—
¢ ¢< I'll be the dock-merchant,

smith

resolute

counte-

left—no one could pass
*

ing bitten.

him

without

This increased the

be-

fearful

With horror depicted upon
I will— confusion.
and the money is in my pocket to begin their countenances, all sprang up and
{| shrank from the dog.
Who should dewith.’
‘‘Jacque was so fired with the thought, liver them from him? The smith also
that he felt as though the ground he went stood among them, and, as he saw the
over getting home kept bobbing up and anguish of the people, it flashed across
hitting his feet as fast as he put them his mind how many of his happy and
down, but he got there finally, and he contented neighbors would be made miserable by a mad dog,and he formed a resran in, and, said he, his heart running

over with beats, and the words skipping
about in the air to find his mother’s ears,

olution,
the like of which is scarcely to
be found in the history of the human race,

and what he said was,—
_ “““ Mother,
won’t you

for noble self-devotion.
make

whole lot of cookies

molasses-gin-

and

me

a

ger-bread?”
¢¢ Jacque’s mother didn’t know what to
think. There she was, without a speck
of flour in the house, and Jacque knew
it, and Jacque asking for things made
with flour.

He'd never, her

acted so before.
him then.
“¢« Jacque,

She

boy

spoke

hadn't,

crossly

to

youre

a

bad,

unfeeling

boy, when you know I've not had a morsel to eat to-day, and am

ready

to

myself, and you've had something
Effie. Get out of my sight.’

faint

and

« Jacque choked a bit and walked
right off, and fetched home a loaf of
bread.
a
¢ « How dare you beg?’ cried. his moth-

er, with angry eyes. * What would your
father think if he knew his son had
begged for

“Back all!” thundered he,

strong voice.

bread?

Carry®it

back this

minute, and we'll go down and see if we
can’t find a few clams somewhere on the
beach.’
¢ « Mother, T bought it and paid for it,
and here's some money left. 1 sold the

use of my knife to-day for a hundred centimes (twenty cents), and I want the
cookies and. things to sell on the wharf in
the mornings. ' I'm going to be the wharfmerchant, for fish-hooks and twine, and
| things the men are always wanting when

they set out in the morning. Ang they'd
want more of your cookies than any-

thing, they would, they're so good.’
¢¢ Poor Marie was the sorriest woman
you evér knew at the wicked thought she
had had in her heart: about Jacque, for

she was afraid he. had stolen the loaf,

only she did not dare to tell him so.
When she found out he hadn’t, she was
80 sorry she had been cross

to

her boy,

and she was so pleased with the thought
that he might be a little merchant, that
she went straightway and asked a loan

money.
¢ Then she began

the town two miles
present from her husshe had parted with
which she could raise

to buy flour and

in

a

deep,

*‘Let no one stir; for none

can vanquish the beast but me!

tem must fall, in order to save

One vic-

the

rest;

I will hold the brute, and, while I do so,

make your escape.” The smith had scarcely spoken these words when the dog
started towards the shrieking people.
But he went not far. ‘“ With God’s help,”
cried the smith, and he rushed

was

fish-

hooks?

questioned another.
4
* ‘There's always something wanting

of a pawnbroker in
a-watching him, and she just ran down to ‘off, on her wedding
the wharf and swung her apron, and he band. Before that
came back, and then she made him prom- everything else on

into a boat to go, ‘but

half-a-dozen

upon

the

foaming beast, seized him with an iron
grasp, and dashed him to the floor. A
terrible struggle followed. The dog bit
furiously on every side in a frightened
manner. His long teeth tore the arms
and thighs of the heroic smith, but he
would not let him loose. Regardiess
alike of the excessive pain and the horrible death that must ensue, he

held

down

with an iron grasp the snapping, howling
brute till all had escaped.
He then flung the half-strangled beast
from him against the wall, and dripping
with blood and venomous foam he left the
room, locking the door after him. Some
persons then shot the dog through the
windows. Weeping and lamenting, the
people surrounded him who had saved
their lives at the expense of h?s own.
* Be quiet, do not weep for me,” he said;

“¢ one must die in order to save the others,
Do not thank me. I have only performed
my duty. When I am dead think of me
with love, and now pray for me, that God

will not let me suffer long or too much.
I will take care that no further mischief
shall occur through me, for I must certainly become mud.”
:
He went straight to his workshop and
selecied a strong chain, the heaviest and
firmest from his whole stock ; then,

with

his own hands, welded it upon

his

and around the

¢ There,”

anvil

firmly,

limbs

he said, ‘ it is done,” after having silent:
ly and solemnly completed the
work.
« Now you are secured, and I am inoffensive. Solongas I live bring me my
food. The rest
I leave to God; into his

hands 1 commend

my spirit.”

Nothing

could save the brave smith ; neither
lamentations nor prayers. Madness
ed him, and after nine days he died.
died, but his memory will live from

tears,
seiz' He
gen-

things and to bake for the little mer-: eration to generation, and will be venerchant. He went off and bought fish- ated to the end of time. Search history
hooks and things enough to begin with, through, and you will not_find a
i

and the next morning, bright and early,

the

insensi-

Hiterarg Lebieky,

And if no bright orb meet your eye
. He's sorry for you; but he thinks
The stars may go out when he winks.
At any rate he thought : he saw :
And that for him’s the highest Jaw.
He claims a vision that transcends

THE LADY OF THE AROOSTOOK.
By W. D.
Howells, author of ¢ A Foregone Conclusion,” ** A Chance Acquaintance,” * Venetian Life,” ete, Boston: Houghton, Osgood
& Co. 12mo. pp. 326. ($2.00).

The ** Aroostook”

was the name

of a ship

that sailed from Bostonto Trieste in tae summer of 1874, and *‘ the

lady” was

The need of proof; and

Rev. Mr. Morgan
him

‘a charming

girl who took passugé in her for Venice

to

and was living there.

and more vigorous and judicious suppressing than this habit of tedsing indulged in by the members of a family one with
the other; for the sport of ome is here

The other passengers

again emphatically’ death ‘to the other;
and when you have broken the finer nature that lies in every soul, how will you

And that is true of the whole

in place,

to ‘preserve’

their

individuality,

to

create amusements, conversstion,and the whole
routine of experience for them; to pietuce such

mend it? But—it does not answer to be

a man as’ Capt. Jenness 80 that you

too sensitive and to make a martyrdom

cross hands with him and share the pleasure
of life on ship-board - with him, ‘to reveal the
real manhood in the sometimes cynical Stanis
ford and the candor and honor of Dunham the
enthusiastic churchmanto portray Miss Blood,
a: modest,
conscientious, clear-minded New
England girl, and above all to: take care of
Hicks, keep him in piace and lead:even Stani-

out of a little barmless
play that
means to do no ‘one'wny Hutt. The only
way in which t6 meet’ those who make

teasing in a manner a profession, is with
perfect good humor and serenity. To be
cross or tearful is to Tay yourself open

to

worse assaults; for the teaser only wants
to know which place is most _yulnerable,

it to your discomfiture ; mask your

weak

places and he is powerless. This is a lesson which the youcg find Jit; diffienlt to
learn, but the sooxer it is learfied,
and the
more thoroughly practiced,
ithe better for
them and the worse for their assailants.

long to

ford to admit that the fellow hud after all some
good qualities—all this shows drt, and proves
that Mr. Howells is a- master’ of this style of
writing, in which he has so finely ‘%xcelleil.
The two young men, Staniford and Dunham,
were met the first hours of the yoyage with the
question how to preserve Miss Blood’s feels

more glorious and sublim tha

small children,

under

all

circumstances,

should have grown up. Entire strangers
to the family, mot less than its friends,

seem to think this kissing imperative.

to love the human

creature,

Freighted with theologic load;

And how to wih the chase called * steeple,”
And how to rear the “
He held that thus to him
To. teach the people to be
For those wLo here could
Might reach life's grea‘er

perfect horse.
twas given
fast;
win, at last
goal—in heaven.

Read this:
Some of these preachers think no
Can enter heaven except by diving:
By water ie the only plan,
However holy be the living;
And if he has not been all nnder
In tank or river, heels and head,
From such an one they keep asunder;
Some talk of an *‘ experience,”
A sort of spasm they go through:
A groan or shout is evidence

The promised land 1s full in view.
The remainder of the rhymes

are employed

in deseribing * Moon Polities,” ** Moon Religion,” * The Lunar View of Science,” and
** All Moonshine,” with what success one may
judge who has read the extracts already given, , It is by no means a bad satire, and will
be keenly relished by many persons.
The March number of the International Review (New York: A. 8. Barnes & Co.) is the
first under the editorial management of Messrs.
Morse and Lodge,
It isa strong number, and
encourages the belief that the young Review

is to take a Jeuding)position in the field of periodical literature.
There are two financial
papers in the presept mumber) ** The Currency and the National Banks” and * The Silver

ings and ber unconsciousness through a voy-

Conference and the Silver

mer by the Vice President of the

Staniford fell in love

at

the little church in Venice, for that separation

of the lovers at Trieste, and all the risks that
intervened before their next meeting, were
not long endurable at that stage of the story.

A

man

Will not drink with him, uor eat bread.

i

age in which she would be so peculiarly situated, and the working out of the problem makes

the life of the story.

und. after

He rather loved to spurn the gravel
With highfiyer on the Llim-mad road.
In E1bib’s name he taught the people
What sty le ef thot gun to endorse;

nare

mative. To sustain an interest in the daily life
of a half dozen people during the monotony of
a long sea-voyage, to keep’ all ‘the chardcters

hit,

But doted on the fast equine.
Not often did his rich mind travel

attending Lydia Blood’s (she was * the lady”)
préparation to leave the country town in Massuchusetts where she had found a home with
her grandfather and an auntsince the denth of
her parents, to undertukd
the journey of fifty
miles to Boston, and then the long voyage
across the Atlantic.’
The details are finely
managed.

there he ends.

is gently

J
There was another Notsob preacher,
A Centaur man, who did incline :
Not much

meet an aunt who had married an Englishman

The smith sat near the door chatting
once with the young lady, but was kept from
with one of his neighbors, when all at
It is, in fact, a lesson on desirability for declaring his passion until she should be un.
once the door opened, and a dog came
good temper, which we all tind about the der the protection of her friends,from a delicate
sense of the unfitness of seeming to take any adstaggering into the room, a great, powerbest friend and the most satisfactory de- | vantage of her situation. And te that deci
erful beast, with a frightful aspect; his
fender to be had on our way through life. sion is due the most absorbing feature of the
head hanging down, his eyes bloed-shot,
narrative.
For an accident to Duoham kept
his lead-colored tongue half-way out of
Staniford from going on from Trieste to VenHOME TOPICS.
his mouth, and his tail dropped between
|
Tae Promiscuous Kissing oF CHIL- ice at the appointed time, a letter of explanahis legs. Thus the ferocious beast entertion failed to reach Miss Blood, and she,after a
DREN. When any person of either sex,or day or two of waiting, gave him up as false to
ed the room, out of which there was no
escape but by one door. Scarcely had of any condition, sees a small child walk- the hope that his conduet had awakened withthe smith’s neighbor, who was Lath-keep- ing or running about in charge ofa nurse, in her. The management of the lovers at
this crisis, on the author's put, is excellent,
er of the place, seen the animal than he he (or she, generally she,) counts it his and furnishes him an opportunity to develop
privilege
to
kiss
the
child,
if
he
happens
“became
deadly pale, sprang up and exmore fully one of the most beautiful womanly
to be pleased with its appearance. Even
claimed in a horrified voice, ** Good heavcharacters thut we have met in any of his writif he is not pleased he feels well-nigh ings. The scope of the story is practically limens! the dog is mad !”
‘obliged,
should he bg polite, to caress the ited to the good ship Aroostook and the resiThen arose a terrible outcry. The room
‘“ dear little thing,” because he conceives dence of Mrs. Erwin in Venice, bat the charwas full of men and women, and the foamit to be a sort of duty which contempora- acterization is as broad and full as life itself.
ing beast stood before the only entrance
ries owe to the rising generation. It is We confess to a feeling of relief, when Staui—no one could leave without passing
ford at length led Miss Blood to the altar, in
him. He snapped savagely right and singular how this custom of greeting

and gave

>

The

company—he

equal him in strength of body.

B

the money

of the merry

was a strong man, with

cen-

‘ Here's the money, lad.’

— Presbyterian Journal.

craven,

nance and d4ring mich, but “with such a and where he can best wound you. Give
good-natured smile on his lips that every him his vantage-gréund, and he. will use

I'll fetch iit safely

Opening the gates for her,

Giving delight for despair.

pair 0’ shoes.

formed one

one who saw him admired him, His
arms were like bars of iron and his fist
like a forge-hammer, so that few could

back, and‘I"ll'give you

father, he was a fisherman, and he

the village, sat at their ease.

¢« Jacque took his knife from his pocket. The fan caught sight of it,
*'

Somebody waits for her,

was,” said sweet, white-haired Aunt
lores, when she told me the story;
—this-is-the-fashion in-which she told

took place: Oue afiérnoon in early autumn, in the tavern-room of Ragenbach,
several men and women, assembled from

knife than to lose the day’s fishing.”

hundred

is

a village called Ragenbach, wheré, about
twenty years ago, the following event

home for a knife, I shall Tose the tide.
And I'd rather give fifty centimes for a

‘a

now

a part of the kingdom of Wirtemberg,

my boy,is a knife that was your father's.
Take good care of it and don’t lose it.’
* ‘Pshaw !’ cried the map, ‘if I gq

«Lend it tome.

tearful, the humble

set as they

rE.
ee

birthday, saying to him, ¢ Here, Jacque,

are,

: 3

J. Pritchard, in Christian Weekly.

‘“ Now Jacque had a knife in his pock-

Somebody lies with a tress of her hair
Light on his heart, where the death shadows

»

ed his day's sales so much that day as did
Jacque, the little wharf-merchant.”—S3.

et that his mother gave him on his eighth

and

at

for his mother went forth to meet him,
and no big merchant in all France enjoy-

in a little group,

him,

looking

by“| than is the poor ugly duckling of the
oursery; and unless that cruel play is
than before, at Jacque's feet going home stopped by the authorities, the mischief of
that day, it was so anxious to help him a life is wrought. Nothing, indeed, in a
home to tell his mother; but it needn't, house demands more careful over-looking

a fisher-

“ No one seemed able to tell

CHILDREN.

mentable extent, and more than one temper has been permanently soured by the
process, The parents tease the children
and the children tease each other, till the
passionate are made furious, the meek

there,

~The ground bobbed again, harder

and left my knife to home, and what am
I to do ’thout it, I'd like to know? ™ |

Icily cold, on an ice-cold throne.
‘What do they care for her?
Mumbling a prayer for her?
Giving not bread, but a stone.
Under old laces their haughty hearts beat,
Mocking the woes of their kin in the street.

TEASING

of

even rats.

you

didn’t know him at all), * if I ha'n’t gone

Only a woman—waiting alone,

of this simple-minded man—rthe smith
Ragenbach.

tive callous, and the quiet morose. If on the ship ‘were two friends Staniford and
were that first morning for cookies, to be one child has a certain ungainly habit— Dunham, going abroad, the former for diversure. When the boats rowed out of sight consequent, perhaps, on a physical defect sion and the latter to meet his afflanced in
there was. just one left. Jacque wanted to —as the peering of short sight, or the Dresden, and Hicks, a young man with a paseat it himself, but felt somehow so full of limp of lameness; if it is ubsent or sou for drink and who bad been put aboard
by his fatherat the hour of sailing, for the pur
gratitude that he hadn't room for it, so he dreamy or clumsy; those who are given pose
of testing the effects of a sea-voyage on
to
the
bad
habit
of
teasing,
never
let
it
¢rumbled it up and scattered it for the
his over-mastering appetite,
wharf-rats.
You
see, Jacque
wanted alone. ' No callow cygnet was ever more
That mach by way of explonation. The
everybody to share in his happiness— cruelly pecked at bythe full-fledged ducks story opens with a ‘description of the scenes

talking about the coming weather.
¢¢ « There, now,’ said one man (Jacque

. Swingeth wide open the bronze church-door.

* Only a woman! In the old days
Hope caroled to her happiest lays,
Somebody missed her,
Somebody kissed her,
Somebody crowned her with praise,
Somebody faced up the battles of life,
Strong for her sake, who was mother
wife.

gathered

his

goods, and saying,—
2
«owell, if I ever!” “Just the thing?
¢ How is it that none of us ever thought
on it afore.’ ‘Now, if we leave things to

down

© “Such a powerful hungry

his mother and the doer-side, and ran as
fast as he could go to the town-dock.
« It was the time when the tide seemed
to go down the harbor, and the fisher-

Hark to the organ! Roll upon roll
The waves of the music go over her soul!
Silks rustle past her
Thicker and faster.
The great hell ceaseth its toll.
Fain would she enter, but not for the poor

the

Teasing goes on at home often to a la-

us.’

man, I'll just be something else for you,’
and with that Jacque slipped out between

Asking for alms at the bronze church-door,

on
with

home; Jacque will make it all right for

and

of the Lord, and he cried out,—
<0 mother, the Lord has given

of the

man

his

had carried

then her friends one after the other, until
she was left just alone in the world; and
that was the morning when Jacque's
heart was just a-breaking, it was, to do
something for his mother and Effie, the
sister.
+t He burst into a great dooa of boyish
tears when he heard her say it was hard

Sleep again, but wake forever.

the

knife, and there was everybody concerned gathered about his little stand that he

of

the Lord to take away her husband,

These are my drowsy Jays; in vain
I do now wake to sleep again;

Family

wharf, and there was

down in the cottage-door and cried hard,

Awake again at least with thee;
And thus assured, behold I lie
Secure or to awake or die.

Only a woman—nevermore

there he ‘was with his little wares

pen so sometimes, Marie kept getting
worse and worse off. The fishermen
who had gone out and in with her husband kept dropping off one by one, and
things had got to a fairly desperate
strait; hunger had actually been pinching
the poor soul and her two children, until
Marie gave way gnd cried. She just sat

ts ——

j

Question,” the
N.

and Stock Telegraph Company,

and

Y.

forGold

the latter

by Prof.
Newcomb, of the United States Naval
Observatory.
An anonymous article begins to

discuss “ The Present Condition of the United
States Navy,” and Edward Cary contributes an
article on “ The Administration aud Civil
Service Reform,” in which the President is
charged with having done less than he promised, in that direction, on entering office, although the opposition from his own party is

acknowledged.

The article

concludes us

fol-

lows:
To rid our politics of demoralization by the
ils system, we must abolish the latter; to
abolish the spoils system,

we

must use political

instrumentalities. But it must be remembered
that our politics are not absolutely demoralized; that a considerable number of determined men, resolved upon a definite aim and pursuing it patiently and industriously, can still

exercise

an influence

which

even

partisans

cun not ignore. We have
passed the first
stage. We have a pretty clear understanding of
the object of the reform and of its methods.
It remains to adept every practical means to

reach

that

object. to

advance

step

by

step

wherever an opportunity offers, and remembering that progress is always in the line of
the least resistance, to be prepared to move

upon

every

work....

weak

point

in

the

enemy's

Let the friends of civil-service

re-

form organize to effect all future nominations,
and especially the congressional nominatiofis
and
the nominations
to
such
Legisla-

The description of life and character in Miss tures
as are to choose United States
SenBlood’s New England home, snd in Venice, ators. Let it be distinctly understood
that
—being—
| the pictures-of life on ship-board, Staniford's | such organizations will, other |
not be seen in a hotel,on the promenade,
heroic plunge after the drunken Hicks, who equal, support the candidates who are deemed
or in any of the parks, without incurring had fallen overboard, the landing at Messina most favorable to the reform, and that where
neither party nominates a man willing to take
the habitual embrace from a number of and its results,all are features of the story an advanced position on this question, the ormen and women of high and low degree. that are naturally introduced and skillfully ganizations reserve the right to an independent
nomination. Especially let it be.clearly felt
That itis an impertinence, to say the used. The mechanical appearance of the book that
the sacred right of ** bolting” will be fifm-

good-looking,

nicely-dressed

child

can

least, can not be denied ; that it is a habit
which many parents deplore, aud try in
vain to correct, is widely known. It is
most undesirable, nor is it safe, this
wholesale, indiscriminate kissing, Imagine
how children themselves must suffer. It
is one of their wrongs that has mot been
sufficiently insisted on. It is not improbable that;they have often been made ill
by running the gantlet of Tom, Dick and
Harry, or Jane, Mary and Sarah. The
custom is more established here than in

any other country, and it is time it should
be discontinued. Nobody has any right
to kiss a child unless invited to do so by
its parents, and this should be understood.— New York Times.
FAsHION NOTES.
‘Crepe D’Arabian”
is used for evening dresses.——Fancy silk
turbans are bound with gold cord.——
Plain skirts are now more popular for
street suits.——Most all the new designs
in silver are in repousse work.
Necklaces are worn without lockets and close
to the throat.——The Pompadour collarettes are made in Breton lace as

well

as

Duchesse.——Evening dresses that are
made short escape the ground by five or
six inches.——Afghans for baby carriages
are made of double zephyr, inthe variety

Afghan stitch.—-Handsome sashes are
painted on the ends, instead of embroidered

as formerly.——Reception dresses of cashmere are trimmed with silk and imported
embroideries. —-Pearl passements and
fringes with silver threads are much used
on weddivg dresses.———When ‘diamond
or pearl pendants are worn, an invisible
gold chain is worn around the throat.—
The large Normandy bow, worn on the
top of the hair, is made of broad ribbon,

and consists of loops only..—Mother-of-

could hardly be improved, neither could the
charm, freshness, life-likeness and pleasantnessof the story be added to without going

counter to the natural course of life.
are two or three persons io it whose

ance it will always be a pleasure to us to have

have

all

the puffing on the hips, while the dress is
perfectly flat in the back.——Since chatelaine watches have been so much worn,
almost every imaginable design can be

found among them—from the plain, heavy

Etruscan

ones.—N.

to

the

fancy

Y., Tribun

s orting
ie

silver

civil-service reform will not only

advocates, but punish its enemies,
instead

of fortnightly,

It is the purpose

AT THE BACK OF THE MOON; or,0Observations
{
of Lunar Pbases;
By A. Lunar Wray, Boston: Lee & Shepard. 16mo. pp. 130. (50 cts.).
This is a string of rhymes which, under the
thin disguise of spelling names backwards,
describes some of the aspects of life in these

Hinton.
The

Held there was much i the very name.

Thejr forms ot worship are’ very odd;

to bring it
It

.

——

Young Scientist is a practical scientific

wood carving, boat building,

In honor of some deity.
i
Some called him Htabbas, some Yadnus—
They seemed to mean about the same;
But those of the stricter form of use,

heretofore.

will be increased to 32 pages and slightly enlarged in form. The first weekly number will
be issued March 15.—~New York: Bothwell &

ways.” ” The author, who sits on the beach,
tells us on one
page that “ as if none e'er
died the waves shouted in glee,” but on the
next that
the big waves trembled and sobbed
and moaned. as if they for sea-widowed lives

Next morn the Notsob people slept
Till very late.. It seemed to be
A day that by the folk was kept

its

to a place among leading literary journals.

journal for amateurs,

cleverly drawn.
Some of the salient points of
New York (Wen Kroy) social and political
life are sharply set forth, and the same is true
of certain Notsob
(Boston) Notious, among
which ¢ Churcul” (Culture)'is described as
‘ the thing.”
Take an extract:

as

of the publishers

modern times, when ¢ disturbers” attempt to
“turn the earth from ‘out the good old

atoned.” But he acknowledges that he was
moon-struck. Some of the satires are quite

support

The Library Table is hereafter to be issued:
weekly

‘made.

struction

and. is devoted

in the use of the

lathe,

to

scroll

insaw,

the microscope,

telescope, modeling in clay, drawing,
éngraving on wood, photography,
parlor science,
legerdemain, scientific experiments, and ama-teur arts in general.—~New ‘York: The Young

Scientist,

=

:
LITERARY

NOTES.

‘ British Cyprus’? is the title of a ‘forthcoming work by Hepworth Dixon.

The Literary

World

ends

its

second

year

under its new management with a doubled subscription list.
A marble tablet with the figures ofa gladiator in relief, and a Greek
inscription, bus
been dug up in the Tottenham
Court Roud,
London.
Mrs. Stowe’s “ Poganue People” is received
very pleasantly in England, the
7imes and
Contemporary Review praising it cordially.

But here, where all things backward go,
I can not wonder if e’en their god
Absurd shall seem to ug below,

Mrs. Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s daughter, is about to publish her
first novel as a serial in the Boston Courier.

Six days they worship the great god “ Biz,”
And notes and gold are their offering;
To the early riser his favor is,
And groans of toil the hymns they sing;
But on Yous day they lieabed
As long as
®leep will hold ‘their eyes;
And a baked round loaf'of dark brown bread,
Swine’s flesh and beans, are their sacrifice.
Then later the temples they seek,or ride;
They work—though in another way—

Ministers do not often write law books, but
the Rev. Sumuel I. Spear, D.D., is the author
of one, and is suid to have done his work well.
Itis “The Law of Extradition, International
and Btate,” andis published in Albany.

They lonoge, read, feast, till eventide.

pearl buttons in tints of rose, blue and 1could not unravel this curious day;
green are much used on street suits of For Elbib here is their holy book;
silk and camel hair.——Kid gloves are And as o’er its precepts I did look,
worn to the elbow to meet the Martha I saw that swine’s flesh everywhere
Was held accurst. I saw too there
Washington sleeve, which is generally That just one thing Yadnus desires—
made of lace or tulle.—Peculiar pins are Resting from work. ' That on this day
now shown which serve adouple purpose. The people must not kindle fives,
Cook, travel; nor labor any way.
They are made to fasten on the corsage, No other laws it gave, and yet
and have a ring at the back to hold. the These strange moon-people backward
corsage bouquet.——New costumes made The one command they all forget,
with paniers are extremely ugly and un- And do what Elbib never decreed,
becoming to all figures, as they

There

acquaint-

ly and freely applied, and that unless more
important jssues—as for instance, the finuncial one—are directly involved, the friends of

dustries.
It furnishes special libraries for
soldderss More than 400 branches of it exist
nlready, and they have over 85,000 members. :
Dr. Charles F. Deems’s ¢ Life of Christ,”
known by the title “ Jesus,” is meeting with
decided success.

read,

They hold one very strange idea,
Peculiar to the lunar sphere,
On earth, I think men would incline
Tis this.

Each separate Lakidar

Holds that whate’er he feels is true,
E. g., he thinks he szes a star;
He will not staop to prove it to you.
With telescope go sweep the sky,

Rev. Dr.

Culhoun, the

late

venerable missionary in Syria, a man of pro-found knowledge of the Bible, used the book

Here is a Notsob Lakidar:

To say that it was * all moonshine.”

A novel
‘and vigorous society exists in
France, organized in 1876, for the purpose of
promoting intelligence among the rural pop
ulations.
Itis establishing libraries consisting
largely of works on agriculture and other in--

constantly in preparing his ‘ Life of Christ” in
Arabic, and Rev, Dr. Henry H. Jessup pro-

nounces the book original, suggestive and
learned.
Charles Scribner's Sons have approaching
publication the first and second volumes of
Mr. Gladstone’s essays, “ Gleanings of Past
Years,” which

will appear

in dollar editions,

about ¢ Little Classics’ size; a new volume
in the “ Epochs of Ancient History” series—viz., “ The Age of the Antonines,”by the Rev..
W. Wolfe Capes; and a

new

edition

of

Shield’s work on “ The Final Philosophy.”

Dr.

|

to

S

THE MORNING STAR. MARCH 12. 1879.
Wrterarp Miscellany,
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
ANALECTS OF CONFUCIUS,
[Selected especially for
Chiefs of the Sand Lots by
Letter].

~

the consideration of the
the Ban Francisco News

. The philosopher was asked, ‘‘ What should
be done in order to secure submission of the
people?”
To which
he replied,
Advance

the upright and set aside the crooked then the
people will submit; advance the crooked and
set avide the upright, then the people will not
submit.”
e was asked,

“ How

to do

away

with

Mi in the government" and replied,
you, sir, were not covetous, although

the

* If
you

should reward them to do it, they would not
steal.”
He was

ventures - and
sharp
delineations of
character, but the heroes and heroines
were usually highwaymen, roues, courtesans and reckless widows, and though
clothed with heroic light did not lose
their original character.
He struck a richer vein when he wrote

The Last Days of Pompeii, and the world

people with

your ex-

ample, and be laborious in their uffuirs; raise
tv office men of virtue and talent.”
He was asked, * What

was

shameful?’

replied, *¢ To be thinking only

and

of his sulary--

this is shameful.”

:

is easy.

Ho wh spetk¢ withéat nbddsty’ wind Gt

aifiealt 0 Spo his words good, ,

od

HD

To have faults and not to reform them—this
indeed should be pronounced having faults.

For one word & man is often deemed to be

wise, and for one word he
be foolish.
We
in what we say.

ought
=

is often deemed to

to be

careful

He who is not in any. atticuia
nothing
of its

to do with plans
duties,

indeed

office

has

for the administration

To lead an uninstructed people to war is to
throw

them away.

When

,

we see men of worth, we should think

Sof equaling them; when we see men

ning a high place in English letters.
Bulwer's. career as a politician

new directory.
rab pie]
sisi
~<Anational bank is to.be started in Egypt

stition_..of society.
in Caesar's day was

graphically: illustrated; asmnpjother hand

of a con-

If you wish to kmow what most engages a
man’s thoughts, yon have only to listen to his
conversation.

A little

impatience

takings.

subverts

great under-

Every man sees the faults of others,

not discern his own.
Better mot be than be
does not fear fire.

nothing.

TIT

tee

bat

can

True gold

The full moon does not last, and
cloud »oon vanishes.

the

:

bright
ob

sad §

SOME LATER ENGLISH WRITERS,
Eaward Lytton Bulwer, si
BY

FRED

MYRON

good place with anyof our modern novels
Nydia the flower-girl,
The Greek Glaucus,
and Arbaces, the subtle Egyptian astrologer, are representative portrayals equal-

ing anything
Eliot

has

that

Dickens or George

drawn.

Bulwer

has written

some greater novels, but there are none
after all that attract and interest us like
The Last Days of Pompeii.
:
For several years Bulwer was editor of

of the

nineteenth
He was

‘century
poet,

than that of

novelist,

histo-

faculties of each were of

the

first

order,

and their scholarship and ‘erudition, their
love for the past and their rhetorical
power of expression, fitted them to perform great parts in the world of litera-

But while Macaulay holds highest

fame as a historian, Bill wey i

as a novelist,

though thie. former 48 his

Fragwents of a Roman

Tale, published

of no

light

among: his Miscellanies; showed & talent
mean

order

for

literature,

while the latter read few histories better

than his own
laws,

and

of Athens,

its literature.
The

Lytton Bulwer, like Byron, was

father

and ngblest on his

She was a Lytton and the

was

in Hertfordshire.

General

William

Earle

Bulwer.
Edward was born in 1805 at the
family seat of Heydon Hull, in Norfolk.
Ile was the youngest of three sons.
His
second brother, Henry Earle Bulwer, was

a distinguished statesman and diplomatist. Several
volumes of history and

travel, written by his hand, show that he
also ‘possessed
considerable
literary
ability. He was for three years the

English

minister

to

our “country

Washington.

at

The decided literary taste of Bulwer
was inherited from his mother, who was

a woman of refined culture and excellent
character. She contributed greatly to
the formation

carly age he was left fatherless. The
young lad received the rudiments of his

education under private tutors. ''At ‘the

age of
seventeen he entered Trinity
Hall, Cambridge. His life at the university was
characterized by hard and
diligent’ study and by brilliant successes.
Chancellor's

prize

for English

versification

Sculpture.

During his vacations he took

pedestrian

tours through

by a poem
England

on
and

Scotland, and rode over nearly all France

on horseback.
attention

to the

A

friend
beauties

directed
of

his

German

literature, and he set himself at once

to

the study of the language. He found
time among his studies to use his pen,

and soon after he graduated, in 1826, he

published a collection of his youthful
effusions under the title of Weeds and
Wild Flowers.

This volume made no great impression

upon the public mind that we know

of.

It was followed the next year by a poem
of Byronic style called O'Neill, or the

Rebel.
ground

that

of Pompeii and’ the date

intervened
of its’ author

entering into possession of the Knebworth
estate he had showed himself to the world
as the master of two vocations. In 1836,
he entered the lists as a dramatie

writer.

His first drama, The Duchess de la
Valliere was a failure, but The Lady of
Lyons and Richelieu, which he soon had
put upon the boards; were very successful.
Money, a later comedy, was also well
received. Tested by the highest standard,
Shakespeare, Bulwer is a dramatist of the
second class, but when we remember
that Byron, Ben Johnson, and others of
equal fame, are his companions in this
lower plane, we lose none of our respect
for Bulwer. Some of his situations in
the Lady of Lyous, and some of his declamations in “Richelieu are’ unsurpassed in

drama,
While

if

i

the reading

aj
and theater going

Athens, its Rise ‘and its Fall, appeared,
the

eyes of all men opened. Such critical
accuracy, such broad views of Grecian
statesmanship, such a wonderful adaptability as was displayed in the treatment of
Athenian literature, surely this was not
be expected in a mere writer of novels
and plays. Never before had Homer,
with his heroic lays, the sublime Eschylus, and
those great statesmen aid
generals of the Tonic commonwealth,
seemed so near us in point of humanity.
In Plutarch’s pages they seem altogether
different sort of fellows. The social and

moral life of the old Athenians
sented to us in well drawn

About the same time he broke
as a novelist, his Falkland ap-

pearing ‘in the fall of 1827, Phe tale
carried an impression of originality and
power, but its moral tone.wag low. It

were pre-

pictures,

and

we saw as truly Socrates discoursing
under the olive groves, Aspasia meeting
the philosophers,and the Maidens of DionAttica dancing at the festival of the
ysia.as. though we ourselves. had trod the

streets of Athens two thousand years ago,

of her son’s mind, as at an

In 1825 he gained the

the period.

produced

genius

heiress of Knebworth

Lytton, by which name he was ever afterwards called.

world were still ringing, with the praise

The Last of the
Days of Pompeii.

descent,

fils mother. By royal license he exchanged his surname of Bulwer for that of

of the new dramatist, the ‘brilliant and
versatile writer was busy at. work adding
a new feather 10 his laurels.. When

nothing better than
Barons, and The Last.

mother’s side.

In 1838, he was

popular

England, and Bulwer’s

noble

oblivion.

made a baronet, and six years later he
succeeded to the Knebworth estates of

its ‘people; its

usage is a good one,however, for Macaulay's greatest work was his History of

Edward

passed into

between the appearance of The Last Days

:

rian and orator, and has left remarkable
creations in all of these departments.
In
many things he reminds us of Macaulay,
and these two great men had the warmest
regard for each other. The historical

ture.

in the House, and his efforts to relieve
newspapers from the stamp duties, and
his speeches on the copyright question
are the only points-in his parliamentary
career at this period which have not

Daring

Few names dre greater in the literature
Bulwer.

at this time acquire any general influence

to

Some other novels appearing from time
time sustained his reputation ms a

novelist.

Rienzi, the Last

of

the

Trib-

unes, a historical novel of merit was
published in 1835... Earnest . Maltravers.
and the continuation of the:

same,

Alice,

or the Mysteries, came out in 1838. Leila,
Zanoni, Night and Morning, followed
successively, crowned in 1843 by his best
effort, The Last of the Barons, of which
Warwick, the famous king Maker, was
the hero. No chronicle gives us so good
an insight into the history of the times of
the Wars of the Roses as does this interesting work. Itis the quintessence of De
Commines, Hume, and Lingard served
up with the genius of Bulwer to vivify
and illumine it all.
Bulwer Lytton’s earliest efforts as we
have noticed were directed to verse making, and more

than once

that form of literature.

he

returned to

In drama he had

showed great power in metrical combinations. He tried his hand at satire in The
Siamese Twins, and The New Timon.
In translation he had rendered into powerful but graceful English verse The

Lost Talgs of, Miletus.

his attention to

He

now turned

heroic poetry, and the

metrical romance of king

Arthur js no

unworthy competitor in merit with Tennywas published anonymously; | Pelham, or
‘son's Idyls.. His best poetical producthe Adventures of a Gentleman, followed tion is probably a poem on Milton, which
in 1828, which was adversely criticised the critics have honored and applauded.
in many quarters. But the young author
While Bulwer's public life was filled
kept on. The Disowned, Devereux, Paul with honors and happiness, his domestic
Clifford, and Eugene

Aram, came

in rapid

succession from his pen. These works
were all characterized by startling ad|

“rp

»

life was not quite so pleasant.

Tn 1827,he

had married Miss Rosina Wheeler, a lady
ofgood family, high spiritand decided liter

He

left an un-

finished work, Pausanits the Spartan,’

description and

sharp delinéation of character it holds a

COLBY,

XII

His

its brilliant

Do not-anxiously hope for what hag not yet
come.

of

facts. « In

left him plenty of time, however, to use
his pen. He was also a member of
Parliament from 1831 to 1841. He did not

inward

and

Buy a stamp

A LADY IN THE OAR.
‘Writing while on the railroad, Mt.
Burdette, of the Burlington = Hawkeye,
says: A woman with three bird-cages
and a little girl has just got on the train.

i

you

asking too much if I

to let myself and my little

girl have that seat? A
always find 4 seat 80 much

than a lady.”
And she smiled.

kind of ‘a smile.

gentleman can
more easily

Not the charmingest

If was ‘too triumphant

to be very Pleasing . Of course I surrendered.
1said: *<Oh, certainly, certainly.
I could find another seat without any
trouble.”
efi
She thanked me, and I crawled out of
my comfortable seat, and gathered up my
overcoat, my manuscript, my shawl-strap
package, my vilise, and my over-shoes,
and she and the little girl went into the

United

in exchange

ments, only 43, 513

were

the hands

persons employing
men,

leaving

more

1,623,591

than

five

work-

industries in

the

capitalists.
A hundred years ago: yesterday Captain
Cook was killed, and a hundred years ago
to-day he was '‘éaten. ' And yet none of our

vegetarian or brain food societies celebrate

80

interesting an anniversary.

The

'cen-

tennial spirit is dying out.—New York
Telegram
g
Ss
vacant premises as soon as the writ of | Nothing pays
better than making carpet
ejectment had been served, and they rags.
After.a woman has cut up a dozlooked happy and comfortable.
en old flatinel shirts, five pairs of pantaThen I stepped across the aisle; I took loons, seven coats, ten vests, and fourteen
up those bird-vcages and set them along on old dresses, and spent three months in
top of the coal-box, and sat down on the converting them into carpet balls, she can
seat thus vacated.. 1 apologetically re- take the whole lot to a carpet weaver and
marked to the woman, who was gazing at get two
dollars ‘for ‘them.— Norristown
me with an expression that boded trouble, Herald.
that ‘it was much warmer for the
canarirs up by the stove.” She didn't
say anything, but she gave me a look

thie

i

iat

:

8,

years

in this

choice,

relation, with

twen!y

our

the

years

4

seh;

Pals

converted

and

baptized

‘schools

COLLEGE

LAN

in

Bradtord, Jan, 23, aged 74 years and 7 months.
was

scientific

or

the

best colleges.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For turther information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL:
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

triumphs of tuith, and the good Shepherd led
him through the valley up to his mansion and
rest.
0. BLAKE.

‘Cram

ness,

Lyndonville, ve.

it. Helivedto a good old age, having the
respect of all, ud died us he had lived, in the

Bro,

ad-

A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical.
Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.

stern only in matters of p Beipies loving the
truth for its own sake, and daring to vindicate

BRO. BENJAMIN CRAM died at his home

informatoin

J ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
S.
4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as.
sistants,
i
Spring term begins
Mar. 11, 1870
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879

isfaction of ull for more than twent y-five years,
when be resigned, after wich as before he
wus always earnest and actively engaged for
the good of the church.
A ‘reader of the
Star, as long
as he coula see, from its first
volume.
He was ready for a good word or
work with an open hand and full heart, love

every

further

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

church of D., and chosen deacon ut its organ.
ization, which oftice he filled to the entire sut-

his

For

Sec. Trustees,

in

foowing

patronage.

Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCH.
INS, A. B., Principal, For further
articulars,
address
the
principal,” or ELL
HAYES,

DEA. JORN JAMES, of Deerfield, died Dec.
4,1878, aged84 yeurs und 1 month.
He was
one of the original members of the first ¥. B.

works

Wa.

"ess,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal,
Noprawoon SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H: HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with 1
complete board of assistants. For further partie
ara address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
re
A
;
“ Spring term begind Tuesday, March 4. 1879.
Northwood Ritlge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi-

D. B. ANDERSON.

and good

SEMINARY,

TERBURY CENTER. VT.

outicello, Towa,

About

Towa.

MOUNTAIN

d Sping
term begins March 4th 1879.
. AWo courses of etudy. Instruetions thorough.
Expenses low, . Students in this vicinity give us

5

ed by all who knew ker,

of

hands of {udividual workmen or very smal!

(BEEN

Wilton Junction,

Be ye also ready.”

which she bore patiently, She wus a dutiful
wife, an affectionate mother, foved and estecm-

for a loan at the rate of $100 to $1.
The census returns of Germany show
that out of 1,667,104 industrial establishin

death speaks to the living,

ago, she emigrated, in
company with her
friends, to Iowa, when she became connected
with the Clay FF. B. church, of which she re:
mained a. fuithful member
until. ber, death,
Her lust illness was brief, but full of suffering,

States,

received

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the coming year.
ge
For 3 'ticulars address the Principal, Crag.
ENCE
EK. BROCKWAY, or A. 0. MUDGEE, Secretary

church of her

swatebeart was’ wid’ ye.”
Antique’ jest,
Rastigke school—very rare.—Baston Traveller,
a
4
;

the

short time previous to their sickness which
48 only a few days, manifested
an interest in religion and were, we hope,earnestly
sedk
to bein
reconci
gled to God. These two

terifor many

‘exaggeration.
dia
Li
An'Irishmin'says that “it is a great
'pleasurs to be" alone, especially av vour

by

son, MAN-

JANE; widow of Thomas Harris, died at her

(dignity that he once fined his brother $50
for contempt when he ‘came ito court and
‘called him *“ John.” ' Perhaps this is’ ‘an

redeemable

oldest

son-in-law’s, Platt Jin

ea

bat, until 1797, was

his

Thus husband

Feb. 11, aged 76 yeurs.” Sister H. wus born in
Washington Co; Penn. ‘but subsequently res
moved to Licking Co;, Ohio. In early life she
sought and, found the forgiveness of her sins,
and soon after united with the Reaular Baptist
church. ''8he Skempfied # ‘Christian ¢harae-

The late Judge Cadwalader, of Philadel| phia
was such a stickler for ndicial

never

They
were
children to

i

tablet and write furiously, for I feel her ‘the highest mountain pesk in Ware where
eyes fastened upon me. Somehow or he intends to burn a hogshead or two of
other, 1 am always the victim in cases of kerosene oll.
this delicate nature. Just as I expected.
The treasury department receives some
She speaks, fastening her couimanding of the old continental paper money for regaze upon me.
:
demption every little while.
This was
¢¢ Sir, would it be

und wife passed suddenly away.
buried in one grave, and “left no

PEE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
- York. This school was never in better condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc.
tion. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully JuTanged
course of Study
The Classical,
eminary and
English
Course.
For fyll catalogue.
address the oko
ey
:
i
Opn
IRVING B. SMITH.

families were near neighbors, and their sudden

A lady in Hungary has the. distaff used
by Marie Antoinette in spinning during
She arranges the three bird-cages oa a her imprisonment, It is of wood and ivoseat, and then she and the little girl stand ry inlaid with silver, and still bears the
left upon it by the ill-fated queen on
up in the aisle, and she glares around up- hemp
the eve of her execution.
:
on the ungallant men who remain glued
Mr. Dennis Towne, of Ware, Mass., is
to their seats and look dreamily out of the now arranging plans for an immense bonwindow. I bend my face down to the fire on the next Fourth of July night on

begged

Ridgeville, Indiana.

their

SON TUTTLE,
uged about 18 years,
died
Jan. 22.
‘These ‘two, the futher as backslider and the son us a
seeker, had, a

of the Sun and

oe

* In

‘mourn their loss.
Davip TUTTLE and

Philadelphia claimsto have a population
of nearly 900,000, on the strength of its

MORAL BOmE,

the

died Jan. 16, aged about 68 years,

death they were not divided.”

and put it on a foreign letter.

is copied from the Ah

of

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
will open March 11, 1879, and close May
20.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 27. Commen
ce.
ment Thursday, May 29. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
:
M. REED,

SAMUEL CO. WATSON, husband of the above,

orator extended from 1852 to the yeat of of which Right Hon. Robert Lowe, fovmerly in’
cabinet, is to be
his death." He espoused the cause of the ‘chairman.’Mr, Gladstone's
:
ig rn
conservatives, and by several brilliant Toe bank of Baiged of suplés ‘a space
and telling speeches rose'to the “position of threeacres. - The ci legoashipy's offices

ing the City of the Déad. The House of of an ornamental leaderof the party. ‘In
Diomed,
the amphitheater, the very streets 1858, he was a. member of Lord - Derby's
of the buried city ate’ nowhere ‘else de- cabinet as Secretaryof State for 'the
scribed as they are in The Last Daysof colonies. He died in January, 1878, at
more than an’ antiquarian’s roll of past

66 years.
Sbe was a worthy member
F. B. church, and died in
‘peace,

jealousy of

— Pittsburg. Telegraph,

The pride, the ‘voluptuoastiess; the super-

house by infirmity several years, but was patient, resigned and hap vy.
NANCY WarsoN died dan. 15, aged about

Lent.— New

the fruit of this inauspicious marriage—

the New Monthly Magazine, awork which

turn

keeps

Edward Robert Bulwer, who under the
nom de plume of Owen Meredith, is win-

and

trary character, we should
examine ourselves.

umbrella

was a. genius.

To be poor without murmuring is difficult. Pompei. ‘But the’ ‘baok is something the age of sixty-eight.

To be rich without being proud

PARAGRAPHS,
Our family

York Commercial Advertiser.
( Elections always take place througout
her husband's growing fame, or whether France on Sundays.
What is so lonesome ns 'n deserted umit was want of congeniality between the
brella stand on a web day?— Wheeling
two, matters grew worse, and finally a Leader.
separation ensued, One living child is | The way to make six cents go farthest.

al books. Whether it was

ee

87

]

The burjed
grandeur of the old Roman
city ho 0
i Fin ‘modern eyes
in a series of brilliant panoramic. views.

saw at last that the author

BARMAN A
a
atid
we A § TL
can ever think of doing. Bulwer's work is
hd
asked about government, and an- | yet the best hand book for travelers visit-

swered, ** Go before the

ary taste. She contributed occasionally to
magazines during the first years of her
wedded life, and afierwards wrote sever-

-

‘

Sept.

This

INSTITUTE.—North
Institution enters upon

2, 1878.

For

the Principal.
No Scituate, R, I.

by

further

Scituate,

R. I.

its fortieth

year

particulars

address

W. S. STOCKBRIDGE,

Eller White, and united with the Firs, F. B.
church in Newbury, in 1853, and became one
of its pillurs and remained so until released to
join the church above. Those who knew most
of him loved him best and many were the
‘eyes that grew dim and many the
hearts that
were sud when it became known ‘that he bad The Morisin, Star.
paper of eighr pages, imits
is a large a
Journeyed to tne suuset land. Bro, C. haying
volume.
It 1s able, literary and probeen deprived or his hearing in a great mess- fifty-third®
gressive.
All
‘communicat
ions, should be ad.
ure, his weekly visitor, ‘tue Morning Star, dressed to Tiover, \. H,
nis been a Feit comfort to him. The
loss
$2.50
.
Terms per year

Freewill Baptist Publications.

not only falls heavily

three

“chituren, but”

pon

also

whichhe was
a member,

the widow’ und
the church of
SoM

on

“.

advance.

$2.20

i,

Postage is'paid by the vubiisher.
The Memorials of the Free

Baptisls

ive the rise and progiess of this body ot
ELMER, youngest son of Wim. and Philinda
in New York, till the time of their
Armitage, ob Deertield, Mich., died Jan. 8, Christians
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00,
1879, aged 16 years and 8 months, leaving to.
The Little Star and Jiysrtle
mourn his early departure, father;mother, four
are Sabbath.school papers, printed alternate
sisters and a brother,who deeply feel the hand
weeks, on superior
paper. oeantifully illustrated
of affliction has fallen heavily upon them. AftBoth-papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
er some nine montbs ot medical treatinent, to- STAR iS for an older class of reauers than the 'MYRTLE.
gether with their constant care day and night
Terms: smgle copy, each,
35 cents,
to alleviate his great sutferings, they had to
Packages of ten or nore to one adyield him up to the cold embrace of death, but
dress, each.
25 cents
| be bas not left them to mourn without any- ——Payment-ahwayshradva
nce, and No Commission
“thin
To dssuage
g
their
grief,
leaving
with
them
allowed
on
izoney
sent.
hit made 16 much warmer for me for
a sutisfactory evidence of his pence being made
Sample copies ~ent tree,
about five minutes than the stove can
with God, and quietly falling asleep in Jesus
Lesson Papers
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of the International Series, for both adults
make it for the canaries.
1don’t believe
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without
Obituaries
a
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should
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be
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PELTIAT Parsons died in Cowlesville,N. Xo
If the order
confident that she disapproves my con- ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those
Feb. 20, azed 8 years,
Bro. Parsons came to is for less than tour mon! s at a time, the charge
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rate
of
$7.00
per
hundred. Pay
duet.
the town in which be died, from Coun., neariy
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
mer
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.
sixty years ago. The whole county was mostThe Psaimeody
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
ly woods, but persevering industry hewed
isthe
denominauional Hymn
Book, exten
them out a home, and tarued the wilderness
SCIENTIFIC GOSSIP.
at the rate ot FOUR CENTS PER LINE ot eight
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Lauige book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocs
into fruitful fields, Bro. P. early embraced
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words.
Christ, and died in fall hope of the better
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Jand,
Besides heavy spar, gypsum is now adpostage 4. cents
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MARTHA, wife of Samuel Kennison, died
The Book of Worship
ded to white lead,’ zinc-whité, chrome
JOHN DB. BrowN died in Strafford, N. H.,
suddenly of heart disease, in Berwick, Me.,
only
a few copies leit. All gilt edge, $1.00.
yellow, and other pigments.
Dec. 30, 1878, aged 73 years and 11 months.
postage. 10 cents.
Feb. 12, 1879, aged 50 years and 6 months,
Bro, Brown was converted fifty. .vears ago,
Riographtes of
The skin of the sting-ray, Rara Clavata, Sister K, gave her heart, to God when .yery and
baptized by Elder Place, and united
David'Marks,
- -'@1.00,
post, 10 cents.
is said to be used instead of isinglass for young, was: baptized. by Elder Enoch Place, with was
B. church in Strafford.
lle leaves
. Willam
Burr, =. «= « 50»
05
»
old, and joined. the a wife tied".
years ve
when about twel
the clarification
of liquids,
——
0»
and three children to mourn, but not as
Daniel Jackson,
«
= AH
» “ny
second Freewill Baptist, church. in Strafford.
04
2d
John Stevens,
- - - - 350
id
these
without
hope.
Ai.
McDoNaALD
,
she became a
Professor Tate has found that india After removing from Strafford.
Christian Baptism
of the F. B: church in Great Falls and
rubber, after having been stretched for member
MR. Moses TUCKER died in Canaan, N, H.,
a’buok 01'l13 pages. Price 25 cts.; postage 3
remained a devout and
member
Oct. 11, 1878, aged 75 years and 6 months.
cents.
f
ears and become permanently strained,or until called up higher. exemplary
He
All her children—a
made a profession of religion almost forty
The History of the Freewill Baptists
if it be stretched while warm. nearly to son and two daughters—and her first husband years
ago,
covers
and was baptized by Rev. Ebenezer
the first hall century o1 our existence,
rupture, will recover: its former dimen- have gone before her to the ** better country.” Fisk.and joined
the ¥. B. church in Andover, from 1780 10 1830. It describes with considerably
-| Since the death of her Jqungess daughter, last
detail, the early events of our denominational
sions when it is dipped into hot water.
When he moved to C., in 1849, he took a letter
| Nov,, she has been we ghed down with a deep and when
history.
$0.75; postage 10 cents.
i
the Canaan & Orange church was
German tanners are clamoring for pro- sadness, and often was heard saying:
I formed he was one of the eight
Memoir of George T'. Day.
that
' ‘contains a Narrative of his Vite, Letters, Sertection because this country is outselling don’t know why I am left almost alone in the constituted that church, of whichmembers
he remained
mons aud Lectures. Price 75 cents.
world, but, then, I suppose it is all for the
a member till death.
them in their own markets. In 1868, the best.”
He leaves an aged widShe never murmured nor complained
The Church Member's Book
ow,
one
son
and
his
wife,
and
four grandehilGerman importation of American leather beneath the ** chastening rod.” She was very
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Obituaries.

Educational,

A new method of tanning is proposed
by Professor Knapp. Instead of oak bark
or other similar material, he uses a basic
ferric sulphate. To a boiling solution of
copperas
enough of nitric acid is added to
effect BT
of the iron,and when
that is done more copperas is introduced.
When the solution is cold, the, hides are
suspended in it, and the desired change is

produced in two or thee days.
'

We

'

can not

}

understand

why

a

dentist

persists in asking questions of a patient
whose month is filled with 'a napkin, a
sheet of rubber, several clamps, three fingers and that, horrible instrument of torture, the revolving drill. Hackensack Re-

publican,

evinced many

evidences

of having hecome

a

‘ changed creature.”
During the later years
of her life, she was almost a constant attendant upon the services of the sanctuary of the
Sugar Run FB. B. church. She particularly
delighted in attending conference meetings and

listening to they testimonies ‘of ' Christians,
The sympathy-of the communityis extended
to the aged, Infirm and sightless’ companion,
children and relatives,

~~

EVERETT, B, BALDWIN did 0 Blanches- |

ter, Ohio, Sept. 23, 1867, aged
1 year and 2.
months.
Also, near Blanchester, Feb. 22,
1879, ROY. T'. BALDWIN, aged L year ana 9: 1-2
months, Both were infant sons of T. B. and
Lizzie Baldwin, known as affectionate,interesting children and beloved by every one.
i
|
i
J. A, SUTTON,

MARY RANDLETT died

in Nottingham, Jan.

9, aged 83
years. She professed faith in
Christ when a child, and was a faithful Christian till the last. She was confined to her

USTIN
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N. H.

ily and institutions,
Printing Establishment

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
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address the Principal, Rev. 8, C. KIMBALL, A. M.
I0 GRANDE
Co., Ohio.
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Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,

The above named books are sold by
at '20 per cent, discount for cash with
or on receiving
the books.

Svriog term begins April. 8 879,

This Institution is acquiring a “reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is imarted, The courses of study are the Normal,
Jommereial, College Preparatory and two College
courses,

viz. : €lassical and Scientific.

Send your
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:

VIRGINIA

cents;

of Trustees,Rio Grande,
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the order,
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tunes selected especially tor prayer meetings.
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Bural

Speakership.

(Special dispatch to the Boston Advertiser.)

Business

Prospects

forthe

WASHINGTON, March 9. It may be consideted as settled that the iRepublicans- will not,
undef any circumstances, accept the organization of the House.
The party policy will be to
throw the entire responsibility ‘of legislation
upon the Democracy in both Houses.
A Republican Speaker would be obliged to share this
responsibility, since he would select the committees which in turn originate or pass upon

Year,

The N. Y. Times, in a leading editorial.
discusses the business outlook of the year
encouraging.
reasonably
it
and finds
There is no prospect of the danger of disturbance from financial legislation on the
part of Congress; the ‘ one very important condition of active and successfulbusiness, a currency at par with the currency of the commercial world . . . may
be counted on”; ¢ under the operation of
existing statutes, the bank note currency
of the country is subjected to far more
conservative influences than before”; ‘‘ on
the other hand, there is no ground for any
fear as to a lack of currency. . . there is
sure to be always available an ample supply of sound paper currency, either of le-

nature, and in some of its
rooted motives, but though

great deal of failure
community

and suffering

at large, its worst

prudence,

the

consequenc-

es can be avoided by ibdividuals
learned

to

who have

self-restraint,

and,

above all, unwavering honesty.”

There

is another

serious

nihilists in Russia.

The

outbreak

police

of

have

Republicans,

covered the.secret printing press at Kieff.
The police and gend’armes were met by a
storm of bullets.- One officer was killed
and two gend’armes wounded.
Eleven
men and five women

were

arrested;

that portion of the

who

public

non-partisan,
bave a deep

are beginning t

business which

interest.

that under Randall the

is

They feel

House would be contin-

uously under better discipline, 1nd that, while
he is seldom less than partisan, even this
would be fair compared with what might be
expected from the element which Blackburn
honestly and boldly represents. They feel con-

four

of the former were wounded.
On the
premises were found and seized printing
material, counterfeit seals of various public departments, forged documenss, revolutionary pamphlets and a number of revolvers and poniards.
Inquiry into the affairis

fident that under
Randall the public business
could
be more promptly and efficiently
performed; in short, that in so far as the Speake
rship isa national office it would be more near-

in progress.

g

The facts have been given to the public
that in rouad numbers about
of the population of France
in agricultural pursuits, 26
mechanical, 10 per cent. in
and only 4 per cent. in the

however,

administered

lackburn.,

60 per cent.
are engaged
per cent. in
commercial
professions.

as such by Randall than by

These considerations are bringing

many Republicans to
ocratic caucus should

points where, if the Dembe unable to controla

And yet, in the United States,we are filling
up the ranks of the professions to a per-

quorum and xo be obliged to let the election of
Speaker take the
chances of a general
vote on the floor, they would
vote for Randall for the purpose of putting the hard money
Democrats = of the House and those with the
most
moderate
views
in power, rather
than Blackburn, as a Representative of the extremists, re-enforced
by the greenbackers.
There is another consideration that is working
strongly in favor of Randall, and that is found
in the fact that the entire lobby, without exception, is denouncing him
and actively

“(quite double that in France, to the injury
of the professions themselves, as well as
to the hurt of the community.”
Harper's Weekly is of the opinion that
‘‘ whenever the Democratic party proves

Randall and not directly for Blackburn. There
is no claim on their part and the latter would
deal more leniently with them, but their conduct concerns Randall alone, and is prompted
solely by sentiments of revenge.
The lobby
went
out of Congress empty-handed, and

Commenting

Tribune

cn

these

says:

complaint

in

figures, the

‘There seems
France

doctors, lawyers,

and

that

to

there

N.

Y.

be

no

are

clergymen

not

enough.

centageof the whole population
nearly or

that it means

the

‘solid

to maintain equal rights, and

South’

punishes,

sorely, offenses against

swiftly

the

colored

and
race,

protecting the negro voter as it protects
the white voter, the Republican party as a
party will receive a blow, because then its
principles will have become the accepted
policy of all parties.
But until the Democratic party takes that position it will find
it a very hard task to
plant the Republican upon general issues of administration, because those who might be alienated
from the Republicdn party upon the latter
ground are held to it still more strongly
upon the former.”
The Boston Transcript of Weduesday,
thus graphically pictured the situation:
‘Men stood at the street corners yesterday
watch in hand and with bated breath,
thanking Heaven that the moment of the
dissolution of the Forty-fifth Congress
was at hand.

Their joy was

short,

how-

ever. News came of the call for an extra
session, and they are again fighting their
way through the accustomed cloud of un-

certainty and despondency.”
It is refreshing

in

this

:

age

when

the

newspapers are full of the doings of shoddy people to read an item like this: Ella A.
Mills, a Johnson (Vt.) young woman of
29, has saved $2100 by working 13 years
in a Manchester (N. H.) mill, and the
other day she lifted a $1800 mortgage on
her father’s farm and gave him a life lease
of the property.
.
General Butler and Congressman Chit-

tenden of New York, have agreed

to test

the constitutionality of the legal-tender
act by submitting a case to the courts, the
former
to appear for the debtor (and
claiming that the government has the right
to issue legal-tender money at all times),
and the latter for the creditor. General
Butler is to argue the case for his side and
Senator Edmunds of Vermont, anil William Allen Butler will appear for Mr. Chittenden.

The Michigan Republicans held a State
convention
at Lansing, Thursday, and
nominated candidates for associate judge
of the Supreme Court and the regents for
the State University.

Judge

Campbell

of

Detroit was renominated, and E. O. Grosvenor and James Sheaver were nominated
for regents.
The resolutions adopted ap. prove of the present currency and deprecate any change in our financial system.
:

Congressional.

Saturday’s session of the Senate terminated at 7:20
o’clock, Monday morning,
having, afteriseveral hours of earnest debate, refused by includé Jeff Davis in the
list of Mexicanyjpensioners, and also, by a
vote of 25 to 2(, cut off all veterans of the

Mexican war
sion

arrears

fiom the benefit of
b

All

the

the

pen-

appropriation

bills, with the exception of the legislative
and army, were apxyeed to Monday by
both the Senate and House.—~The second
session of the forty-fif§h
Congress adjourn. «d sine die ‘at noo
Tuesday.
Between
the hours of 2 and 8 o'clock, A. wm, the

working against him.

Iris

at work against

they charge their failures

more generally

to

of election ‘‘ riders.”
adjourning
ment case
dering the
ject. The

The

House

dropped the Seward
by reconsidering the
previous question on
pension arrearges bill

before

wounds

appear-

copperas

(sulphate

iron)

which are

organic

indeed

the

accumulating

affections,

among the most deplorable of which are enumerated : liver, kidney and bladder diseases, accompa‘nied with Hnpetency, that most disheartening
of
all the ills of life.
These facts being self-evident,

is

“generally

known

in

Europe

RECIPES.
To ' Bort. DRIED PEAS.

insidiously done by the

in

as

successfully but Dr. Sherman ?—a

.

be hades

Then, in

conclusion,

to our

tonch,as it. were,

induirers

Mr. T.F.

butter over them. Cook slowly till thoroughly done, and set away to cool.
TOoFRY TRIPE. Cut the tripe, after it has
been boiled, in strips about fodr inches wide

Bigelow

of Webster

we

will

sends

in

the Folaving Communication
About
Dr, Sherman’s Rup-

a pan of hot lard ; as soon as one side is done,
turn it over on the other side.
BromED MUTTON CHOPS.
Beat the mut-

ton chops till tender; then trim,naking them of
uniform size and shape; pour on them: boiling
water. Let them remain mn it a minute, dry
them and rub with pepper, salt and fresh but-

flesh, weak

in mind and body, indifferent

to the so-

had

what is-called the blues.

—1-trequently-

told my friends when I seemed cross not

me, 1 did not mean

to be cross.

to mind

Life’s charms

were lost, and I was a fit subject for the list of the
“used up”
I knew all my troubles came from the
displacement of my bowels, and the abominable
trusses I fiad been compelled for years to harness
up with.

I read Dr. Sherman's

your paper and

instinctively

advertisements

felt

as

in

though

he

could help me.
Talked the matter over with my
wife, who urged me, and repeatedly urged me, to

go and

see what the Doctor could

do for me.

She

was set on my going; she would
not let up; so
finally I went to Boston, onthe 23d of December
last, called at Dr. Sherman’s oftice, 43 Milk . street,
and when my turn came, for there were other anxious ones waiting, I consulted him;
his manner,

together with the confidence he expressed in his
treatment affording me the relief 1 was so much in

need of, awakened

new feelings of hope,

and

I

at

once concluded to get fixed up. It has proved the
best thing I have done for myself for many years.
Though but 52 years of age, 1 have been as helpless the last few years as-if I was eighty-five,

they retain the grease, and ro keep putting it
on instead of taking it off.
Old towels are

died at his residence in. New
Thursday night,
aged about 68.

Britain,

feat, Friday, the German

Reichstag

rejecting

the parliamentary discipline bill by a large maJjority,—only the extreme and some of the mod-

erate conservatives voting for it.

they

should

made daily by the patient,

kind of labor during

be

in him and went under

his

BEWARE OF set wash bowls

in

your sleep-

ing rooms. Even whén the ind ng is seemingly all right, sewer gus will escape. Always
stop up the waste water pipe when not in use
The death of the young Queen of Spain was

gave

me

treatment.

From

Consumption?
Liver. Oil and

izen of Boston, believing that if they

should

New Lungs can not be made

by

medicines,

may

consult

him

RUPTURE
FEARFUL

AILMENTS
AND

ARISING
TRUSSES.

43

RUPTURE

or

with safety

$ 1.00

.

Williams

1.00

&

The above three operas ave alike in being easy
to sing, and are all very pleasing. 1hey need buf
litle scenery; and are easily given by amateurs
as well as professionals. The SORCER.R i8 a jolly
English opera, full of mnocent wit and has fing

without

MASON’S PIANOFORTE TECHNICS
Contains

Principle offices 251 Broadway, New York.

THE

MARKETS.

of

the

most

js the best
possible
to a good Plano In.
Mason and W.S. B,

and Chord.

THE WEERLY MUSICAL RECORD is the most
sucoessful, most interesting
and useful Musical
Weekly
ever
published,
.00 per year. Sendé
cents for sample copy and get
cents worth of
music in any number.
Send 25 cents for “ 10 Easter Carols.”

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
C. H. Ditson & Co

J. E. Ditdon & Ce.

711 & 843 B'dway, N. .

923 Chestaut St., Phila,

OOMMON PRATSE ! OHORAL PRAISE!

there are good names

4s

exercises

learning to play Church Music, Gle¢s,
music of any kind, $1.00.

The above nan.es belong to two singing
hooks
of more than average
beauty, compiled
y Rev.
J. H. Waterbury.
CoMMO¥
PRAISE provides very
abundantly for the singing of all parts of the Epis-

that are ¢urrent at 4} and 5 per cent. Call loans
on Jovetnmants were 4 per cent, with a lower
tendency; and on other good
securities
43g
per cent. New York funds are less freely offered,
and sold to-day at par toa very
small discount.
he gross exchanges were
$7,862,614, and the
balances $1,175,060.
The exchanges bave been
Steaay jactensing this year; this week ghey foot
p
848,743,821,
winle for the same week last year

We amount was $12 FEY

of

Johnson's Now Method for Thorough Bass
i8 the best, easist and most thorough method for

Financial Affairs.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)
BOSTON, SATURDAY EVENING, March 8,
The money market has relapsed into nearly the
state of ease at which it stood
before the recent rise
in loans at the clearing.-house where there was a
fair bortaing demand to-day at 2iand 3 per cent.
This is a g
pointat which to keep the rate of
loans,if
and it could be accomplishea it would pre.
vent
sudden fluctuations in money and more or
less digturbance. No one can forecast the market
fora Week; OF enteely dot hd
while large
amounts
are
changing
han:
ubgoriptions wo
the Roverament loan. aad be content with
what is actually before us. Discounts of prime
paper rule steady at 4 per cent. very little, if
any thing, however choice, going below that;

while, on the other hand,

thousands

useful nature, The book
companion or successor
struction book. By Wm.
Mathews. $2.00.

STREET,

Sopal service; but in so doing, as it contains about

120 g
Psalm Tunes, 240 Hymns, 100 Chants, and
about 250 readings of the Pauhms, arranged for
chanting, it is a valuable boek for choirs’ in gener.
al. (75 ots.) CHORAL PRAISE isa Sunday School
Song Book with 30 good tunes. (20 cts).
Het

y

Boston

Latest Things in Music!

Produce Report.
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Frobrs=Patent spring wheat Wisconsin and
Minnesota brands $650 @ $825 X bbl. Winter
wheat Patents 86
8750 # bbl.
Winter wheats
4 75 @ 25 25 for Ohip and Michigan, Illmois and
ndiana ranges from £525 § $5; and St Louis
from 83 50 & #650
4 bbl. Straight Minnesota $450 @ 85 75.
isconsin extras $4 @ $4 50; common
Webtern extras $175 3 242; and
Western super-

¢ Where

SACRED MUSIC.
Hymn

:

Gospel

daries coming

Most of the

in

can

winter

not

wade

best

Book

102 pages.

Easter

Annual

Butter

runs

mand over 152. while some lots are hurd to sell

-Musie Store or

only the very

BIGLOW

at

finest

factory at 8%

@ 9¢

lots command

#

1b.

bat

the outside

|

fizure. Fair to good range from 7 @ Sc # Ib; and
common stock is dull at 4 @ Sc ¥ 1b.
EGGS.—There has been a fair demand
at
little
easier prices, with sales of Eastern at 16 g lie;

|
i
|

Northern at 15 @ 16¢c; and Westernat 14 & lc

¥

&

MAIN, Publishers,
Ninth

St,

YORN

HONEY BEES.

or garden. Every hive of Bees kept on my plan
will pay & profit of Fifty dollars every vear. Send
for eircular. Address Mrs. Lizzie E. Corrox,

sales of choice Western at $1 50 @ $1 35,and North-

Red

NEW

NEW PRISCIPLES IN BEE KEEPING.
Every one who has a Farm or Garden can now

West Gorham, Maine,

4til

ern at $1 60 ¥ bu.
Choice Mediums have been
sellicg freely at 8135 @ €1 40 ¥ bu.
Yellow Eyes
are a rhade weaker, and $1 835
by is an extreme

receipts.

76 East

keep Bees with profit.
Bees kept on my plan are
moie profit than anything connected with the farm

dozen,
BEANS. ~The demand for Pea and Mediums has
been equal to the receipts and prices are well
maintiined.
Pea have ruled a shade firmer, with

price for the bulk of the

5Cts,

them
at the nearest
Beoksellew's send to

9 a 12c ¥ 1b. Fresh made Western gives good sat- |
isfaction, and choice lots still command 18 @ 2uc | 73 Randulph h Street,
CHIC
GO.
¥ 1b, but receipts of this kind are very small, |
Common and medium Western moves slowly at |
low prices.
CHEESE.—Choice

3.

by mail,

|

to com--|

No.

Six beautiful Carols for Easter, $4 per 100;

steaight

poor, and very little ol it is good enough

of Anthms.

$10 per dozen; $1 by mail.

be quoted over 18c. | If you can not find

Northern

No. 3.

Wounds only, #5 per 100; 6 Cents by mail

.

The

Hymns

Palmer’s

:

¥ Ib.

School.

With Music, $30 per 100; 35 Cents by mall.

BUTTER.—Fine fall lots of New York and Ver- |
mont will still comand 20828¢,and cheicecream- |
eries run up to?) @23c

for the Sumday

Only 810 per 100 copies; 15 Cents by mail.

BARLEY.—#1 10 ¥ bu is now an outside price for
;

Service.

115 Songs with Musie,

CORN.—4T g 49¢ ¥ bu, as to quality, for mixed
and yellow,
ye
OATS —37/¢ @ 40c for No 1 and extra white;
36i¢c tor No 2 white, and 35 @ 8ic ¥ ba for No 8
white and No 2 mixed.
]
FEED.—Shorts and Fine Feed $1650 g $17# ton;
the best Canada.

Piano accompaniment

Mailed on receipt of 85 Cents.

CORN MEAL. —$2 30 @ £2 35% bbl.

and Middiings 817 @ 817 50¥ ton,

MUSIC.

is my Boy To-Night2”?

Song and Chorus, with

fine $3 25 @ #3 50 ¥ bol.

HALL

Kidneys

are scarce and small Jots command full prices.
POTATOES .—There has been a very
firm market

for Early Rose, with a ready sale for all coming
in. Sales of choice Maine Central have been
made at 98¢ @ #1 ¥ bn, and in some instances a
higher range has been obtained for Houlions.

Northern Rose command 85 @ 9c ¥ bu, but only

strictly choice bring the outside price. Prolifics
in
light stock and command 9% @& 95c. Jacksons

This standard article

compounded

with

the

greatest core.

Jor ear donde;

Chie Chenangoss.ate selling. in

thesep.

tionsr

Its effects are 4s wonderful and satisfactory as
ever,
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful

at 70 ¢ 75¢ ¥ bu, but it is dificult to get over
.

73c

kinds are in light supply

and

color.

sel}ibg i quotatiol Tots $3 50 @ $4 ¥ bb.
MAPLE

SUGAR.~The

near at band,

Maple

Sugar

season

Itremovwes all eruptions, itching and dandruf;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has.been found so effectual or desirable.
:
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayerof Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

is

We notice sales of old in tubs at 7

@ 7%c, and in cakes at 10 @ 13c ¥# Ib.

Choice

new

medium grades move slowly

$12

ton.

would probably command 15816c¥1b but none yet
recerved.
HAY AND STRAW. ~The market continues dull
for Hay, with a large supply. Sales of choice
Eastern and Northern have been at $14 a $15 ¥
ton. and $15 is a Lop price at the close. Low and
at’$9

@

¥

uckingham’s
Buckingham’s

Rye Straw is dull at 810 @ $11 ¥ ton.
POULTRY AND GAME.—There has: been a fair
demand for Poultry at steady prices. Choice
Western Turkey, frozen have been selling at 16
@17c ¥ 1b, and 17¢ 18 a top price, except for some

very fancy lots.
been selling at
ens and Fowls
are scarce and
Jair. Choice
ozen.

Choice

For

Westero Chickens have

of the

decline

in Western

prices of mess are 50c # bbl lower.
have have been made at $1075 @ #11,

R. P. HALL & C0., Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
[No. 5.]

BEEF.—There has been a fair demand at steady
prices, with sales of Western mess and extra mess
a $9 40 @ $1050; and extra plateat $1050 @ $11 ¥

TERMS:

@
Western at @ 10c ¥ 1b, including large
ahdjsmall, Fancy in bags command 9% @ 10c ¥
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Motto,

printed in 15 Oil Colors, siz
inches; the
words are elegantly entwi: ned with Easter

-

BLESS:

to every three ree months

led with

$1.00

Writers,

with other Peau 1 flowers and vines printed,
black ground in all
the tints of the natural
flowers, Any mere word description of this Motto gives
only a partialidea of its real

;

Illustrated

y the HE

F re eB
and Calla Lilies, Fotgat-me-nots, Liliex of the Val.

ley,

3

subse 1 Dor, ‘at Thirty cents, Hihis
is a gift by the publishers
induce
ryone to anve guarantee all double value of mone
s
900
to amon
8, Silverware,
You SAW this frie dress the Duane, y J.Rhye
Li. PATTEN &

is dvertiseinent;

ace.
Kiate PL

or, if

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,

Jor Ax Hoilths ' Bod. for res mone ve.
10g, pet
er
choice varie
i of its contents renders
Ble Magazine a fvorite win all
or readvr To. Te
azine to new readers, we Wi) give one
SL Eee
own this Hag.
paid

1 mot

year;

Too

REMITTANCES must be made in. money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
Teistered letter and at our risk and expense.
An writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and

198 No. 2th 8¢.,

sd publish
ublished i atthe nd AER
Tr

Yer

per

quest it; and it is discontinued
been one year in arrears,

Contaius 1,018 Pages, 475 illustrations and
Maps. Pronounced by scholars * the most com.
lete and comprehensive Commentary on the entire Scriptures (in one vol.) ever published.”
There is nothing like it; and but few Commenta.
tors in popular use.
Price, $3.75.
This is a
Family Book. It answers every objection of the
Skeptic.
Extra Terms. ' Send for particulars,
6

1

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons re-

WANTEDBIBLE“%:COMMENTATOR.
THE PICTORIAL

& Co.,

$2.50

vance, §2.900

V ARIETY PATTERNS. To any one sending me25 cts,, I will send them, post-paid,
Doz. yuriely Patterns for both useful and orna-1
xmental
work,
ods
Address Mrs.
rs. R. Hanaford, Under. -

Gaxretson

em30

THE MORNING STAR

SMOKED HAMS.—Boston have been selling at §
8A and

Philadelphia, Pa.

?

ration, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
MANUFACTURED BY

and it would be hard to find buyers for large lots
at 810 50. Western and Boston clear have eared
Ff
@ $13. Backs ave selling at $1350 @ $14

Bradley,

DyeDy

Whiskers.

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion,
It is easily applied, being in one prepa-

12) @ 14¢, and mixed lots of Chickat 10 @ 13¢ # 1b. Frozen Grouse
higher, with sales at 90 @ 9c
frozen Quail command $125

influence

the

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any

PORK.—There has been an easier feeling in Pork,

under the

markets, and
Sales of mess

|.

is

are in liberal supply, and best Eastern are selling

i.

The following are some of the dreadful maladies
resulting from the displacement of the Viscera in
Rupture, and which are aggravated by the truss
when used to support the rupture:
:
RUPTURE
BECOMES INFLAMED AND
STRANGULATED, the early
symptoms of which
are colic pains, rambling In the
bowels, great anxety, and when reaching its full stage, equaled by
thé horrors of hydrophobia.
RUPTURE
AND TRUSSES CAUSE EVEN-

the skill of physicians, but the old ones can be
strengthened and preserved by the use of Adams.
son's Botanic Balsam, a sure cure for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the Lungs.
Price 35 and 73 cts.

MILK

HOURS, a large 8
column
quarto, of 40
ages and
handsome cover,

FROM

by

Shllivan, 1.00

DR. SHERMAN

.

during his limited stay in Boston.

If “so, use * Wilbor's Pure CodLime,” a safe and sure remedy.

treatment,

any

Is in Boston for a limited period only, and may be
consulted at his ofiices,

con-

The above is from the Herald, It is interestin
to the afflicted, Mr. Felton being & well-known an
reliable citizen, Dr. Sherman is at his oflice, 43

This is no quack Dieparation, but is regularly prescribed by the medical faculty.
Manufactwed
only by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston.
Sold by
all druggists.
1

friends note

the ruptured

perform

& Sullivan,

Words

g-Personal attendance necessary.
Patients | music, The LITTLE DUKE has careful
fovised
regiding out of the eity can receive treatment and
words, and is a charming tind graceful production,
PINAFORE is already famous.

this

general health is daily improving; my

Milk street, where

the

can

By Gilbert
re

return for home same day.

a certifi

Boston, Nov. 21, 1878.

To One and All.—Are you suffering from
a Cough, Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, or any of the
various pulmonary troubles that so often end in

who

Comic Operas !

Soreurcr,

The Little Duke,

before and after cure mailed for ten cents.

sult Dr. Sherman, and receive the benefit of his
treatment, they will thank me.
It will afford me pleasure at all times to give any
further information to any one who wishes to see
me personally. My place of business is at 2334 and
2336 Washington street.
B. W. FELTON."

For an Irritated Throat, Cough, or Cold,
‘* Brown's Bronchial Troches” are offered with
the fullest confidence in their efficacy.
They
maintain the good reputation they have Tasty acquired, 25c¢ a box.

external

from the danger of inflamed rupture, and

and speak of it. I know
there are
thousands suffering from rupture, who are skeptical from repeated disappoinimens in seeking relief, conseguetly I make
this statement as a well-known cit-

caused by bad plumbing, inducing typhoid fever.

by

interfering with the cure.
Books with photographic likenesses of bad cases,

and towels themselves. Fine china should nevtime I improved. With unbounded satisfaction
er be put into hot water, as it spoils the enam- | and a sense of happiness which I can not describe,
I have been cured of the rupture, and with it disel.
appeared all the afore-named complaints.
My

Ct.,

Mrs. James E. Anthony, of So. Providence,
R. I., has gone crazy from overwork
in obtaining subscriptions to raise the debt of the
Methodist church, to which she belongs, and
tried twice the other day to commit suicide.
Prince Bismarck suffered an ignominious de-

and

washed and boiled as regularly as the napkins

without an operation, simply

local applications, both mechanical and medicinal,

cate to the effect that I had nervous dyspepsia,and
was not able to serve as a juryman, which certificate excused me. About two years
I accidentally heard of Dr. Sherman’s successful treatment
of rupture, and lost no time in going to New York
to consult him. After having an examination of
my case, from what he told me I had confidence

VARIOUS HINTS.
Do NoT HAVE flannel or woolen dish rags.as

the best for this purpose,

method

Ihe

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—$1 90 @ $2 ¥ 100 bs.

Sety of friends, and often cross and petulant. My
feelings controlled me; I could pot control them.
1 Ioften

Three

and’ $5.6 $5 50 ¢ bbl for Mvorite and fancy brands.

My experience with Dr. Sherman’s treatm=nt for
rupture warrants me in making a public statement
for the benefitof the afilicted.
I have been a subject of rupture for more than 20
years on one side and for the last three on both
sides. 1 have suffered from the use of trusscs
more than tongue can tell—though I used the best
I could find 'in Boston and elsewhere.
y nervous system became wrecked ; indigestion and dyspepsia were
brought on. I was wasted away in

in

foregoing af-

RYE FLOUR,
84 25@ 3 50 # bb),
i
OAT MEAL.—8&14 50 @ 24 75 for common Western,

té Treatment.

eggs,
Pepe

of the

Noth-

DR SHERMAN AGAIN.

in a shallow tin pan or plate, sprinkle thickly
with white sugar and. a few small pieees of

“Turn them, and
as soon as nicely browned,
lace in a hot dish, pour over them melted
utter, and serve.
How WE MANAGE.
We were talking about
making yeast the other day; and the professor
was sitting in the room adjoining where we
were, and be hailed out: * Can’t any of you
make it without the inevitable yeast? We all
declared that we must have a little yeast to
stuart with; but he averred
not,
and read
aloud:* How to make yeast—DBoil one pound
of good-flour-aquurter of —a pound of brown
sugar and a little salt, in two gallons of water
for one hour.
When milk-warm, bottle and
cork closely.
Will be ready for use in twentyfour hours.
One pint of this yeast will do for
one baking.”
Now we had no faith in the recipe for yeast that the professor read with
heightened color and an expression of*¢ I told
you so!” But we all said we would experiment sometime, and see if there was anything
in it. We had Grabam gems
this morning
for breakfast, wade with some of the Bread
Preparation so warmly recommended by Pipsey
Potts.
We can not make our praise strong
enough in favor of this baking-howder.
We
made a delicious pudding for dinner yesterday.

pre-

‘say, now is the time to sce Dr. Sherman in person,
obtain his remedies and secure; the capacity fur
life most active and complete enjoyment.

ter and core some well-flavored apples, place

ter. Lay on a gridiron over hot coals, always
remembering to cover them while broiling.

and

of the finger of death, which young and old at times
tremble under.
:
Think of it! we speak truthfully, and it will be
well for those who heed what we say.

water the night before,
Then next, dayi purboil and: drain, ‘Put in fresh water with a
piece of middling or ham, and boil till. tender.
NICE PREPARATION | OF ' APPLES.
‘Quar-

per the tripe and roll it inthe batter. .- Fry

and

Ing is more, vexatious or mortifying
n rupture;
a fife-tax, a source of mental and
physical ‘agony,
when not treated successfully—and
who treats ‘it

boiling

and six long. Make a batter with two
one tea~cupful of flour and a little milk.

upon
been

ef rupture

rupture exists and relief for itis to

;
Soak

inroads

serve intact that most desirable of all conditions,
physical, mental, and social capacities?
:
Life is certainly too short to’ be ‘dallving when

without the
it. is.by no
the lurgest
France, and

Marseilles sonp.—American Agriculturist.

late.

Doubtless you do not wish to go
through another
season of excoriation and discomfort; added to

would

of

give

too

trisdes, and must be undone to restore

which is the same as the oiler,
coloring. . Though called Castile,
means exclusively made in Spain,
share coming from the South of

The business portion of the towns of Bam-

beauty

;

and value;
it must be
si Dreciated,
It
sesse
every
one. Usua Retail ory fe ¥1.00,
Be

.
ME
HO
Hi ATA In eve

ms to agents.
Co., 47 Barclay Stay New York.

and glass, one story high, 800,000 feet square,
and the cost must not ex ceed
,000,
There was
much disorder and great ex-

citement at the

town

election

in Kingston,

N. Y., Tuesday,when none but ring men

were

of the Manufacturers’ Gas Company at Fall
River, was Serenced; Wednesday, to five years
in State Prison, with one day of solitary con-

N

on

mottled

be

when exposed to the air, hecomes changed to
the red oxide.
White Castile soap is also sold,

burg, 8. C., ‘and Taylorsville, Texas, were
burned Tuesday, involving a loss” of property
of over $100,000.
Hon. Elihu Burritt, the learned blacksmith,

gious diseases into the country were passed. The customary resolution of thanks
to the Speaker and a brief response to the
compliment then terminated the proceed-

ings of the * lower branch” of the fortyfifth Congress.

used

The

may

why should any one procrastinate or “stand
ithe order of
going” to undo that which
has

Boston, on Sunday.
A motion in favor of woman suffrage was
rejected in the British House.of Commons, ¥riday, by avete of 217 to 103.
Nineteen persons were killed by an explosion
i a cos] mine near Wakefield,
Eng.,
Wednesay.

preserve the peace. The poll. was finally broken up, and a new election will have to be

of conta-

of

way. . Small favors thankfully received.— Lowetl Courier.
:
The Rev. John Weiss died al his home. in

impeachvore orthe suband the

bill prohibiting the introduction

may be

pain.

man ; next week or next month

which is stirred into it before it hardens; this
leaves a bluish oxide of iran in the soap which,

There are 40 life prisoners at the Conn, State

Prof. Baird will superintend the erection of

from its oppositionto the House amendments, viz., the test-oath and supervisors

of solution

prison.
Extensivepreparations
are being made at
Yokohama for (ien. Grant’s reception.
Jefferson’s home, Monticello, is to be
sold
by aaction on the 20th inst.
No more
Congress for a fortnight, any-

the National Museum near Smithsonian Institute at Washington. It will be of brick, iron

recede

of

ed as a juryman, my Pnysiclan

Senate indulged in a spirited and interest-

the Senate decliningto

give

to

Randall than to any other one man, and far
more than to any other Democrat.
This bitwhereas now I feel all the returning ambition, aniter opposition of the lobby will be an addimation and courage that I enjoyed at twenty-five.
tional argument with the Republicans for a
Indeed, my general health is so much better that I
support of Randall, provided the contest is
now weigh fifteen pounds more than I did on that,
to me, happy 23d of December. All the Rev, Mr.
transferred from the caucus to the House. The
John Alden of Providence, R. I,, says in his comBaltimore American of this morning
conmunication
to your Daber, and all
Mr. B. W, Felcludes
a leading editorial on this subject as
ton of Boston says of
Dr, Sherman's treatment, I
follows: ¢¢ Dismissing, then, the idea of electI had sifted ore package of the Bread Prepara- have realized.
My old friends notice my improved
ing a Republicun Speaker, what then ought to tion into twenty-five pounds of the unbolted condition and ask me what 1 have been doing. I
be the policy of the Republican party ?
It flour, so as to bave it ready for immediate use. T draw from my pocket and show them Dr. A rer
will, of course, present
its own candidate,
man’s book, saying “that is what I am doing, using
took over a pint of sweet milk, one egg,a little
but if it should turn out that the greenbackers
| yg} ¥
4
f
.
rised to see me animatedly ~ and with
pleasure do- =|
doindeed hold the balance of power, so that ‘ed enough prepared flour to make athick batter,
he in my business what I formerly dreaded as an
neither of the parties in Congress can elect its
oured it into a buttered cake-pan, dropped a insuymountable task.
own candidate, what then ought the Repubandful of raisin into it here and there, and
This jay seem to some ex
rated, but it is
lican partytodo ? In any event it will not
then steamed it one hour. It made a very not; it is simply the truth as
Ihave expressed it.
hecome the Republicans to enter into any comThat
rupture
exerts
a
peculiar
influence
over evchoice pudding, eaten with sugar and butter.
bination with the greenbackers, and if it is A lady across the street—Mrs, Curtis—tells me sq one affected with it, no one will
gainsay.
Mind and body is taxed,
dreaded boul
strapnecessary to go outside of party lines in order
she frequently makes a steamed pudding for
ped
on,
and
year
after
year
renewed
troubles
actojbreak any dead-lock and enable the House
dinner—good either hot or cold—of" just the
cumulate, one’s energies and abilities lessen, until
to ha business,they should do as did the Rebare prepared flour thickened into sweet milk;
life
becomes
more
of
a
burden
than
a
pleasure.
publican party of Maine, prefer a Democrat to and once, she says, she had no milk, and used
Now, in conclusion, I will as a friend from symu greenbacker, and cast their votes for Mr.
water instead, and it was really
good then. pailly with the afflicted and from no other motive,
Randall, who is the Democratic candidate Sometimes we make a steamed fruit-dumpling
ving paid Dr. Sherman his full price for my
representing the best elements of the party.
treatment, recommend the afilicted to see him befor dinner that is excellent.
We make a nice
fore
he leaves Roston. I have been a resident here
dough, as for biscuit, wet up with sweet milk
for many years, am well known and will cheerfully
and sbortened with a little lump. of butter
Latest News
give any further information, personally or by letusing flour prepared with Horsford’s Bread
ter,
T. F. BIGELOW.
The boiler of a freight-engiue on the Buffalo,
Preparation.
That makes
it so light and
Webster, Mass., Feb. 14, 1879.
New York and Philadelphia Railroad explodsweet, and so full of the foody taste
that
means nutrition and sustenance, There is no A Boston Merchant about Dr. Sherman’s
ed at Ebenezer Station, N. Y., on Saturday
Rupture Cure.
dangerof the dumpling ** falling” or becomin
evening.
The engineer and
fireman were
soggy, the one fault we cooks so dread an
To the Editor of the Herald: 1 was a sufferer
badly scalded, but will recover.——The towndislike when we make cake or. dumplings
of from rupture about twenty years. At first it was
fruit or meat. When the dough is ready, roll slight. I used what was recommended to me as
ship of West Orange, New Jersey, is excited
out to about balfan inch in thickaess, and lay the best truss in Boston. I received no benefit,
over the unpaid taxes to the amount of $60,
and was always annoyed from chafing and presover it a few sleds “of f{ruit—peaches, apples,
sure, while my rupture was
growing worse and
000 and the utterly confused condition of the
berries, whatever you choose—begin at one
worse.
My nervous system
me affected, my
collector’s accounts. ' In a suit against the
end and roll up; tuck in the ends when done, general health wrecked, and I was rapidly apCity Railroad Company of Brooklyn, N. Y.
and lay it carefully into a bag or cloth, and
proaching physical and mental ruin.
Pains and
for
$50,000 damages for injuries sustained
drop it into boiling water.
e first place a aches in my bowels, breast, back and head, conse.
from being thrown from a car while alighting,
quently
cross
and
indifferent
towards
others
and
pie-tin in the bottom of the kettle. One kettle
Mrs. Rachel Sloan, a lady sixty
years of age,
will hold three or .four. = Cover closely, and unfitted for the enjoyment of society or attention
to my business.
Icousulted several doctors, all
Shiajted a verdict of $10,000
damages on Satboil one hour without allowing it to stop boil- differing
in opinion as t0 my troubles—dyspepsia,
urday.
ing an
instant. Have the
teakettle
full
kidney affections, liver complaint, and everything
and boiling ready to supply the waste.— Chatty they attributed them tobut the effect of my rupture
Brooks in Arthur's
Magazine.
and truss. On one occasion, when I was summonMiscellaneous.

ing debate on the points of difference between the conferees on the legislative and
army BDprOpYIation bills. A. vote was
then taken,

Common

ance of Castile soap is due to a small quantity

look atthe Speakership in the light of amnational office, and one in which Republicans, in
view of the part: they must take in conductin

dis-

irritate and

that

other

flictions, he begins to realize his mortifying condi.
tion, he indeed becomes a creature of commiseration,
The cure of rupture is effected by Sherman's

cess.

alkali {ihe soda),only just enough being
used to
neatralize the oil,
On this account the soa
is mach milder, and

will say

Third—That the patient must absolutely be present to have the tréatinent suited to the character
and condition of his case in view of cure.
Fourth—That
patients can receive his treatment
though from a distance, and leave for home the
same day.
>
' Fifth—That so far as his charges are concerned
it is impossible for him to fix any rate until he
thoroughly understands the case from examination
but that he diseriminates in favor of those in limited circumstances ; though his charges in any case
are but a small consideration in view of the benefit afforded.
d
This all seems to be reasonable on the part of Dr.
Sherman, who, it is said bi hore he has treated,
evinces a
t deal of patience and care to give
perfect satisfaction to those who seek his aid.
With this information we would say to our inquirers, delay no longer; quiekly congult Dr. Sher-

A subscriber wishes to know how this dif
fers from other soap. The hard soaps made in
this country are almost exclusively from animal fats, in the south of Europe, where the
olive grows abundantly, the poorer kinds of

and other surfaces where common soap

Boston

personal attention to the treatment of patients who
are not satisfied to submit to the care of his assistants.
y
Second—That he can not send his treatment from
a description of the case with any ‘certainty of suc-

please write

soap, great care is taken to avoid an excess

in

being required at some of hig other offices

soaps are soda and animal fat. Castile soap is
soda and vegetable oil.
In making Castile

Republicans are a unit in the belief that, in a
party view alone, the election of Blackburn,
even by the regular Democratic strength, is a
thing
greatly to be desired. Still more do they
rit
it desirable that the greenbackers
should go to him in a body snd secure his election, not only for its good effet upon the Republican
party, but for the positive harm
which such a result would inevitably do the
Democratic cause in the Eastern States.
They
feel also thal under Blackburn the extremists
in the House would have full play, and that
the Speaker would rather encourage than curh
them, and they know that all this would react against the Democracy. - There are many

most
deeplyit involves a

will

olive oil are used for soap-making.

part of the exaggerated indebtedness under which the business community labored toral commission, and lahored against the comat the time of the revulsion in 1873, is
letion ofany count. He was the head and
either paid, compromised, or wiped out | ront of those on his side who insisted on the
and abandoned”; and the article closes extra session of Congress now called. His
with these words: ‘It is nearly as certain course as Speaker would, of necessity, be such
as that time will roll round that our late as would constantly tend to solidify the Bepubdepression will gradually change, first to licans of the North. For all these reasons the

another reverse.
What is called the periodicity of panics has its origin in human

us

Stay

our reporter has called on Dr. Sherman and obtained the following particulars :
First—Dr. Sherman can not say how much longer he will Pe able to stay in Boston, his services

WHAT IS CASTILE 80AP ?

radical Confederate element in the Democratic
party to power in Congress. He was a filibuster against executing the law creating the elec-

moderate prosperity, then to undue expansion of credit and speculation,
then to
feverish activity, finally culminating
in

addressing

Sherman’s

Now, in answer to one and all, we

©

the pronounced Bourbon element of the House.
He represents the movement to restore the

that a great

tory as they are, go to show

SEEDS.

ton County, New York.

does not disguise his extreme partisan predilections either in the chair or out of it. He
stunds openly as the leader and exponent of

from a purely commercial point of view is
The statisalso reasonably encouraging.
tics of failures, incomplete and unsatistac-

one

Dr.

+

Nwthen, from one or the

his Treatment, etc.
We have read many letters from eur subscribers
inquiring if Dr. Sherman is’ still in Boston, how
much longer he will remain, Whether he can send
his treatment from a description of the case, or if
the patient must be present, and what his charges
are, etc., ete.
|

plainly, and send us the name of the’ County
and State, as well as their Post-office, thut we
may as far 88 possible avoid any failure,
Address, Rev, J. Copeland,
Lima, Livings-

is a good parliamentarian, a ready debater,and
cool and prompt presiding officer.
But he

outlook

* the

Any

forces. There is no general objection to Blackburn personally. - He is much liked by .many,

extraordi-

any

nary political excitement”;

all agreed that in a strictly party sense it will
be muchthe best for them if the Democrats
elect Blackburn instead of Randall, and better
still if this should be accomplished by a coalition of the greenback vote with the Blackburn

current

*‘ the

zal tenders or bank notes”;

year will also be free from

all important legislation.

About

We will send you the ten following varieties of lower-seeds, together with printed directions for successful growing, for tweniyfive cents, an amount barely sufficient to cover
the expense of printing, putting up, mailing,
&e., Sweet Alyssum, German Asters, I'ouble
Balsams,
Candytufts,
Fancy Pinks, Sweet
Mignonette, German Punsies, Phlox, Double
Zennia, Forget-me-not,
:

The Republicaus are

12, 1879.

ANSWER TO INQUIRERS

and Domestic,
FLOWER

MARCH

———

allowed to vote.
saulted and the

Several tax-payers were
military

Chas. P, Stickney, the

finement, and
he will
Huthaway at Concord.

were

called

defaulting

soon

join
i

out

asto

treasurer

Chace and

Kidney Complaints.
CINCINNATI, O., March 17, 877,

| Mg. H. R. STEVENS,

Dear Sir: Ihave been a great sufferer from
Riuey Con laing ; and after the use of a few bottlos of Vegetine
find myself entirely cured. I
{ined sixteen
pounds in flesh while taking the
egetine. I will cheerfully recommend it.
Yours truly,
W.T. ARCHER
NoO.3830 West Sixth Street.

Vogetine is Sold by all Druggists,

|

of the Kidneys, dep:
d and irritated condition
of the bladder,
D
e premonitory Symptoms
A
al lassitude, drowsiness,
backa
i dishosttion to urinate, and innce
inability to the social enJoymonts of life
UPTURE AND TRUSSES CAUSE Fuduow
ptible undermining of the constitution,
im
ng the digestive functions, and thereby inducing fevers of the orst trys.
!
UPTURE AND TR
ES tax the energies
and capacities of man to a
greater or less extent
in every stage of life, both In his physical and social relations and

mental

devotions,

and

in

the

Piysical and mental pursuance of his business.
n 4 word, it makes a man less than man, and
°

The Royal Baking Powder is a pure €ream of Tarter
owder, made from pure Grape Cream
Tarter, imported exclusivel
for this powder direc!
the
wine district of France. An old exerienced house-keeper writes that, although she by hy pay a few pennies more for the ** Royal,”
nds it
goes much farther and works much
better than saleratus, soda, or cream of tartar.
Most of the Cream of Tartar of commerce, is adultrated with Alum, Terra Alba, etc.
Doctors pronounce Alum most dangerous to health; it costs but two cents a pound,
Crew vil Tartar gro’ 30 Sone,
e
Royal
Baking Powder is recommended for its wholesomeness by sueh eminent chemists as
Dr. Mott, New York; Dr, 8. Dana Hayes, Boston. Sold only in cans. “All Grocers, .
;
BAKING POWDER shoulu never be go Id in paper packages, as it becomes ttale aid
deteriorates upon exposure to the atmosphere,

